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Software architecture evolved from the monolithic paradigm to the Service-Oriented
Computing (SOC) paradigm. IT systems in the SOC paradigm are based on service
compositions. A service composition is an aggregate of loosely coupled autonomous
heterogeneous services which are collectively composed to implement a particular
task. Internet standards are the dominant modelling methods of SOC systems. How-
ever, they raise fundamental issues: standards lack formalism, and they fall short
when being applied independently. The former issue has been solved and rigorous
semantics have been developed for the different standards. However, the latter is-
sue has only partially been solved, by developing new formal modelling languages
that are adopting the concepts rather than the notations of the internet standards.
In principle, the main concepts that should be hosted in SOC modelling languages
are: asynchronicity, mobility, multiparty sessions, and compensations. However, not
all of these concepts are supported in the current developed modelling languages.
This thesis addresses this problem and proposes a new formal modelling language for
SOC systems which is adequately expressive to model the previous concepts. Addi-
tionally, the thesis provides an implementation for the new modelling language in a
model checker to facilitate automated formal reasoning on systems properties like:
good/bad traces, deadlock-freedom, and livelock-freedom.
keywords: Service-Oriented Computing, modelling languages, process calculi, CSP,
sessions, mobility, asynchrony, transitionality, long running transactions,
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Throughout this thesis, the following notations are used:
p, q, . . . denote processes
pp, qq, . . . denote compensable processes
Σ is the universal set that contains all the observable events in a system
a, b are used to range over Σ
Ω is the set of terminal events
ω, ω′ are used to range over Ω
ΣτΩ is the universal set Στ union Ω
Στ the universal set Σ and in addition the silent event τ
Σ
√




the set Σ ∪ {τ,√}
A,B sets of observable events
R denotes renaming relation
s denotes lists
R renaming relation
〈x〉 denotes a list which has the element x




The Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm refers to the set of concepts, theo-
ries and techniques that represent computing in Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA),
in which software applications are constructed based on independent program mod-
ules, namely services.
In essence, every service should perform a single task. This task could be a simple
one like checking if a number is prime, or a complex task like an airline reservation
system. The internal logic of these services is hidden from their environment. Instead,
services provide a standard interface, which expresses the service functionality and
defines the way of communicating with the service.
SOC applications, namely service compositions, are sets of services which collab-
orate according to a predefined scenario in order to accomplish a single task. As the
name implies, collaboration between services is triggered via service request messages.
In a service composition, collaborating services generally communicate only by pass-
ing messages, and these services could be heterogeneous, i.e. provided by different
organizations or running on different platforms [67].
The initial set of services in a composition are selected according to the function
that they offer, and how it will contribute to accomplishing the task of the com-
position. However, maintaining a stable fixed service composition is not realistic in
dynamic business environments. In such environments, business requirements could
frequently change [130]. Thus, during the life time of a composition, the initial set of
services can be dynamically changed due to several technical or economic reasons. For
instance, the old service being no longer available or the new service being cheaper.
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Basically, in the SOC paradigm, services in a composition could be allocated and
selected as follows:
• First, the service should be available to be selected. For that, the service
provider implements the service logic and interface. Following that, the provider
publishes the service online by placing the service interface in service registries,
i.e. a private or public directory in a server within a network where the interface
of new services could be stored, searched, and retrieved [67].
• Secondly, the service requester in a composition, usually called the client part-
ner, searches service registries to seek out services whose interfaces meet the
client’s requirements. If allocated, a subscribe request is sent to the service
providers. If approved, an agreement contract, namely Service Level Agreement
(SLA), is conducted between the service requester and the service provider.
From the above, a Service Oriented Architecture can be represented as an inter-
action between three SOC entities: service requester, service provider and service
registry as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Service Oriented Architecture
If a set of services is initially selected in a service composition then the scenario
for this composition can be defined. In the SOC paradigm, the scenario of a services
composition, namely work flow, could be defined by two methods:
1. Orchestration: Orchestration scenarios in service composition are written
from the perspective of each service. That is, each service expresses how it will
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orchestrate with the other services in the composition. This includes demon-
strating the sequence of messages to be exchanged, and the name of services
to be invoked, i.e. asked for a service. Original, orchestration scenarios should
have a leader service, namely an orchestrator, which controls the sequences of
messages to be exchanged in a service composition. However, as this is not
always the case, the work flow in a service composition is considered to be or-
chestration if the services lead other services by triggering their execution by
means of invocations [30].
2. Choreography: Choreography scenarios demonstrate the global behaviour of
a service composition as a whole, by expressing the interaction sequences that
might take place in the composition. To have a working version of this scenario,
usually the global view of a composition is projected to smaller endpoint views.
The endpoint view captures the interactions of a single service.
Working with SOC offers significant advantages such as reusability as services can
be used many times in different models. In addition, SOC models can be reconfigured
dynamically as new services can join/leave the composition at run time. Integration
with legacy systems is now easier due to the interaction achieved by exchanging
messages and through standard interfaces. This will result in time and cost reduction
in the process of software design [67, 130].
The SOC paradigm has different working instantiations like CORBA [2], DCOM
[3], and J2EE [4]. However, one of the successful instantiation of SOC is the paradigm
of web services. Web services abstract the interactions from the notion of objects,
and centre interactions around services’ request/ response messages.
Web services are supported by major computer corporations, including BEA, IBM,
Microsoft, and Oracle. A set of internet standards has been developed to support and
to regulate web services applications. The set includes: BPEL [14], the web orches-
tration language; WSDL [15], the web language for defining interfaces for services;
SOAP [9], the web standard for defining and exchanging messages; and WSCDL [13],
the web language for defining choreography scenarios.
Internet standards are XML-based languages which adapt the simple tag style for
writing specifications. However, they raise the following issues:
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1. Internet standards lack formal semantics. Therefore, analysing the correctness
of a specification written using internet standards is not supported. In SOC,
using the old testing methods is not realistic due to the dynamic nature of such
systems. Moreover, testing does not guarantee the absence of errors.
Lacking formal semantics also allows different interpretations of syntax primi-
tives. For instance, the available execution engines, i.e. interpreter, for BPEL
specifications, have different implementations for BPEL syntax. It has been
shown in [132] that the three BPEL engines: ActiveBPEL [10], Apache ODE
[1], and Oracle BPEL Process Manager [6], realize (execute) BPEL specification
in different ways.
The proposed solution for tackling this issue was to map specifications written
onto these standards to a formal method for validation purposes. As shown
in Figure 1.2, the design phase of service compositions is extended to incor-
porate verifications. Therefore, the validity of models can be formally verified
by reasoning on the model properties desired. This solution has been ade-
quately studied in the literature and several models have been proposed like
[112, 83, 144, 90], which map internet standards, BPEL in particular, to differ-
ent formal models.
2. Considering the expressiveness of these standards, they do not entirely capture
the essence of the SOC paradigm. For instance, while a service composition has
more than two services, sessions in a service composition can be conducted be-
tween two parties only. As a result, extra messages are required to circulate data
between services in a service composition. Moreover, some designing aspects of
these standards can be enhanced. For instance, the BPEL language exception
system overcomes errors by using predefined handlers. To promote the dynamic
nature of such models these handlers could be constructed dynamically at run
time.
To overcome the second concern without ignoring the first issue, a new formal
modelling language should take the place of these standards in specifying SOC
models. The new formal language should host the concepts rather than the
constructs of the standards, then extend the concepts to possess better capabil-
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Figure 1.2: Life cycle of software processes in SOC paradigm.
to allow multiparty sessions.
In the literature (see Chapter 2 for details), a number of proposals have sug-
gested formal modelling languages to specify SOC models. However, we consider
this issue has yet to be fully solved, and we identify several areas for improve-
ment as will be explained below. Therefore, in this thesis, we propose soaCSP
process calculus as a new formal modelling language which can be used to design
SOC models directly with enhanced designing primitives (see Chapter 6.2.2 for
details), or to verify BPEL scripts (see Chapter 5 for details).
We identify below areas for improvement. In Chapter 2, we survey and discuss
the previous works in process calculi for modelling service compositions in respect of
these areas for improvement:
1. Formal modelling language which supports mixed synchronous and asynchronous
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communications. This will provide a model where synchronous and asyn-
chronous communications can be designed directly, and will simplify reasoning
on these mixed communications.
2. Formal modelling language which supports mobile communications where con-
nections can be exchanged between services within one session or different ses-
sions. This will provide a model where sessions can be merged and communicate
with processes outside the session boundaries.
3. Formal modelling language which supports multiparty sessions, where data can
easily be circulated between services, and scenarios like broadcasting and mul-
ticasting is permitted. Sessions should be initiated by invocations only, so no
need for further notions.
4. Formal modelling language which is supported by a computer-based framework
to automate reasoning on properties of models.
5. Formal modelling language which is supported by an exception system which
provides dynamically constructed handlers for overcoming system failures.
The new language proposed in this thesis, soaCSP, is considered to be an orches-
tration language as it is endowed with services invoking and publishing primitives.
It should be adequately expressive to create, maintain, and terminate mutliparty
sessions.
From the design perspective, orchestration work flows are implementable whereas
choreography work flows need some sort of preparation before they have imple-
mentable scripts. For instance, projecting choreography work flows onto orchestration
scripts has been done in [53]. Another point to consider is the scalability of choreog-
raphy models. As choreography captures the global view of the system, the system
should be complete. On the other hand, orchestrations’ work flow is easily extendible,
as it captures the view of individual services.
Our modelling language is founded on the process calculus of Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSP). In essence, process calculi [125] are formal languages
with relatively small numbers of constructs and operations which form the syntax
of the calculus. The syntax of a process calculus is supported by formal semantics
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to explain the meaning of its constructs and operations. This semantics can be:
operational, defining the behavioural semantics of a calculus; denotational, defining
the effects of these constructs and operations; and axiomatic, which defines the proof
methods for asserting terms in a calculus [23]. The semantics of these languages are
treated in a mathematical way to give a singular meaning to every sentence in order
to facilitate the computational reasoning expected from such calculi.
We choose process calculi from among the other formal methods like Petri Nets
[82] and automata [82] because these calculi are built around the principle of compo-
sitionality, in which the calculi semantics is given structurally so that the behaviour
of the whole system is a function of the behaviour of its subsystems. Compositional-
ity is well suited to orchestration languages, as service compositions’ behaviours are
described as the orchestration of the individual services’ behaviours. Additionally,
reasoning with process calculi can verify a range of desirable properties including:
safety (assertion that an undesirable event will never happen), liveness (assertion
that a desirable event will happen eventually) [23], and behavioural equalities, which
could be useful if one process will replace another.
From the process calculi family we choose CSP for the following reasons:
• The design of the CSP parallel composition: in CSP, all processes participating
in a parallel composition synchronise on a predefined set of events (the interface
set). For instance, let p, q, r be CSP processes, then in the parallel composition
(p ‖{|a,b|} q ‖{|a,b|} r), the processes p, q, and r synchronise on events a, b only,
the rest of the events are evaluated independently. This design supports two
features that we extend further in the thesis in order to achieve the desirable
final results:
– The parallel composition is parameterised with an explicit set which gov-
erns the synchronisation between participants. In the thesis we extend the
CSP operational semantics to control the contents of this set in order to
achieve mixed and mobile communications.
– All participants in the parallel composition synchronise on shared events
which are included in the interface set. In the thesis we extend the CSP




• CSP is supported by a model checker namely Failure-Divergence Refinement
(FDR): FDR implements the mathematical machinery and the theory of refine-
ment that Hoare built for reasoning on the external behaviour of systems; see
Chapter 2. It provides simple proof techniques for asserting the conformance
between specifications and implementations, deadlock-freedom, and divergence-
freedom, in addition to determinism and bisimulations (we illustrate some of
these features in the case study in Section 7.3).
We support our language with an operational semantics which explains the be-
haviour of our language model. Although the foundation semantics of CSP are deno-
tational semantics, in this thesis we use the operational semantics for the following
reasons:
• We believe that listing computation steps, conditions, and conclusions shows
clearly what the constructs do in a simple way which facilitates the under-
standing and analysis of the calculus.
• The computation steps facilitate the implementation of our language in the
input language of FDR.
• Denotational semantics for a calculus can be derived from its operational se-
mantics as is explained in [121].
In the following section we list the main contributions of this thesis. A detailed
contributions list (if available) will be provided at the beginning of each chapter.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Develop a new formal modelling language for SOC systems based on the CSP
process calculus, namely soaCSP. The new language is designed to model func-
tional characteristics of SOC systems, in particular, it supports:
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• Mixed communications systems, where messages can be sent synchronously,
asynchronously and in interleaving mode. This is achieved by introduc-
ing asynchronous communications into the mixed synchronous/interleaving
communications model of CSP in Chapter 3.
• Dynamically adaptive systems, where the linkage networks of services in
a service composition are subject to change dynamically during run time.
This is achieved by introducing mobility into CSP in Chapter 4.
• Session-based communications systems, where multi-party sessions can be
created between services and clients with the following features:
(a) Invocations to services create new sessions which are initially two-party
sessions. Following that, further invocations in the sessions can be new
invocations which create sub-sessions, or joint invocations which add
the invoked service to the current session.
(b) Service inside a session can simultaneously circulate information to
more than one party. This includes broadcasting communications and
multicasting communications.
(c) Services in a session can communicate with other services in the parent
session (if exists), or with other system processes outside the session.
System processes can be defined as well, in the language, because we
keep the standard syntax of CSP.
(d) Creating sessions and terminating sessions are achieved in the seman-
tics without users intervention.
(e) Services in a session can interrupt their execution if one of its siblings
in a session terminates.
(f) Sessions can be temporarily merged with other sessions or other pro-
cesses in the system.
Session-based communications with the above features are achieved by
labelling CSP communications with session keys in Chapter 5, and labelling
asynchronous and mobile communications in Chapter 6.
2. Develop a framework to formally describe and analyse soaCSP within the model
checker of CSP (FDR[12]). This is achieved by introducing new functions into
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the syntax of CSPM (the input language of FDR) in Chapter 7.
3. Improve the compensating version of CSP with dynamic compensations. That
is, delay the decision on compensations until the runtime of the system. This
achieved by introducing variable compensations into compensating CSP in Chap-
ter 8.
1.2 The Thesis Structure and Outputs
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter Two: Background This chapter presents the background information
which highlights the motivation and the importance of the thesis. The chapter starts
with a motivation example. Following that, a general overview of SOC formal mod-
elling languages and SOC verification tools is provided. Finally, the chapter explains
the preliminary theories that have been used in the thesis which include: BPEL
language, CSP process calculus, and the pi-calculus.
Chapter Three: Asynchronous CSP (CSPa) This chapter formally introduces
asynchronous primitives into CSP.
Chapter Four: Mobile CSP (MCSP) This chapter formally introduces mobility
into CSP.
Chapter Five: Session-Based CSP (CSPs) This chapter formally presents
session-based CSP.
Chapter Six: CSP for Service-Oriented Architecture (soaCSP) This chap-
ter presents the complete calculus which supports the features developed in Chapters
3, 4, and 5.
Chapter Seven: Model Checker for soaCSP This chapter extends the syntax
of CSPM [128] (the input language of the model checker) with new functions which
implement the features of soaCSP. The chapter also illustrates the usability of the
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calculus by implementing the finance case study [65, 66, 132] from Sensoria project
[8] into soaCSP, and reason on the correctness of the implementation.
Chapter Eight: Compensating CSP (cCSP) This chapter formally presents
the improved version of compensating CSP.
Chapter Nine: Conclusions and Future work This chapter concludes the the-
sis and demonstrates the possible extensions and future directions of the thesis con-
tent.
The contents of this thesis have been presented in several scientific events as
Section 1.2.1 shows, and published in several papers as Section 1.2.2 enumerates.
1.2.1 Presentations
The content of Chapter 2 was presented in the following:
1. Survey on the Service-Oriented Architecture Process Calculi, the 6th Saudi Stu-
dent conference, 2012, London.
The content of chapter 3 was presented in the following:
1. Enabling Synchronous and Asynchronous Communications in CSP for SOC,
9th Workshop on Logical and Semantic Frameworks, with Applications (LSFA
2014), Universidade de Brasilia, Brasilia D.F., Brazil.
2. Modelling Asynchronous Communication within the Process Calculus of Com-
municating Sequential Processes (CSP), the 8th Saudi Student Conference (8th
SSC), 2015, Imperial College, London, UK.
The content of chapter 4 was presented in the following:
1. Introducing Mobility into CSP, Mobility Reading Group, 2014, Imperial College,
London.
2. Introducing Mobility into CSP, The 26th Nordic Workshop on Programming
Theory (NWPT 2014), 2014, Halmstad University, Halmstad, Sweden.
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3. Achieve pi-calculus Style Mobility into CSP, The 29th British Colloquium for
Theoretical Computer Science (BCTCS 2013), 2013, University of Bath, Bath,
UK.
The content of Chapter 5 was presented in the following:
1. Enhancing the Specification and Verification Techniques of Multiparty Sessions
in SOC, The 17th International Symposium on Principles and Practice of Declar-
ative Programming (PPDP 2015), 2015, University of Siena, Siena, Italy.
The content of Chapter 6 was presented as a poster in the following events:
1. Ada Lovelace Day, Celebrating Women in Science, 2014, King’s College, Lon-
don.
2. 7th Saudi Student Conference, 2013, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
UK.
3. Research Day of the School of Natural & Mathematical Science, 2013, King’s
College, London, UK.
The content of Chapter 8 was presented in the following:
1. General Dynamic Recovery for Compensating CSP, the 8th International Work-
shop on Developments in Computational Models (DCM 2012), 2012, University
of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK.
2. Modelling Dynamic Compensations within the Process Calculus of Communi-
cating Sequential Processes (CSP), the 7th Saudi Student Conference (7th SSC),
2013, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK.
1.2.2 Publications
1. The content of Chapter 3 and part of Chapter 7 were published in [20].
2. The content of Chapter 4 and part of Chapter 7 were published in [19].
3. The content of Chapter 5 and part of Chapter 7 were published in [21].




In this chapter we present the background information which highlights the motiva-
tion and the importance of the thesis. The chapter starts with an overview of previous
work in this area, followed by an example to motivate our work: a bank system where
a client asks for a service, and to accomplish this service the bank system will estab-
lish a session between the client and the bank system. The session is used to avoid
interference between this client interactions and other clients interactions. To resolve
some of the decisions in this system a bank employee should be consulted in a time
suitable for him. If the system receives the employee decision, then it will notify the
client with the final result.
In this example we show how soaCSP provides the modelling primitives which
allow the designer of this bank system to simply design services or processes. Services
are the computation models which should work under a session like the bank service,
on the other hand, processes are the computation models which work independently of
any session like the bank employee. soaCSP also provides the means for these services
and processes to communicate synchronously or asynchronously, where two or more
processes, two or more services, or a mix of processes and services can communicate
synchronously or asynchronously as the example shows.
In addition to the motivation example, this chapter includes a final section re-
calling the definitions and theories which are necessary to understand the rest of this
thesis.
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Structure of this chapter Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 provide a general overview
of the previous works in SOC formal modelling languages and SOC verification tools
respectively. Section 2.3 motivates the work in the thesis by an example. Finally,
Section 2.4 presents the basic definitions and theories which are used in the thesis.
2.1 Previous Works In Process Calculi for Modelling
Service Compositions
Surveying all the process calculi which contributed to SOC is not feasible due to the
huge number available. Therefore, in this section we concentrate on orchestration
calculi and we refer to other calculi when appropriate.
Historically, process calculi have been proposed to reason on concurrent systems
since the 1970s. Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [107] was the first in
1973 then Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [84, 129, 121] in 1976 followed
by Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) [24] in 1982.
These well-known process calculi are insufficient for SOC models, because they
lack primitives like sessions. However, they or their variations have been used in some
SOC projects as underlying formalisms rather than modelling languages (c.f. [90,
125, 144]). In addition, these calculi have been used as a basis for more sophisticated
calculi addressing SOC requirements.
In the following, we survey the scientific literature to present the state-of-the-art
in the area of SOC calculi. However, given the amount of research in this area we
classify them according to our area of interests.
Five criteria have been proposed in [114] to evaluate and compare formal methods
for SOC systems. These criteria are: how the service is described in terms of func-
tional, non-functional and behavioural specifications, the level of automation, and the
ability to reason on the correctness of the model. In this chapter, we classify the liter-
ature according to these criteria, but we eliminate the non-functional and behavioural
specifications as they are outside the scope of this thesis. We also further classify the
criterion of modelling functional requirements into the areas of improvements that we
proposed in Chapter 1.
We start by presenting proposals which have contributed to multiparty sessions,
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then mobility. Following that, we discuss mixed asynchronous/ synchronous commu-
nications in SOC calculi. Transitionality is discussed after that. Finally, in the next
section, we present the available verification tools and discuss the type of properties
that could be checked by them.
We note with appreciation the Sensoria [8] project as it activated the research
in this area. Several proposals came out of this project. Sensoria is an Integrated
Project funded by the EU which lasted for 48 months and ran from 2005 till 2010.
The aim of the project was “to develop a novel comprehensive approach to the engi-
neering of service-oriented software systems where foundational theories, techniques
and methods are fully integrated in a pragmatic software engineering approach, sup-
porting semi-automatic development and deployment of self-adaptable (composite)
services” [142].
2.1.1 Multiparty Sessions
General purpose mobile calculi (like pi-calculus) are used as a base for more sophis-
ticated SOC calculi. One of the first SOC calculi is the Service Centered Calculus
(SCC) [35]. The SCC extends the pi-calculus with the notion of sessions, which is basi-
cally a new primitive to create a private channel for exchanging messages between two
participants sharing a public channel. The notion of sessions was originally adopted
from the concept of pipelines in Orc [91]. Orc (for orchestration) is a concurrent pro-
gramming language, which was firstly developed as a process calculus. Orc provides
an orchestration construct to process different sites concurrently with management
of time-outs, priorities, and failures but without introducing mobility [91].
Stream-based Service Centered Calculus (SSCC) [93] is presented as an extension
of SCC with streams. Streams in SSCC act as orchestrators for a group of sessions.
Yet another evolution from SCC is the Calculus of Sessions and Pipelines (CaSPiS)
[36]. CaSPiS enhances SCC sessions to include pipelines which facilitate communicat-
ing with a service outside the two-party session. Additionally, CaSPiS has enhanced
the closing algorithm of SCC by introducing an explicit primitive to kill sessions from
the child services. This will ensure graceful termination, i.e. services can terminate
if their siblings terminate. CaSPiS is further extended into MarCaSPiS [62] which
is equipped with primitives to quantify Quality of Service (QoS) non-functional re-
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quirements.
The Service-Oriented Computing Kernel (SOCK) [80] is a SOC calculus which
is strongly inspired by BPEL, WS-CDL and WSDL. SOCK calculus has been di-
vided into three layers: service behaviours, service engines (where sessions of services
behaviours are grouped according to state and correlation set), and service systems
(which catch the compositions of service engines equipped with locations). SOCK
follows the internet standards’ notations strictly which in turn affects its simplicity
[93]. SOCK has been further extended with primitives to facilitate general dynamic
recovery [79] which will be explained in Section 2.1.4. Later, in [97], the authors
encoded dynamic Sagas into SOCK to introduce a new compensation mechanism
into Sagas. SOCK has also been extended with a JAVA interpreter engine, namely
Java Orchestration Language Interpreter Engine (Jolie) [5], and this project is still
running.
The previous calculi establish a two-party session where communication can take
place between two services only. However, improving the notion of session to han-
dle communications between more than two services, i.e. a multiparty session, is
essential in SOC service compositions where more than two services might need to
communicate.
Multiparty sessions have been discussed in several papers that aim to develop new
models to enhance the specification and verification techniques of multiparty sessions.
One of these works is the Conversation Calculus (CC) [137] which is an evolu-
tion from SCC. CC introduces an abstraction form of sessions, namely conversations,
where multiparty sessions can be created by delegating communication to other ser-
vices. This feature has been encoded by passing “conversation endpoints” to the
targeted service so this service can join the session. If a service joins a session, it
means that this service can communicate with any service in the session. However,
only two services can communicate at a time, i.e. multicast and broadcast communi-
cation is not permitted. Developers of CC tried to encode cCSP (see Section 2.1.4)
into CC [51] to introduce dynamic compensations but the result was not composi-
tional (refer to [96] for more information). The Conversation Calculus has also been
extended with time in [103].
Multiparty sessions have also been discussed in µse calculus [45], where the same
concept of conversation endpoints is used to allow multiple services to join the same
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session sharing the same “session endpoint”. µse, as CC, does not admit multicast
and broadcast communications. The novelty in µse is the merging primitive which
permits two running sessions to be permanently merged dynamically. Moreover, in
µse, services can be installed in sites. Services sharing the same sites can communicate
without establishing sessions. It has been explained that services installed in the
same site can represent services running in the same location, and therefore they can
communicate and exchange data locally without establishing sessions.
The concept of locations has also been discussed in [98], where two channels in
services can communicate and trigger further actions if they are co-located. This
work was motivated by services implementation. The strong influence of locations on
communications is not a concern of this thesis.
One of the earliest calculi developed within Sensoria was the Calculus for Orches-
tration of Web Services (COWS) [100]. The COWS constructs and operators were
inspired mainly from BPEL, therefore, it only supports two-party sessions.
The Service-Oriented calculi presented until now were extensions of the pi-calculus
with different primitives to capture the essence of SOC interactions. These primitives
can be seen as enforcement of communication patterns over the free communication
offered by the base calculus (pi-calculus). Another line of research introduces session
types [56] to track the types of messages exchanged in each communication session
as a plan for conversation.
In [52, 106, 75], session types are used to govern communications in two-party
sessions. Later in [34], the concept of multiparty sessions has been introduced with
the help of session types. However, multiparty sessions, in this research, are created
between one master endpoint and one or more slave endpoints, and direct communi-
cations are only allowed between the master and any slave endpoints.
Inspired by the work in [34], a calculus of session types has been studied in [87].
The calculus is based on the choreography metaphor, where interactions are described
as a global scenario. The global scenario is then projected by a projection function
into individual services. These services are composed in parallel within multiparty
sessions to encode global interactions. The correctness of the projection is ensured by
defining a global type for choreography interaction protocol. The projection function
then projects this global type into local types which captures services’ behaviours.
Sessions are created by projecting session names in choreography specifications into
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shared channels in services’ specifications during the projection phase. As a result,
services can communicate asynchronously if they share the same channel name. Also,
in this calculus multicast and broadcast are not permitted.
Later in [28], a new version of the calculus in [87] has been proposed to facilitate
communication in synchronous mode, and multicast mode. Multicasting is achieved
by indicating more than one recipient for a message in the choreography specifications.
The calculi in [28] also discuss the idea of service delegation where a service delegates
its part in a session by passing its channel names belonging to this session to other
services dynamically. This is a benefit of the mobility feature in the foundation
calculus (pi-calculus).
The mobility feature of the foundation calculus (pi-calculus) has also been em-
ployed in [110] to facilitate compositions between choreographies, by passing session
names for global interactions dynamically in messages.
Inspired by the work of session types calculi [53, 87], multiparty sessions are
achieved in [92, 42] by projecting choreography scenarios into a set of orchestrated
services. The work in [42] was further extended in [38] to achieve adaptable choreogra-
phies, i.e. a choreography scenario (protocol) which might contain dynamic scopes
that represent a part of a code which will be allocated dynamically. The correctness
of adaptable choreographies is ensured by using a variation of the contracts language
of [42], where services’ contracts are proposed to govern the projection correctness
between the global protocol and the orchestrated services. Originally, this notion of
compliance was proposed in [55, 41] to ensure the compliance between client require-
ments and service capabilities (their contracts) while searching for services in the
service discovery phase of SOC.
2.1.2 Mobility in SOC calculi
One of the significant features of SOC systems is their ability to reconfigure them-
selves dynamically. Therefore, any process calculus proposed for modelling SOC
systems should be equipped with primitives to facilitate dynamic reconfiguration;
more specifically, primitives to model delegation of the communication capabilities
from one service to another. In the literature, most of the process calculi proposed
for SOC are based on the pi-calculus. Mobility is achieved by allowing processes to
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pass link names along current channels. If one process passes a link name to another
process, then it delegates this communication link to the receiver, where the received
name serves as a new channel. A set of rules has been set to govern name exchanges
to avoid collisions.
As an extension to this mobility model, the whole process is allowed to migrate
from one space to another. Ambient calculus [54] and Join calculus [70] admit this
type of mobility. In addition, an extension to the pi-calculus called Higher Order
pi-calculus [126] implements this type of mobility too. However, Ambient calculus
is novel in introducing constructs to send a whole ambient (bounded place which
contains computations, like processes and threads) or a subambient (nested ambient)
as a movement of a whole computation domain instead of moving a single computation
entity as processes.
Mobility was also studied within the standard CSP. Welch and Barnes present
occam-pi [139] as a mobile version of occam (a concurrent programming language
founded on CSP), and two different models for mobile CSP are suggested in [122,
124]. The first model introduces mobility into CSP by passing the right to use a
channel instead of passing the channel itself. In the second model, a mobility model
is suggested for Hoare’s CSP [84] by passing channel names. The first model has been
adopted by Vajar et al. [134] to achieve mobility in (CSP ‖ B).
An interesting question is how mobility is employed within SOC calculi. As men-
tioned in the previous section pi-calculus mobility is used to achieve service delegation
in [28] and choreographies compositions in [110].
The idea of mobile sessions has been suggested as future work in [36] but no
further studies conducted.
2.1.3 Mixed asynchronous/ synchronous communications in
SOC calculi
The most well-known theory to reason about asynchronous communications is the
asynchronous pi-calculus (pia) [86]. The pia-calculus [127] is a variation of the pi-
calculus with no output guards. Instead, outputs are provided in the calculus as
standalone processes. Asynchronicity is achieved by breaking the order of executing
input/ output actions.
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Adapting the concept of no-output-guards, an asynchronous version of an early
CSP-based language was proposed in [37]. However, the parallel composition of the
language in [37] is only allowed at the top-level (see [113] for more details).
Alternatively, buffers are a well known mechanism for the implementation of asyn-
chronous communications, and they have been extensively used in process calculi
literature.
Early proposals which support asynchronous communications by forcing interac-
tions between two processes to always be mediated by buffers are described in [60, 29],
and in [27] buffers have been introduced to the pi-calculus to facilitate asynchronous
communications as an alternative to the no-output-guards approach implemented in
[86]. In [27], the encodability between the two calculi has been studied.
Furthermore, in the context of CSP, the use of buffered channels to facilitate
asynchronous communications has been previously discussed by Hoare [84]. This
model is not formally implemented, and assumes asynchronous communications only.
Buffered channels within CSP have been also discussed in [124], where all or a set of
channels can be selected to be buffered between two processes.
A variation of CSP calculus, CSP# (the input language of the PAT model checker
[131]) also extends CSP’s syntax with buffered channels to facilitate asynchronous
communications in addition to the default synchronous communications, which per-
mits mixed asynchronous/ synchronous communications.
In the context of SOC, to the best of our knowledge no mixed synchronous/
asynchronous communications are available yet. Calculi in Section 2.1.1 are either
supporting synchronous communications like [35, 93, 36] or supporting asynchronous
communications like [100, 87].
2.1.4 Transitionality and compensations
Compensations refer to the backward behaviour of the normal (forward) behaviour
of a system. Compensations should be executed to recover the system to a safe state
after failures.
Compensations can be encoded in any calculus as standard processes. However, a
specific type of processes for compensations, usually named compensation handlers,
is significant to distinguish compensations work flow from normal processes work flow
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in order to facilitate reasoning on compensations.
The new type of processes can be installed in calculi statically or dynamically:
statically, where the compensation handlers are known from the design time; or dy-
namically, where the compensation handlers are built dynamically during the run time
by composing smaller compensations. The smaller compensations are associated to
normal processes and form a new type of processes, namely compensable processes.
Basically, compensation handlers are used to recover systems to a consistent state
after failures. The order in which compensations are recovered is determined by
the calculus recovery mechanism. Recovery mechanisms in calculi can be classified
as (adapted from [96]): parallel recovery where all processes compensate in paral-
lel; backward recovery where parallel processes compensate in parallel and sequential
processes compensate in reverse order; and general dynamic recovery where compen-
sations can be updated and replaced while the system is running.
Among the first dynamic compensating calculi for concurrent applications is Struc-
tured Activity Compensation (StAC) [48, 46]. In fact, the first dynamic construction
of compensation was introduced in SAGA [72] but SAGA is not a concurrent calculus.
The version of StAC in [48] needs explicit activation to start the compensations.
Therefore, two proposals for improving compensating calculi were suggested in [49]
and [46]: Butler et al. [49] introduce Compensating CSP (cCSP) by extending stan-
dard CSP with new primitives to build the compensation sequence from smaller com-
pensations elements at systems run time; Bruni, Melgratti and Montanari [46] fol-
lowed the same approach to introduce compensation to Parallel Sagas [72]. The main
difference between these two works was in how the two calculi developed their formal
semantics [43].
In the context of the pi-calculus, several researchers studied the introduction of
compensations into the pi-calculus [109]. Firstly, Bocchi et al. [33] have developed
Transactional pi-calculus (pit-calculus), which extends the asynchronous pi-calculus
with a failure manager for the parallel recovery of statically installed compensations.
After that, Webpi [99] has been proposed to refine the pit-calculus. In Webpi [99]
compensations are installed statically and recovered in parallel without an explicit
manager. Later, Webpi∞ [105] was developed as an improved version of Webpi with-
out time. According to [95], compensations for sequential transactions, in Webpi and
Webpi∞, are executed in parallel not in reverse order as expected. Dynamic compen-
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sations were introduced to the pi-calculus in dcpi-calculus [135] with parallel recovery.
General dynamic recovery was introduced to pi-calculus in [95] then it was revised in
[96]. Additionally, in [63] general dynamic recovery has been encoded in CCS.
Static handlers for compensations have been introduced in most SOC calculi such
as COWS [100]. In addition, dynamic compensations have been introduced in a
number of SOC calculi such as CC in [51] and SOCK in [79].
Recently, in the context of SOC calculi, reversibility is proposed to undo sessions’
executions for debugging purposes [94, 73]. In addition, reversibility is suggested
in [133] to facilitate sessions restarting or reverting to a particular point in case of
errors, instead of aborting. Reversibility originated in [59, 116], and it represents
backward behaviour as compensation. However, compensations were proposed to
recover systems or sessions to a safe state after failures, whereas revisable actions are
used to undo systems’ or sessions’ executions up to a particular point.
2.2 Previous works in Verification tools for SOC Pro-
cess Calculi
Considering formal methods as modelling languages enables the formal verification of
system properties, a feature not available in informal languages. However, formal lan-
guages are often perceived as hard to apply. Therefore, different tools were developed
to facilitate the verification process.
Model checkers [25] have been used extensively to prove the correctness of software
applications by searching the entire state space of the checked model to prove the
intended properties. Searching the entire state space could raise the state explosion
problem [141], where the number of states grows until it reaches the model checker’s
limit of memory. This could happen in the case of checking huge data or complex
data with structures like lists or trees.
On the other hand, theorem provers or proof assistants are interactive software
which are designed to help in deriving proofs for mathematical theorems [81]. How-
ever, theorem provers cannot be fully automated, so humans should be part of the
loop to guide the prover to discover proofs. In other words, theorem provers are
not push-button tools like model checkers. In addition, proofs could be very large
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and span multiple files. On the positive side, theorem provers do not put a limit
on the states’ space and they are equipped with mathematical mechanisms to reason
inductively over complex data structures.
In this thesis, we seek an automated reasoning tool which could be used to enhance
the usability of our SOC calculus. Therefore, to achieve this purpose we prefer model
checkers rather than theorem provers.
Examples of well-known general model checkers are: SPIN [85] model checker
which accepts models in Process Meta Language (Promela), a version of CSP pro-
cess calculus; UPPAAl [101] model checker which verifies timed automata models;
Maude [22] which uses rewriting techniques to check models; PAT [131] model checker
which checks models written in C# language or CSP#, a variation of CSP process
calculus; and FDR [12] model checker which is proposed as a refinement model checker
for CSP models.
In the context of SOC calculi, CMC [26] is the model checker which supports SOC
calculi by checking COWS models. However, in the literature, a number of model
checkers like [64, 89, 71, 89, 112] are available to reason on SOC models using other
formal methods like automata or Petri Nets. As stated previously we prefer process
calculi over automata or Petri Nets due to the type of properties that can be checked
by process calculi.
Additionally, in the context of web services, a number of model checkers like
MCMAS [102], UMC [26], and ChorSLMC [26] are available which check agents
models, UML4SOA models, and Choreography specifications respectively. However,
these tools use different mechanisms therefore we cannot compare them to process
calculi model checkers.
2.3 Motivation Example
We motivate our work by presenting a simpler version of the credit request scenario
of the finance case study [65, 66, 132], which we present in full in Chapter 7.
In the credit request scenario the client can request a credit by first logging into
a bank portal service and provides his ID and his password. After logging in, the
customer will be able to place a new request, that includes the desired amount and
the securities which form a balance. The portal places the request with the balance
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in the task list of clerks for processing. Later, a clerk will retrieve a task from the list
and process it. If the balance is “notOK” then the request is rejected, and the client
is notified accordingly. If the clerk’s decision is to approve the credit then an offer is
generated, and the customer can accept or reject the offer.
If an offer is generated and the client’s decision is to accept the offer, then this
offer is placed in the task list of an automated service which is notified to schedule
the money transfer. Then the automated service will inform the client of the date of
the transfer.
According to the description, this scenario has three main actors: the client, the
bank portal, and the clerk. To design this scenario we start with the client establishing
a session with the bank portal to access the bank services. We define a session here to
avoid interference between the interactions of this client and other clients. In a session,
all interactions are tagged with a key to distinguish them from other interaction in
the system. Each session has its own unique key. In fact, if the client requests a credit
then the client service will establish a multiparty session inside the bank to approve
this request. Multiparty session is needed because the bank portal service will need
the help from other services inside the bank system to complete the requested service.
The suggested details of the services are as follows:
The client first logs into the bank portal by providing his credentials (userID and
password). More specifically, the client establishes a session with BankPortal ser-
vice using soaCSP invocation primitive (BankPortal ⇐ {}), then sends a message
login containing the relevant information, then waits for either one of two mes-
sages: (Valid) if his credentials match an existing user, or (notValid) with an error
message if not. If he receives the Valid message then he can start using the bank
services. If the logging in failed then the client will be notified by the message not-
Valid.ErroMSG, and the session will be closed.
If his credentials are Valid, then the client can request a credit by using (invoking)
CreditRequest service. The new invoked service (CreditRequest) will join the
current session by using the soaCSP primitive (CreditRequest ⇐+ {}) instead of
creating a new session using the primitive (⇐ {}), therefore, events in this service
will be tagged with the same key of the current session instead of generating a new key
for the new session. As a result, if a service joins a running session then it can directly
communicate with all services inside this session without needing any intermediate
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messages to circulate data between sessions. As soon as CreditRequest service
joins the session the requesting process can start by sending a message request
containing the desired amount and the securities, which forms the balance. The client
waits afterwards for either one of two actions that inform of the bank’s decision:
either he receives an offer which he can accept or reject, or he receives a message
(requestDenied) where the session will be closed. In the case in which the request
is approved, the message transferDate is sent informing of the date when the funds
are to be made available.
client= BankPortal ⇐ { login!ID!pass → ( (notValid.ErrorMSG → SKIP) 
(Valid → CreditRequest ⇐+ { request!amount!SEC →
(userOffer  (requestDenied → SKIP)) } ) ) }
userOffer= offer?amount → ( ( AcceptOffer → transferDate?date → SKIP)
u ( RejectOffer → SKIP) )
Services in the bank site need to be available always, so when they are executed
once they will not disappear from the system. In soaCSP, we use the notation ∗ with
the service name to indicate that the service is persistently available, and we use the
publishing primitive (⇒) to define a service.
In the bank side we suggest the following services to implement the credit request
scenario:
Firstly, the BankPortal service receives the login message. After that, the
service will search the full clients database to match the user ID and password with
an existing record. We assume that this database is a shared database outside the
service code, therefore we use  notation with the event name to indicate that this
communication is evaluated outside the border of this session. The client will be
notified accordingly.
*BankPortal ⇒ login?ID?pass → searchDB!ID!pass → getDBresult?ser
→ if (ser==exists) then (Valid → SKIP)
else (notValid.ErrorMSG → SKIP)
Secondly, the CreditRequest service starts by receiving the request from the
client. If a new request is received, then a bank clerk will be asked to process the
request and give a decision. The clerk can be consulted by placing the new request in
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the clerks’ task list which is managed by service Clerklist. Therefore, to consult a
clerk we should first invoke the service Clerklist to join the running session. Later,
the Clerk can retrieve the request and process it, then reply with his decision via
message assess.dec; we explain how the clerk processes the request later in this
section.
Given the decision, the CreditRequest service code acts accordingly: if the
decision is “notOK” then the request is declined and the client is notified by message
(requestDenied); otherwise an offer is generated indicating that the request has
been approved.
*CreditRequest ⇒ request?amount?SEC → ClerkList ⇐+
{ addtoClist!amount!SEC → assess?dec → if dec == notOK
then (requestDenied → SKIP) else generateOffer }
We use the ordinary processes generateOffer to organise the code of the service
CreditRequest. The process of generating an offer starts by sending the offered
amount to the client. If the client accepts then a subsession is established with the
service TransferMoney to schedule the date of transferring the money. If the client
rejects the offer then the session is closed. Note that, we use ↑ notation with the
event name (transferDate) to indicate that this message will be propagated to the
upper session where the client service operates.
generateOffer= offer!amount → (( AcceptOffer →
TransferMoney ⇐ { transMoney?amount → SKIP } )
 ( RejectOffer → SKIP) )
*TransferMoney ⇒ transMoney!amount → transferDate↑!date → SKIP
To implement the clerk’s list we will use a buffer where requests from different
clients are placed in this buffer then the clerk will retrieve requests, in a time suit-
able to him, one by one in order and process them, then return the decision to the
respective client.
In soaCSP, we have three types of communications:
1. Synchronous communications: where two or more processes (or services)
use the same message name and it is stated in the interface set of the parallel
compositions that they should synchronise on it. Then, these processes will not
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be able to evolve until all of them are ready to execute this message, and any
data associated to this message and emitted by an outputting process will be
delivered to the respective inputting processes.
2. Interleaving communications: where two or more processes (or services)
have the same message name but this message is not included in the interface set
of the parallel compositions. Therefore, the processes do not need to synchronise
on it, and they are able to evolve independently of each other. However, any
data associated to this message will be lost.
3. Asynchronous communications: Same as the interleaving communications
but we use with them the special symbols for inputting and outputting (!<, ?>)
instead of the standard CSP inputting and outputting symbols (!, ?). If the new
symbols are used then a buffer will be attached to the message name, so any
data associated to this message and emitted by an outputting process will be
stored in this message buffer, then when the respective inputting processes are
ready they will retrieve it from the buffer.
Most of the communications in this scenario are synchronous, however, in imple-
menting the ClerkList service we will use asynchronous communications. The trick
here is to use the buffer attached to the asynchronous communication to act as the
clerk list. Moreover, asynchronous communications are preferable because the service
is interacting with bank employees, and the bank employee can process requests in
the list, in a suitable time for him, and this should not affect the work inside the
service and the session.
As stated previously, the ClerkList service manages the clerks’ list which we
choose to be the message Clist. The service code starts with the service Cred-
itRequest sending the message addtoClist and sending the relevant information.
The service then stores the relevant information in the buffer of the message Clist
by sending this information asynchronously via the message Clist to the clerk, i.e.
Clist  !<. We use the symbol  to indicate that this list should be shared between
all clients’ requests, not only the request in the current session.
However, to store the state information of the current session (i.e. the current
session key), and to provide a way where the clerk can merge with the current session
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to send his decision back, we send with the request information a mobile channel
(thisuser). In soaCSP, when we communicate mobile channels (i.e. variable mes-
sages) outside session boundaries, these channels are sent along with the session key.
Later, if the clerk retrieves the request and comes to a decision on this request, then,
the clerk should send his decision back to the respective client by using the session
state information which is stored with the mobile channel (i.e., thisuser). The sketch
in Figure 2.1 graphically illustrates this service and its relevant processes.
Figure 2.1: The finance case study messages sequence
The service ClerkList continues by sending back the decision to the CreditRe-
quest service.
The clerk in this bank system is represented as an ordinary process; no need for
creating a session, because the state information for clients is already stored with the
request in the clerk list. The details of how the bank clerk processes the request are
not relevant for this example.
*ClerkList ⇒ addtoClist?amount?SEC → Clist!<(thisuser).amount.SEC →
thisuser?>dec → assess!dec → SKIP
Clerk= Clist?>(x).amount.SEC → processC → x!<dec → Clerk
All theses processes and services are working in parallel in the following system:
system = client ‖A
(
*BankPortal ||| (
*CreditRequest ‖B (*TransferMoney ||| *ClerkList) )
)
Where




B={| transMoney ,addtoClist, assess |}
finance = (system ||| Clerks) ‖{| a←,a→ | a∈ Σ |} BΣ
As can be seen from the previous example, in designing soaCSP we were very
careful to install sessions and retain the programming style of the process calculi. In
other words, we govern the communications in soaCSP with session keys whenever
needed and leave it free otherwise. This will reduce the need for interface messages and
intermediate services to integrate ordinary processes which come usually from legacy
systems, like the clerk or the shared database in our example. However, soaCSP
provides a mechanism for processes to communicate with services as shown in the
example.
Moreover, soaCSP provides a flexible communication model where designers can
choose between synchronous, asynchronous, or interleaving mode based on system
requirements. For instance, in our example the online bank system should return
immediate response to clients, therefore, we choose synchronous communications for
bank portal. On the other hand, consulting a clerk for approving the client request is
done asynchronously as the clerk specification sates that the clerk can process client
request in a time suitable for him.
In soaCSP, sessions can include more than two services (multiparty). Multiparty
sessions have been implemented previously in several proposals like the Conversation
Calculus (CC) [137, 136] and µse [45], which are multiparty orchestration calculi.
However, the novelty in soaCSP is that services inside a session can interact in a
multiway style, e.g. one service sends a message and several services receive this
message immediately (at the same time). This feature is not shown in this example
but can be seen in the case study in Chapter 7 page 176.
Moreover, sessions in soaCSP are simply created by invocations to service names.
soaCSP does not require defining other modules, like parties and conversation contexts
in CC or sites in µse. For instance, a similar scenario can be implemented in CC as





















this(clientChat). new Clerk.ClerkList ⇐
addtoClist↓!(clientChat,amount,SEC).
assess↓?(dec).









clientChat J [ assess↓!(dec) ] ]
As can be seen in the CC code (for CC details refer to [137, 136]), we need to define
services to communicate with shared databases and clerks, and for extra messages to
circulate data between involved services. Additionally, in CC we need to define parties
(contexts) like BankSystem, Clerk, and Client, which act as holders for CC code and
service definitions like BankPortal and CreditRequest, and in the same time they act
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as conversation access points to establish multiparty sessions. This extra work is not
required in soaCSP as previously explained.
Also, CC does not support complex data, we could not provide extra details when
it came to databases or lists, e.g. only an interface to the clerk service can be provided.
While session terminations are noticed in soaCSP using the termination primitve
SKIP, session terminations have not been discussed in CC.
CC relies on the pi-calculus communication model, therefore, communications in
CC are synchronous in general, whereas in soaCSP it can be synchronous, asyn-
chronous, or interleaving.
Although CC relies on the pi-calculus communication model, mobile communica-
tions are prohibited, and session state information can be saved and sent in CC by
using the new primitive this, not via mobile channels. To use this distinction feature
of CC a designer should capture session state information (i.e. conversation contexts)
in a variable and send it to the respective destination. Whereas in soaCSP state
information is sent along mobile communications without further intervention from
the designer.
A similar scenario to this example, has also been implemented previously in BPEL
[66]. As can be seen from a comparison between soaCSP and BPEL codes for this
scenario that soaCSP script is much more concise. In BPEL a number of services and
messages have been added to circulate data between main services and to provide
interfaces for processes to allow them to work under BPEL session systems. Addi-
tionally, we point out that BPEL sessions are between two entities only, which means
that we need extra messages to circulate data between services in different sessions
and we can not guarantee immediate response from more than one service at a time.
It has been argued by the authors of Service Centred Calculus (SCC) [35] that
general purpose concurrent calculi like pi-calculus [127] are not suitable for SOC com-
munications, since the different communication patterns are mixed, and most of the
interesting properties like sessions are not directly reflected in the calculus scripts.
The argument is supported with an encoding of the SCC calculus into the pi-calculus,
where we can see that all the information pertaining to sessions, invocations and
publishings get mixed up with the other communication primitives, which makes it
difficult to reason on the resulting process.
Comparing soaCSP to SCC or to the Stream-based Service-Centered Calculus
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(SSCC) [93], which accommodates the same session mechanism of SCC, highlights
a main point which is sessions in SCC and SSCC are two-party whereas in soaCSP
sessions are multiparty.
2.4 Preliminary Theories
In this section we recall the preliminary definitions and theories which are directly
related to our work; expert reader can skip this section and go directly to the next
chapter.
2.4.1 Labelled Transition Systems
As stated in the Introduction chapter we choose to use operational semantics to
describe the behaviour of our process calculus. Therefore, in this section we provide
a brief introduction to operational semantics.
Operational semantics describes the different constructs of a language by showing
their computation steps [68]. Structured Operational Semantics (SOS), was intro-
duced by Plotkin in [117] as a logical method to define operational semantics.
The basic idea behind SOS is to define the behaviour of a language by showing
the computation steps of its constructs. This will provide a structural, i.e. syntax
oriented and inductive, view on operational semantics. Constructs’ computation steps
are defined as a set of transition relations, which take the form of a set of inference
rules. Inference rules define the valid transitions of a syntax construct in terms of the
transitions of its components.
SOS generates a Labelled Transition System (LTS). Labelled transition systems
(LTS) is a well-known formal model underlining language semantics. In LTS, a system
is represented with a set of states (called configurations). These states are closed terms
over an algebraic signature. Transition from one state to another is made by firing
an action in the form of a labelled transition with the name of this action.
Formally speaking, LTS is defined as a tuple (configs, labels, −→) where:
• configs is a set of configurations, where configurations are the system states
along with any environmental variables or stores.
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• labels is a set of labels, where labels are the actions which a language construct
is ready to perform.
• −→⊆ configs × labels × configs is a ternary relation. If p, q ∈ configs and
a ∈ labels then the tuple (p, a, q) ∈−→ can be written as p a−→ q.
Extensional equivalences for transition systems
These theories are used to study equivalences between Transitions Systems. This is
achieved through a set of relations, however, before stating these relations, following
[127], we define below weak transitions, assuming p, p′ are configurations in a LTS:
Definition 2.1 (Weak Transition). 1. =⇒ denotes the reflexive and transitive clo-
sure of
τ−→ (i.e. =⇒ is τ−→∗) usually called weak transition. Thus, p =⇒ p′
expresses that p can evolve to p′ by performing zero or more internal actions,
denoted by τ .
2.
a
=⇒ denotes the relation =⇒ a−→=⇒, for a ∈ Σ. Thus, p a=⇒ p′ expresses that
p can evolve to p′ by performing the visible action a with any number, possibly
zero, of internal actions before and after a.
3. =⇒∗ denotes a sequence of 0 or more steps using =⇒ or a=⇒.
We selectively present here the definitions of strong bisimulation, bisimilarity [127],
and similarity [108] relations, which are used in conducting the proofs in this thesis,
we assume p, p′ are configurations in a LTS, and q, q′ are configurations in another
LTS.
Definition 2.2 (Strong Bisimulation). A symmetric relation R is a strong bisim-
ulation if whenever pR q, then: If p
a−→ p′, then q a−→ q′ and p′Rq′. Two processes
p and q are strongly bisimilar if there is a strong bisimulation relation R such that
(p, q) ∈ R. We write p ∼ q if p and q are strongly bisimilar.
Definition 2.3 (Bisimilarity). The bisimilarity relation, denoted by ≈, is the largest
symmetric relation such that whenever p ≈ q, then:
1. If p




τ−→ p′, then q =⇒ q′ and p′ ≈ q′.
We say two processes p and q are bisimilar if p ≈ q.
Definition 2.4 (Similarity). The similarity relation, denoted by , is the largest
relation such that whenever p  q, then:
1. If p
a−→ p′, then ∃q′. q a=⇒ q′ and p′  q′.
2. If p
τ−→ p′, then ∃q′. q =⇒ q′ and p′  q′.
We say that process q simulates process p if p  q.
2.4.2 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is an XML-based executable lan-
guage for specifying the work flow in service compositions. The first specification
of BPEL was a joint effort by BEA, IBM, and Microsoft. This specification was
improved and later announced as a standard of OASIS [14] in 2007.
Essentially, BPEL specifications are defined on top of the WSDL [15] interfaces to
describe the behavioural aspects of a service. BPEL processes use WSDL interfaces to
export and import interaction information. The Web Services Description Language
(WSDL) is a W3C standard that is used to define services interfaces. The service
interface is used to describe the functionality of a service by defining its structure of
messages, and the signatures of its operations.
In the following section we present the syntax of BPEL. BPEL lacks formal se-
mantics therefore an informal description is provided.
BPEL Syntax
BPEL language is an XML-based language. For that, the a BPEL document (specifi-
cation) is a set of elements. BPEL, as in XML, uses the tag style to define elements.
The tag starts with (< element >) and ends with (< /element >). Between these
angle brackets are the element contents which consist of element attributes. These
attributes are name/value pairs that set values which are needed to process this el-




The root element of BPEL language is the process element, i.e., < process >
... < /process >, which defines the behavioural model of a process activity (service
composition). Generally speaking, a process element has three main parts: partners,
where the services and client partners are defined; variables, where the exchanged
messages are defined; and after that the structure of communications between this
process and the partners is defined by means of control flow constructs. The control
flow constructs are used to define the orchestration scenario of this process. Using
BPEL language terminologies, these constructs can be a basic activity, or a structured
activity which works as a container for basic activities and/or other structured activ-
ities. These parts are expressed as child element constructs in the process element
as follows:
• Partners: by < partnerLinks > element which defines the set of services and
client partners who can participate in this process activity. For each participant
a role attribute should be set. If the participant is a client partner then the
attribute "myRole" is used to define the role of this process if it has been invoked
by that client. On the other hand, if the partner is another service which will
be invoked by this process then the attribute "partnerRole" is used to define
the role of this invoked service.
• Variables: by < variable > element. BPEL has a variable section where
variables can be defined for use in the main activity. Variables are given names
using the name attribute, and a type using one of the following attributes:
element if it is a reference to an XML element; type if it is a simple XML
type; and messageType if it is an input/output message, if it is a input/output
message then this value of this attribute should match a message name in the
partners. Typically, a variable should be defined for each input/output message
that will be used in the activity. Variables can be assigned values via the
< assign > construct in the main activity, and values of variables can be
retrieved by using the function getVariableData().
• Control flow: as stated above, the process orchestration can be defined as basic
activities and structural activities. The basic activity includes the following:
– < receive > element which indicates that this process service expects
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information from the client partner. Here, the process acts as a service
provider. Important attributes: partnerLink is used to set the name
of the client partner; variable is used to set the name of the variable
where the incoming request message should be stored; and if the attribute
createInstance is set to "yes", then this service is a persistent service
and on the receiving of the message an instance of this service will be
created. Information of each instance is maintained through the state of
a special set of variables, namely the correlation set. Correlation sets are
defined by using the element < correlationSets >.
– < reply > element which is used if the information received in element
< receive > needs a response. Important attributes: partnerLink is
used to set the name of the partner; variable is used to set the name of
the variable that holds the returned message.
– < invoke > element which indicates that this service invokes an opera-
tion from one of the services partners. Here, the process acts as client.
Important attributes: partnerLink is used to set the name of the service
partner; inputVariable is used to set the name of the variable where the
input message that will be used to communicate with the service partner
is stored. outputVariable is used to set the name of the variable where
the returned message is stored if a response is needed.
– < assign > element which is used to update the value of a variable with
a new value. Within < assign > element, elements < copy >, < from >,
and < to >, can be used to copy messages and variable values from one
variable to another.
– < validate > element which is used to validate the value of a variable.
– < wait > element which delays the execution of the current activity for a
period of time. Its value can be a period of time or a predefined date.
– < exit > element which immediately terminates the current instance of
the service.
– < empty > element which does nothing.
– < throw > element which signals an internal fault.
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– < rethrow > rethrow a fault which was caught by the immediate enclosing
fault handler.
– < extensionActivity > element which extends the current activity with
a new activity which is not in the process definition.
The structural activities include the following:
– < sequence > element in which child elements are executed in a sequential
order.
– < flow > element in which child elements are executed in parallel. De-
pendencies, i.e., synchronization relationships, between parallel activities
are defined through element < link > which is a conditional transition
that connects source activity with a target activity.
– < if >, < else > and < switch > elements which implement the
standard conditional branching statements if-then-else and switch. <
elseif > is an optional element within the < if > element to define
a second level of if.
– < forEach >, < while > and < repeatUntil > elements which imple-
ment the standard loop statements for, while and repeat-until.
– < pick > element which waits for the occurrence of one event from a set
of events, then executes the activity associated with that event.
– < scope > element which encapsulates a part of the process logic into a
scope.
In addition to activities, BPEL uses four different handlers to handle termina-
tion and fault signals announced in a scope as follows:
– < faultHandler > is used to describe what to do in case of errors.
– < compensationHandler > is used to describe the roll-back activity for
any successfully terminated activity within the scope where the error is
occurred. Compensation handlers could be triggered by < compensate >
or < compensateScope >.
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– < terminationHandler > is used to describe what to do in case the scope
is forced to terminate.
– < eventHandler > is used to describe what to do in case a predefined
event occurs. The predefined event can be the arrival of a message or a
timeout alarm.
As previously mentioned, BPEL process definition relies on XML Schema and
WSDL for the definition of datatypes and service interfaces. Therefore, BPEL has
a number of operations dealing with XML data and XML Schema and their parsing
which is out of the scope of this thesis. For instance, in this thesis we do not consider
elements like < import > which is used to to declare a dependency on external XML
Schema or WSDL definitions.
2.4.3 The calculus of Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP)
CSP was developed as a modelling language for concurrent systems (hardware or
software) [84]. Concurrent systems are systems where entities communicate and ex-
change data while they are running in parallel. In CSP, entities are represented as
processes. An atomic process is a set of events which it can perform. These events
are sequentially composed (prefixed) in a way which reflects the process’s behaviour.
In turn, different processes can be composed to construct a system. In CSP, pro-
cesses can be composed using a set of operators which includes: choice, sequential,
synchronous parallel and asynchronous parallel (interleaving).
The version of CSP presented in this section is usually considered as the standard
CSP [121, 124]. Standard CSP is slightly different from the original Hoare’s CSP [84].
In this thesis, the differences will be explicitly indicated, otherwise, standard CSP is
equivalent to Hoare’s CSP.
Events in CSP can have several forms as follows:
• simple events: a single literal name which describes the action to be per-
formed.
• compound events: names can be made compound by using the dot (.). A
literal name can be combined with another literal to form compound names like
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right.street. Literal names can be combined with variables to assign an index
to names, e.g. message.x where x is an integer, this can be instantiated by
message.1. There is no limit to the use of (.) to make compound names. For
instance, right.street.x.y is a valid name.
• communication events (channels): The (.) can be replaced by (!,?) to give
the sense of the direction of the channel. The symbol (!) indicates that a process
is passing data along this channel. For instance, m!3 is a channel m passing the
value 3 to a parallel process. The symbol (?) indicates that a process receives
data along this channel from a parallel process. For instance, m?x is a channel
m receiving a value in the variable x. A type definition can be given to the
variable x. For instance, m?x:N is a channel m receiving an integer value in the
variable x. CSP admits multipart events where input and output through the
same channel are interleaved. For instance, m?x:N!y represents a channel m
receiving an integer value in the variable x and passing the value of variable y.
CSP forces multiway handshaken communications where all participants should
agree to perform a synchronized event.
Basically, a CSP process can be defined by four behavioural descriptions [121, 124]:
• Trace: is a finite sequence of observable events which a process can perform.
• Refusals: is a set of events which a process may refuse to perform.
• Failure: is a set of events that a process may refuse to perform after a particular
trace. Failure is represented as a pair of trace and refusal.
• Divergence: is a trace which after it, the process behaviour is not defined.
In the theory of CSP these behavioural descriptions are used to define the deno-
tational semantics of CSP. Denotational models are mathematical models which give
a meaning to a language’s constructs by describing the effect of these constructs [68].
Although in this thesis we develop an operational semantics of our calculus based on
the operational semantics of CSP as mentioned in the Introduction chapter, in the
following we explain briefly CSP denotational models. This is because, CSP deno-
tational models are used in Chapter 7 and mentioned in Chapter 9. Moreover, CSP
denotational semantics is the first and distinctive semantics of CSP.
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Let p be a CSP process and Σ denotes the universal sets of all events in a CSP
model, then the behaviour of p can be defined by one of the following denotational
models [121, 124]:
• Traces model: is the set of all possible traces of p. This set can be finite
or infinite depending on the nature of the process, if it will terminate or not.
(i.e. traces(p) ⊆ Σ∗, where Σ∗ denote the set of all sequences produced from
Σ). Using this model we can reason on what a process can/ can not do (good
traces/ bad traces).
• Stable Failures model: is the pair of traces and failures of p, which means it
associates each trace in the trace model with the set of refusals after that trace
(i.e. (traces(p), failures(p)), where failures(p) = {(s, A)|s ∈ traces(p) ∧ A ⊆
Σ}). Using this model we can reason on a range of system’s properties including
deadlock-freedom.
• Failures/Divergences model: is the pair of failures and divergences of p (i.e.
(failures⊥(p), divergences(p)), where failures⊥(p) is an extended set of failures
which can work with divergences, that is, failures⊥(p) includes the failures set
of the process in addition to the set of pairs (s,X) where s ∈ divergences(p) and
X can be everything failures⊥(p) = failures(p) ∪ {(s,X)|s ∈ divergences(p)}).
Using this model we can reason on a range of system’s properties including
deadlock-freedom and livelock-freedom.
In addition to the above denotational models CSP comes with a theory of refine-
ments. Refinements are partial order relations between processes in a CSP model.
If p and q are different processes in a CSP model, it can be said that p refines q if
every behaviour of p is also a behaviour of q. If p refines q and q refines p then p is
equivalent to q. Refinements are a distinctive feature of CSP. In CSP there are three
types of refinements [121, 124]:
• Traces refinement: A process q is a traces refinement (vT ) of p, if all the




• Failures refinement: q is a failures refinement (vF ) of p, if all the possible
failures of q are also possible for p, i.e. p vF q if and only if traces(p) ⊇
traces(q) ∧ failures(p) ⊇ failures(q).
• Failures/Divergences refinement: q is a failures/divergence refinement (vFD)
of p, if all possible failures of q is also possible for p and all possible diver-
gences of q is also possible for p. p vFD q if and only if divergences(p) ⊇
divergences(q) ∧ failures⊥(p) ⊇ failures⊥(q).
As aforementioned, we develop the operational semantics of soaCSP based on the
operational semantics of CSP. For that, we devote the rest of this section to explain
the operational semantics of CSP in detail.
CSP Semantics
In this section, we present CSP syntax and CSP operational semantics. We assume
the notations in Notations page (i.e. x).
CSP processes are defined by the following grammar.
p, q ::= a→ p | pq | p u q | p‖Aq | p; q | p\A | pJRK | µp.f(p)
| p|||q | SKIP | STOP
where a can be the name of an atomic action, inputting through channel a (written
as a?x), outputting through channel a (written as a!x), or a combination of them
(e.g. a!x?y). The interleaving (|||) and the parallel composition (‖A) operators have




respectively. Note that, in CSP, the parallel
composition (‖A) is called generalised parallel composition. However, CSP has an-
other version, called alphabetised parallel composition [124] and written as: p αp‖αq q,
where participants synchronise in all shared events. The alphabetised parallel compo-
sition can be encoded in the generalised parallel composition by setting the interface
set to be (αp∩αq). Here, αp denotes p’s alphabet which is the set of events that the
process p can perform. From now on when we write parallel composition we mean
the generalised parallel composition.
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Figure 2.2: CSP’s operational semantics
or a.x (where x can be variable or data) to represent input/output events through




The process STOP is the process which does nothing. The process SKIP is the
process that immediately terminates successfully. Prefixing (a → p) is the process
which is ready to engage in event a and then behave as p. External choice (pq) is the
choice process which is resolved by the environment offering the first action of p or q.
Internal choice (p u q) is the choice process which is resolved internally; thus, either
alternative can be available after an internal action τ . Recursive functions (µp.f(p))
are defined using an explicit fixed point notation, where f(p) is a CSP term involving
process p, and µp.f(p) defines exactly the same process as p = f(p). The law of
recursion here is that the recursively defined process µp.f(p) satisfies the equation
defining it, i.e., µp.f(p) = f [µp.f(p)/p] (details of the fixed point recursion in CSP
can be found in [124]). Hiding an action a in process p (p\a) prevents the external
environment from observing it. If R is a relation which maps events in set A to the
events in set B, then renaming (pJRK) is mapping events from A to B in process
p. In a sequential composition (p; q), q is executed if p terminates successfully. In
a parallel composition (p‖Aq), p and q are executed in parallel and synchronise on
events in A only; events not in A are interleaved. In a parallel composition, processes
are not required to synchronise on the terminal event
√
. If p or q are ready to
terminate successfully, i.e. evaluating the event
√
, then the process can terminate
and evolve to an intermediate state Ω until both of the processes terminate, then the
parallel composition will terminate successfully; this is called distributed termination.
In interleaving (p|||q) the events from processes p and q can be performed in any
order.
In Figure 2.2 we provide CSP operational semantics as defined in [124]. However,
this semantics should be extended to facilitate the description of the models and the
proofs in this thesis. For that, we provide below the inference rules which extend
the prefix rule to allow data to be communicated and to implement the behaviour of
the if-then-else statement. CSP input/output prefix rules will be further discussed
in Chapter 4. Moreover, we formally define below that if a process name appears in
a script then this name should be replaced by its definition.
(prefix-out)






if b then p else q
τ−→ if b′ then p else q
(if2)
if TRUE then p else q
τ−→ p (if3)if FALSE then p else q τ−→ q




τ−→ p N = p
The standard functions on lists are widely used within CSP [84, 124] and are also
used within this thesis. We provide below the syntax for list functions in CSP.
Let ls be a list, then null(ls) function checks if the received list is empty and
returns a Boolean value (TRUE or FALSE ) indicating the result; head(ls) function
retrieves the first element in a list; and tail(ls) function returns a list which contains
all the elements in the received list except the first element.
Normal functions can also be defined in CSP. Normal functions can accept events,
data, and processes as arguments. The purpose of functions is to apply one of the
standard CSP operations on the arguments. For illustration consider the following
example.
Example 2.1. The following example will define the function nFun which checks
the counter i, if it is equal to 10 then we execute the process which first sends the
event a then terminates with STOP, if not then execute the received process p.
nFun(i, a, p) = if i > 10 then (a→ STOP) else p
The standard list functions and normal functions are evaluated as τ . However,
the formal operational semantics for the standard list functions and normal functions
are not provided in our sources [84, 124] and defining an operational semantics for
functions in CSP is not the concern of this thesis. Therefore, we use the name
(ListFun) to denote the execution of the standard list functions as τ and (Funs) to
denote the execution of normal functions as τ .
2.4.4 The pi-calculus
In this section we recall the main concepts in the pi-calculus. The pi-calculus is a
mobile calculus founded on the theory of CCS process calculus [107]. Mobility was
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implemented in CCS by allowing processes to pass the names of links along the current
channels [109]. If one process (namely “agent” in [109]) passes the name of a link to
another process, then it delegates this communication link to the receiver, where the
received name serves as a new channel.
Every process (p) in the pi-calculus has a description of its behaviour which is
defined by (p
def
= ...). In addition, every process is associated with a set of names
(n(p)) storing its current linkage network. The names set can be divided into two sets:
the free names set (fn(p)) and the bound names set (bn(p)) where (fn(p) ∪ bn(p) =
n(p)). Free names represent public communication with other processes. Bound
names represent private channels where communications are prohibited externally,
but they can be used within the process itself.
Names in the calculus are by default free names. However, if they are enclosed
between two brackets (name) then they are bound names. Bound names can appear
in the calculus in two positions:
• Positive prefix (input): If p is a process and a(b) is an input prefix, then
a(b).p is the process which receives bound name b through its free name a then
behaves as p. On the contrary, names in the negative prefix (output) as in a¯b.p
are free unless otherwise stated.
• Restriction: If p is a process then c in (νc)P is considered as private channel.
In other words, p can not use c to communicate with the external environment.
However, c can be used to communicate within p itself. Actions along private
channels appear externally as τ .
In such an environment where names can be sent in order to establish new commu-
nication links, the freshness of these new names raises a serious concern. Therefore,
Milner et al in their paper [109] introduce the following set of rules to avoid collisions
between names:
• If two names appear in two different scopes (even nested) then they are different.
• If one process passes a free name to another process then it will be free in the
second process. If the process sends a bound name to another process then it




• Scope Intrusion: If one process emits a name to another process and the
second process contains the same name as a bound name, then the bound name
should be α-converted (renamed) to avoid a collision.
• Scope extrusion: If one process emits a bound name to another process then
one of these situations can arise:
– Extending scope: If the sender process is still using this name afterwards
then the bound name’s scope will be extended to include the receiver pro-
cess.
– Migrating scope: If the sender process is no longer using this name
afterwards then the bound name’s scope will be migrated to the receiver
process.
To illustrate the above cases consider the following example:
Example 2.2. let (νc) be a bound name which links p and q. If p passes c
to f , and p still uses c afterwards, then c scope will be extended to include f .
Thus, c will be a shared private channel between p, q and f . If p will not use
c afterwards, then the role of c will be changed from a private link between p
and q, to a private link between q and f .
The rest of this section will be devoted to presenting the pi-calculus syntax and
operational semantics.
The pi-calculus Semantics
In this section, we present the pi-calculus syntax and the pi-calculus operational se-
mantics.
Processes in the pi-calculus are defined by the following grammar.
pi ::= a(b) | a¯b | τ
p, q ::= pi.p | p+ q | (νc) p | p|q |!p | 0
The operational semantics for the pi-calculus is given in Figure 2.3, where
α−→pi

















α−→pi p′(PAR-L) bn(α) ∩ fn(q) = ∅
p | q α−→pi p′ | q
p
a¯b−→pi p′ q ab−→pi q′(COMM-L)
p | q τ−→pi p′ | q′
p
a¯(c)−→pi p′ q ac−→pi q′(CLOSE-L) c /∈ fn(q)




α−→pi p′ | !p
p
a¯b−→pi p′ p ab−→pi p′′(REP-COMM)
!p
τ−→pi (p′ | p′′) | !p
p
a¯(c)−→pi p′ p ac−→pi p′′(REP-CLOSE) c /∈ fn(p)
!p
τ−→pi ((ν c) (p′ | p′′)) | !p
p
α−→pi p′(RES) c /∈ n(α)
(ν c) p
α−→pi (ν c) p′
p
a¯c−→pi p′(OPEN) c 6= a
(ν c) p
a¯(c)−→pi p′
Figure 2.3: pi’s operational semantics
an output ab or a(b), or the silent action τ . Below bn( ) denotes the function that
computes the set of bound names, i.e. names under the scope of ν or input a( ),
and fn( ) computes the set of free (not bound) names. We explain below the main
constructs in Figure 2.3.
The process 0 is the terminated process. An output process (a¯b.p) is ready to
output the name b and then behave as p. The process τ.p is ready to evaluate a
internal action then behave as p. An input process (a(b).p) behaves, upon receiving
d, as p[d/b]; we assume that p is α-renamed before applying [d/b] if there is a name
collision in the process. New names are defined using the binder ν, that is, (νc) p, and
it defines c as a bound name in process p. Sum choice (p + q) is resolved by either
p or q evaluating their first action. In the parallel composition (p | q), p and q are
executed in parallel and synchronise on all shared events. Replication (!p) provides
an unbounded number of copies of process p, i.e. p | p | . . .
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Note. The CSP alphabet symbol (αp) coincides with the pi prefix symbol (α.p). Nev-
ertheless, we retain the notations from [124, 127] and it will be clear from the context
which one is intended. In addition, we use actions or events to denote processes’





In the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm, services can communicate us-
ing messages solely, where messages can be sent synchronously or asynchronously. In
the web services (WS) standards [14, 13], messages are sent according to predefined
interaction patterns [67]. These interaction patterns include the request-response pat-
tern and the solicit-response pattern, which represent synchronous communication.
In synchronous communication, the initiator of the message suspends processing un-
til it receives a response. On the other hand, the one-way and notification patterns
represent asynchronous communication, where the initiator of the message continues
running the next coded statement, without suspending processing.
Process calculi, such as SCC [35] and CaSPiS [36], provide a formal specification of
interaction patterns with synchronous communications, allowing designers to reason
about the correctness of SOC systems. Other formal systems, such as COWS [100]
and Conversation Calculus [137], consider only asynchronous communications, since
synchronous communications in the internet standards are usually implemented by
network protocols such as TCP/IP [69], which are by default asynchronous. To the
best of our knowledge, none of the formal calculi developed for SOC supports both
synchronous and asynchronous communications.
In this chapter, we propose a new process calculus, called asynchronous CSP
(CSPa), that supports mixed synchronous, interleaving and asynchronous communi-
cations. Our calculus can be described as a buffered version of the standard CSP [124].
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CSP has been chosen as the foundation for our calculus because its communication
model supports mixed synchronous/interleaving communications.
The novelty in CSPa is the introduction of implicit buffers, which are used in the
channel semantics to facilitate asynchronous communications in a transparent way.
In other words, CSPa includes asynchronous communication primitives, which rely
on buffers, but designers do not need to create, maintain or terminate buffers. We
provide an operational semantics that explains how buffers work.
Additionally, we study the relationship between our calculus and CSP, and we
encode our calculus in the original CSP. Although the new constructs in CSPa do
not enhance the expressiveness of CSP in the sense that the new constructs can be
encoded in CSP, CSPa simplifies reasoning by replacing the encoded transitions with
one transition.
Contributions in this chapter
1. We formally introduce direct primitives to facilitate asynchronous communica-
tion in CSP, by using built-in buffers in the semantics, where data can be stored
and then retrieved.
2. Our model provides two kinds of asynchronicity: (i) Synchronous communica-
tion, but with a delay between inputting and outputting values. (ii) Interleaving
communication, with values not lost but stored in the buffers.
3. We prove that the built-in buffers do not change the external behaviour of the
system.
4. We study the relationship between CSPa and CSP, and we prove that the new
constructs in CSPa can be encoded in CSP.
Structure of this chapter Section 3.2 introduces CSPa. Section 3.3 discusses the
relationship between CSPa and CSP. Finally, Section 3.4 concludes the chapter and
discusses related works.
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3.2 CSPa Model and Semantics
In CSP, the parallel composition operator does not force events to be synchronised.
Instead, it is parameterised by an interface set, which governs the synchronisation
between participants. Events inside the interface set should be simultaneously eval-
uated, whereas events outside the set can be evaluated independently even if they
are shared. Evaluating events independently does not pass channels’ data from in-
putting to outputting processes. If designers want asynchronicity (i.e., data to be
transmitted with delay), they need to define and maintain an explicit buffer. To
avoid this burden, we include built-in buffers in CSPa, associated with events in Σ,
and extend the semantics of CSP to model asynchronous communications. In this
way, asynchronicity becomes a primitive notion in the calculus, at the same level as
synchronicity, and designers do not need to deal with the implementation details of
creating and maintaining buffers.
To implement this solution, we extend the channel syntax of CSP with two events:
a!<x, which denotes adding data x as the last element in a’s buffer (Ba), and a?>x,
which denotes the consumption of the first element in a’s buffer (Ba). We also extend
the transition relation as follows: The prefix a?>x in a process indicates that this
process is ready to accept any value of a’s type, i.e. the type of data that channel
a can accept. This input transition rule is similar to the input rule of CSP (see rule
(prefix-in) in Section 2.4.3) except that the label here is a←.v instead of a.v. In
general, the a←.x label can be read as “input x into channel a” (inputting into a
channel means outputting from the buffers).
(asy-in)
a?>x→ p a←.v−→ p[v/x]
If the event a!<x is used within a process, then this process is ready to send x. Here
x can be a value or a variable of a’s type. This output transition rule is similar to the
output rule of CSP (see rule (prefix-out) in Section 2.4.3) except that the label here
is a→.x instead of a.x. The a→.x can be read as “output the value x from channel
a” (outputting from a channel means inputting into the buffers).
(asy-out)
a!<x→ p a→.x−→ p
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The symbols > and < in these events denote a communication with Ba, where
Ba denotes the built-in buffer for channel a. Ba appears in the semantics but it is
transparent for designers. Ba is formally defined as follows:
Definition 3.1 (Event Buffer). For each a ∈ Σ, an unbounded buffer with first come
first out (FIFO) policy is defined, denoted by Ba, and implemented as a process
parameterised by a list s, as shown below. We write Ba(〈〉) to represent an empty
buffer, and we write Ba(〈x〉as) to represent a buffer containing an element x followed
by the elements in s. The operator a represents list concatenation.
Ba(s) = if null(s)
then
(








Recall that, null(s), head(s), and tail(s) are standard functions on lists, which re-
spectively check if a list is empty, retrieve the first element in a list, and return all
elements except the first element in a list. The option SKIP will be discussed in
Section 3.2.1.
In the definition of Ba, a!>x and a?<x are the complementary events of a?>x
and a!<x and are reserved for buffers only, that is, they cannot be used by designers.
They are defined as follows:
(buffer-in)
a?<x→ p a→.v−→ p[v/x]
where data is accepted from processes which evaluate a!<x. a?<x and a!<x will be
synchronised using the original parallel composition of CSP.
(buffer-out)
a!>x→ p a←.x−→ p
where data is consumed by processes which evaluate a?>x. a!>x and a?>x will be
synchronised using the original parallel composition of CSP.
To allow these new events to be evaluated by the parallel composition, i.e. rules
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(par1-par3) in Figure 2.2 page 42, and the other CSP operators in Figure 2.2, we
create the set B to include the event types: a← .x and a→ .x as follows:
B = {a←, a→| a ∈ channels(Σ)}
where channels(Σ) is the function which extracts the channel name from events.
After that, we update Σ to become Σ∪B. Thus, the original operator of the CSP
can now evaluate the new types of events.
According to Definition 3.1, the unbounded buffer has three options: (i) to input
data unconditionally; (ii) to output data if the buffer is not empty; (iii) to terminate
if the system terminates.
In designing Ba, FIFO policy is implemented by attaching new data to the end of
the buffer list and processes always consume the first element in the list.
The intuition behind introducing implicit buffers is to introduce a delay between
sending and receiving messages. This will allow processes to continue their execution
without waiting for the receiver to get the message.
In two-way communications (between two processes), if buffers are introduced in
the middle of a communication then the sent message from the first process will be
stored in the buffer until the receiving process is ready to get the message. However, in
multi-way communications (in which multiple processes communicate) as in CSP, we
should explain what asynchronicity means. In our model, we want to retain the CSP
model of multi-way communications with the addition of asynchronicity. In multi-
way communications, buffered channels may introduce non-determinism, as Example
3.1 shows.
Example 3.1. Consider the system
a?>x→ SKIP ‖ a?>y → SKIP ‖ a!<3→ SKIP
where the processes are not synchronised (i.e. interleaving); we write ‖ for parallel
composition with an empty interface set.
According to our model the communications can happen in any order. If the
output is done first then the value 3 will be stored in Ba then retrieved by the input
event. However, which input event (i.e. a?>x or a?>y) will get the value from the
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buffer is not specified. Either a?>x gets the value and a?>y waits for a new value,
or vice versa.
In CSPa, we can avoid such non-determinism by synchronising between input
events or output events and the buffers, as shown in the example below.
Example 3.2. Let the following communications take place in a system:
a?>x→ SKIP ‖{|a?>|} a?>y → SKIP ‖ a!<3→ SKIP
Assuming the buffer is empty, then according to our model the value 3 will be
stored in Ba then retrieved by the input event. Here, the input events are synchro-
nised, therefore a?>x and a?>y should get the same value (which is 3).
Consequently, in CSPa, two kinds of asynchronicity are available:
1. Synchronous communication, but with a delay between inputting and out-
putting values. This can be achieved by synchronising on input events and
output events. Thus, if buffers are empty, then all output events happen at the
same time and upload data to buffers, then all input events get the same value
from the buffers. Note that, CSPa adheres to CSP synchronisation rules, where
the whole a.n event is considered in synchronisation. For instance, in CSP, an
event a.3 can only be synchronised with a.3 or a.x if x is an input variable (in
the latter case, x will be substituted by 3).
A less strictly synchronous communication can be achieved by synchronising on
input events only (as Example 3.2) or on output events only.
2. Interleaving communication, with values not lost but stored in the buffers. How-
ever, in this case the order of execution of a buffer’s events is non-deterministic,
as Example 3.1 demonstrates.
The event buffers can be considered as an area of shared memory which can be
accessed by all processes. We define below a process, which we call buffered-Σ, to be
the parallel composition of all Σ’s event buffers.
Definition 3.2 (Buffered-Σ). The process buffered-Σ (denoted by BΣ) is the parallel
composition of all the individual event buffers.
BΣ = |||i∈Σ Bi
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where the interleaving operators are used to emphasise that event buffers do not
synchronise on inputting or outputting. BΣ evolves by performing transitions (=⇒∗)
to new states: B′Σ, B
′′
Σ, . . . (for the definition of =⇒∗ see Definition 2.1)
To allow the buffered-Σ to work with the whole system we will install it in parallel
with the system as a preprocessing step, thus allowing the execution of the system in
asynchronous mode. The buffered-Σ will work in parallel with the whole system and
synchronise on all events which have → or ←. The buffered-Σ is installed using a
parallel composition operator due to the fact that communications between processes
take place only if they are working in parallel.
Definition 3.3 (Buffered System). If p is a CSPa process then the buffered system
which can be built from p and its associated buffered-Σ is defined as follows:
p‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}BΣ
We use the silent action τ to represent the preprocessing step where the system
is placed in parallel with the buffered-Σ. This is safe as long as the externally visible
behaviour of the system is unchanged by the addition of an extra starting state with a
τ action, where this system has no option but to take this invisible action and behave
like a buffered system. Additionally, this will conceal the effect of adding buffers to
a system.
Finally, it is important to ensure that buffers do not introduce non-termination,
i.e. if the system terminates then buffers should terminate as well.
To achieve this, we introduce a new termination method for CSPa processes,
namely synchronised termination, which replaces distributed termination in CSP. In
synchronised termination, CSPa processes synchronise on evaluating the event
√
, i.e.
termination. Therefore, if processes terminate then the buffered-Σ will be forced to
terminate as well; see Proposition 3.1 for details (this feature is also significant in
other parts of our calculus, to deal with compensations and sessions). The following
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Note that, rule (parST) replaces rules (parT1,2,3) in Figure 2.2 page 42.
We devote the rest of this section to proving that our buffered system is simulated
by the original system. That is, our buffered system does not introduce new external
transitions which the original system cannot do.
Theorem 3.1. For every p ∈ CSPa, (p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ)  p, where B′Σ is any state
of the process BΣ : BΣ =⇒∗ B′Σ.
Proof. To prove similarity according to Definition 2.4 we need to consider in turn the
transitions performed by the buffered system and match them with the transition
performed by process p.
According to the labelled transition system presented in Figure 2.2 page 42 and
Section 2.4.3 page 41, then extended in Section 3.2, a process p can do the following
transitions:
• The buffered system performs τ as follows:
(p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) τ−→ (p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′′Σ) by rules: (rec) in Figure 2.2, (if1-3)
in Section 2.4.3, (ListFun) in Section 2.4.3, and (par2) in Figure 2.2.
The process p does not change, therefore: p=⇒p
• The buffered process performs a← .x as follows:
(p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) a←.x−→ (p′ ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′′Σ) by rules: (asy-in), (buffer-out) in
Section 3.2, and (exch1), (par3) in Figure 2.2.
Then, this transition is matched by the process p in the following way: p
a←.x−→ p′,
by rule: (asy-in) in Section 3.2.
• The buffered system performs a→ .x as follows:
(p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) a→.x−→ (p′ ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′′Σ) by rules: (asy-out), (buffer-in) in
Section 3.2, and (exch1), (par3) in Figure 2.2.
Then, this transition is matched by the process p in the following way: p
a→.x−→ p′,
by rule: (asy-out) in Section 3.2.
• The buffered system performs a as follows:
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(p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) a−→ (p′ ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) by rules: (prefix), (par1) in Figure
2.2.
Then, this transition is matched by the process p in the following way: p
a−→ p′,
by rule: (prefix) in Figure 2.2.
• The buffered system performs a.x as follows:
(p ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) a.x−→ (p′ ‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}B′Σ) by rules: (prefix-in) or (prefix-out)
in Section 2.4.3, and (par1) in Figure 2.2.
Then, this transition is matched by the process p in the following way: p
a.x−→ p′,
by rule: (prefix-in) or (prefix-out) in Section 2.4.3.





−→ STOP by rules: (exch1) in Figure 2.2 and (parST) in
Section 3.2.
This is because, according to Definition 3.1 and 3.2, buffered-Σ should evaluate
and synchronise on
√
if the environment offers this event and terminates. In
this case above, the process p is the process who is offering the
√
event.




3.2.1 Direction, deadlock, and termination
In CSP, the unit of data can be divided into several components (e.g. ItemID.ItemQ)
and these components, in synchronous mode, can be simultaneously conveyed in
both directions (e.g. a?ItemID!ItemQ, where ItemID is received and ItemQ is
transmitted at the same time on channel a). In CSPa, similar to [84, 124], channels
have a definite direction, where the whole unit of data is loaded or consumed in one
direction at a time (e.g. a?ItemID.ItemQ, a!ItemID.ItemQ).
Adding buffers to a calculus can significantly affect the performance of systems
and introduce extra design errors. For instance, a system may end up in deadlock if
an output cannot be evaluated because a channel’s buffer is full. To avoid introducing
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deadlocks, Hoare suggests that these buffers be unbounded. We have followed Hoare’s
approach here.
Thanks to rule (parST), the buffered Σ, which has been installed in buffered-
system (see Definition 3.3), will terminate if the system terminates. This is due to
the termination option that is resolved externally by the environment.
Definition 3.4 (Terminated Process). Let p be a CSPa process, then p is a ter-
minated process if it can not evolve more, and p is terminating if there exists p
a0−→
p1




then this process successfully terminated, otherwise the process is
blocked with no further transitions.
Proposition 3.1. Buffers do not introduce deadlock or non-terminating sequences of
transitions, that is: (i) If BΣ terminates successfully then p terminates successfully.
(ii) If channel buffers are not empty when inputs are made, then the buffered-Σ blocks
only if p blocks. (iii) If BΣ has infinite steps of transitions then p also has them.
Proof. We prove the proposition’s cases as follows:
1. If the buffered-Σ terminates successfully then the process p also terminates
successfully. This is because the
√
events are observable in the environment if
the process p successfully terminates. Then, the
√
event resolves the external
choice with the SKIP option in channel buffers as Definition 3.1 shows, using
rule (parST).
2. If channel buffers are not empty, that is the system will not block because there
is no data to retrieve, then as a consequence of Theorem 3.1, if p‖{a←,a→|a∈Σ}BΣ
blocks or has infinite sequence of transitions, then p has this block or infinite
sequence of transitions.
3.3 The relationship between CSPa and CSP
In this section, we first discuss the encoding of CSPa into CSP, and then we reason
on the correctness of our encoding by proving that the encoded processes are weakly
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bisimilar to the original processes of our calculus (Theorem 3.2). This results show
that CSPa does not strictly enhance the expressiveness of CSP in the sense that
the new constructs in CSPa can be encoded in CSP. However, CSPa simplifies the
specification and verification of asynchronous communications, in the context of CSP,
by providing explicit primitives for modelling them.
Thanks to the encoding, we can use the denotational models of CSP to analyse the
correctness of CSPa systems. Informally speaking, the main differences between CSPa
and CSP are the hidden communications with the buffered-Σ and the synchronised
termination.
To facilitate the encoding we define the fresh name term as a termination signal
which will be used to force synchronisation when processes terminate. This termina-
tion signal will be hidden later in the system using the hiding operator.
Moreover, we define the functions in-process-out-buffer (iPoB) and out-process-
in-buffer oP iB which change the event a into a ← and a → respectively. Thus,
iPoB(a)?x represents the events a?>x and a!>x, and oP iB(a)!x represents the
events a!<x and a?<x.
The functions iPoB and oP iB work as follows:
iPoB(a) = a←
oP iB(a) = a→
We also define the set Σcomp to be (Σcomp = Σ ∪ {term} ∪ {a←, a→ |a ∈ Σ}).
In addition, we encode Ba (defined in Definition 3.1) to be the following CSP
process:
B(a, s) = if null(s)
then
(
(oP iB(a)?x→ B(a, 〈x〉)  (term → SKIP))
else
(
(iPoB(a)!head(s)→ B(a, tail(s))  oP iB(a)?x→ B(a, sa〈x〉))
 (term → SKIP))  (term → SKIP)
Note that, we use oP iB for inputting data into the buffer because we want to produce
the same event to force the process and the buffer to synchronise. Bear in mind that,
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an output event in the process is considered as an input event in the buffer.
We also encode BΣ to be the following CSP process: BS = |||i∈Σ B(i, 〈〉).
Finally, we define the function Asynchronous-System AsynchSys to encode the
buffered system (see Definition 3.3) as follows:
AsynchSys(p) = p ‖Σcomp BS
where p is the encoded process.
The encoding from CSPa into CSP is defined as follows:
Definition 3.5. The encoding [.] : CSPa → CSP is defined as: [.] = JpK \{term},
where JpK is defined homomorphically except for the following:
JSKIP K = term → SKIPJa?>x→ pK = iPoF (a)?x→ JpKJa!<x→ pK = oP iF (a)!x→ JpKJp‖AqK = (JpK ‖{term}∪A JqK)
Lemma 3.1. If q = p\A then:
i. if σ /∈ A then p σ−→ p′ ⇔ q σ−→ q′, where q′ = p′\A.
ii. if σ ∈ A then p σ−→ p′ ⇒ q τ−→ q′, where q′ = p′\A. Also, q τ−→ q′ implies
either p
σ−→ p′ for σ ∈ A or p τ−→ p′.
Proof. To prove (i), we first prove that if σ /∈ A then p σ−→ p′ implies q σ−→ q′, where
q′ = p′\A. If σ /∈ A then there are two cases:
1. If σ is of the form a, a←, a→ or τ , then according to rule (hid1) in Figure 2.2
page 42, if p
σ−→ p′ and σ /∈ A then q σ−→ q′ and q′ = p′\A.
2. If σ =
√
, then according to rule (hid3) in Figure 2.2 if p
√
−→ STOP then q
√
−→
STOP , which implies that q′ = STOP . However, in CSP, STOP\A = STOP
(see [124]), therefore q′ = STOP\A, as required.
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Secondly, we prove that if σ /∈ A then q σ−→ q′ implies p σ−→ p′ where q′ = p′\A.
If σ /∈ A then there are two cases:
1. If σ is of the form a, a ←, a → or τ , then by rule (hid1) in Figure 2.2 if
q = p\A σ−→ p′\A, this implies that p σ−→ p′.
2. If σ =
√
, then by rule (hid3) in Figure 2.2 if p\A
√
−→ STOP , this implies
that p
√
−→ STOP . However, in CSP, STOP\A = STOP (see [124]), therefore
q′ = STOP\A.
Thus, if σ /∈ A then p σ−→ p′ ⇔ q σ−→ q′ where q′ = p′\A.
To prove (ii): first note that if σ ∈ A then p σ−→ p′ implies q τ−→ q′ and q′ = p′\A,
as a direct application of rule (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
To complete the proof, we prove that q
τ−→ q′ implies p σ−→ p′, for σ ∈ A, where
q′ = p′\A, or p τ−→ p′ as follows:
q
τ−→ q′ can take place in two cases:
1. If p
τ−→ p′ by rule (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
2. If p
σ−→ p′ and σ ∈ A by rule (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
This concludes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let [.] : CSPa → CSP be the encoding in Definition 3.5. For every
p ∈ CSPa, p ≈ [p].
Proof. We give the proof only for the four non-homomorphic cases of the encoding.
The homomorphic ones follow trivially.
We will show that the above four cases of the encoding are bisimilar to their source
processes. These four cases are described as follows:
1. p = SKIP, [p] = (term → SKIP) \{term}
The transition SKIP
√
−→ STOP follows by rule (skip) in Figure 2.2 page 42,
and is the only transition for SKIP .
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
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−→ STOP according to rules: (prefix), (hid2), and (skip) in Figure
2.2.
In the other direction, the only possible transition for [SKIP ] is [SKIP ]
τ−→
SKIP according to rules: (prefix) and (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
This transition is matched by: SKIP =⇒ SKIP .
Therefore, according to Definition 2.3 SKIP ≈ [SKIP ].
2. p = a?>x→ p, [p] = (iPoF (a)?x→ JpK) \{term}
The only possible transition for (a?>x → p) is: (a?>x → p) a←.v−→ p[v/x]
according to rule (asy-in) in Section 3.2.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
[a?>x→ p] τ−→a←.v−→ [p][v/x] according to (nFuns) in Section 2.4.3, then accord-
ing to rules: (prefix-in) in Section 3.1 and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
In the other direction, the only possible transition for [a?>x→ p] is as follows:
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if [p]
τ−→ [p′] then (iPoF (a)?x→ JpK) \{term} τ−→ (a←.x→JpK) \{term} according to (nFuns) in Section 2.4.3.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
(a?>x→ p)⇒ (a?>x→ p).
Therefore, according to Definition 2.3 (a?>x→ p) ≈ [a?>x→ p]
3. p = a!<x→ p, [p] = (oP iF (a)!x→ JpK) \{term}
The only possible transition for (a!<x→ p) is: (a!<x→ p) a→.x−→ p according to
rule (asy-out) in Section 3.2.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
[a!<x→ p] τ−→a→.x−→ [p] according to (nFuns) in Section 2.4.3, then according to
rules: (prefix-out) in Section 3.1 and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
In the other direction, the only possible transition for [a!<x→ p] is:
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K by Lemma 3.1.
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This implies that, if [p]
τ−→ [p′] then (oP iF (a)!x→ JpK) \{term} τ−→ (a→.x→JpK) \{term} according to (nFuns) in Section 2.4.3.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
(a!<x→ p)⇒ (a!<x→ p).
Therefore, according to Definition 2.3 (a?>x→ p) ≈ [a?>x→ p]
4. f = p‖Aq, [f ] = (JpK ‖{term}∪A JqK) \{term}
The possible transitions for (p‖Aq) are as follows:
• If p σ−→ p′ then (p‖Aq) σ−→ (p′‖Aq) by rule (par1) in Figure 2.2; where
σ /∈ A and σ 6= term.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
(a) If σ ∈ {a←, a→ |a ∈ Σ} then
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JpK τ−→∗ σ−→ Jp′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term}
τ−→∗ σ−→ (Jp′K‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} according to (nFuns) in Section
2.4.3, and then by rules: (par1) and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
(b) if σ ∈ Σ then:
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JpK σ−→ Jp′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term}
σ−→ (Jp′K‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} by rules: (par1) and (hid1) in Figure
2.2.
• If q σ−→ q′ and then (p‖Aq) σ−→ (p‖Aq′) by rule (par2) in Figure 2.2; where
σ /∈ A and σ 6= term.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
(a) If σ ∈ {a←, a→ |a ∈ Σ} then
We know that, if [q]
σ−→ [q′] then JqK σ−→ Jq′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JqK τ−→∗ σ−→ Jq′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term}
τ−→∗ σ−→ (JpK‖{term}∪AJq′K) \{term} according to (nFuns) in Section
2.4.3, and then by rules: (par2) and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
(b) if σ ∈ Σ then:
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We know that, if [q]
σ−→ [q′] then JqK σ−→ Jq′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JqK σ−→ Jq′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term}
σ−→ (JpK‖{term}∪AJq′K) \{term} by rules: (par2) and (hid1) in Figure
2.2.
• If p σ−→ p′ and q σ−→ q′ then (p‖Aq) σ−→ (p′‖Aq′) by rule (par3) in Figure
2.2; where σ ∈ A and σ 6= term.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
(a) If σ ∈ {a←, a→ |a ∈ Σ} then
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] and [q] σ−→ [q′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K andJqK σ−→ Jq′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JpK τ−→∗ σ−→ Jp′K and JqK τ−→∗ σ−→ Jq′K then
(JpK‖{term}∪AJqK)
\{term} τ−→∗ σ−→ (Jp′K‖{term}∪AJq′K) \{term} if σ ∈ A according to
(nFuns) in Section 2.4.3, and then by rules (par3) and (hid1) in Fig-
ure 2.2.
(b) if σ ∈ Σ then:
We know that, if [p]
σ−→ [p′] and [q] σ−→ [q′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K andJqK σ−→ Jq′K by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JpK σ−→ Jp′K and JqK σ−→ Jq′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK)




−→ STOP and q
√
−→ STOP then (p‖Aq)
√
−→ STOP by rule (parST)
in Section 3.2.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know that, if [p]
τ−→∗
√
−→ STOP and [q] τ−→∗
√
−→ STOP then JpK τ−→∗
term−→
√
−→ STOP and JqK term−→ τ−→∗ √−→ STOP by Lemma 3.1.
This implies that, if JpK term−→ τ−→∗ √−→ STOP and JqK term−→ τ−→∗ √−→ STOP
then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} τ−→∗ STOP by rules: (par3), (hid2), (parT1),
(hid1), (parT2), (hid1), (parT3), and (hid3) in Figure 2.2.
In the other direction, since [p‖Aq] = (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} by Definition
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3.5, the possible transitions for [p‖Aq] are:
• If σ /∈ {term} and [p] σ−→ [p′], then by Lemma 3.1, if [p] σ−→ [p′] thenJpK σ−→ Jp′K.
This implies that, if JpK σ−→ Jp′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} σ−→
(Jp′K‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} where σ /∈ A by rules: (par1) and (hid1) in
Figure 2.2.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
If σ ∈ Σ, or σ ∈ {a ←, a → |a ∈ Σ} then, if p σ−→ p′ then (p‖Aq) σ−→
(p′‖Aq) if σ /∈ A by rule (par1) in Figure 2.2.
Alternatively, if σ = τ then (p‖Aq) ⇒ (p‖Aq) if τ comes from executing
functions; otherwise (p‖Aq) τ−→ (p′‖Aq)
• If σ /∈ {term} and [q] σ−→ [q′] then by Lemma 3.1, if [q] σ−→ [q′] thenJqK σ−→ Jq′K.
This implies that, if JqK σ−→ Jq′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK) \{term} σ−→
(JpK‖{term}∪AJq′K) \{term} if σ /∈ A by rules: (par2) and (hid1) in Figure
2.2.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
If σ ∈ Σ, or σ ∈ {a ←, a → |a ∈ Σ} then, if q σ−→ q′ then (p‖Aq) σ−→
(p‖Aq′) if σ /∈ A by rule (par2) in Figure 2.2.
Alternatively, if σ = τ then (p‖Aq) ⇒ (p‖Aq) if τ comes from executing
functions; otherwise (p‖Aq) τ−→ (p′‖Aq)
• If σ /∈ {term}, [p] σ−→ [p′] and [q] σ−→ [q′] then by Lemma 3.1, if [p] σ−→ [p′]
and [q]
σ−→ [q′] then JpK σ−→ Jp′K and JqK σ−→ Jq′K
This implies that, if JpK σ−→ Jp′K and JqK σ−→ Jq′K then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK)
\{term} σ−→ (Jp′K‖{term}∪AJq′K) \{term} if σ ∈ A by rules: (par3) and
(hid1) in Figure 2.2.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
If σ ∈ Σ, or σ ∈ {a ←, a → |a ∈ Σ} then, if p σ−→ p′ and q σ−→ q′ then
(p‖Aq) σ−→ (p′‖Aq′) if σ ∈ A by rule (par3) in Figure 2.2.
Alternatively, if σ = τ then (p‖Aq) ⇒ (p‖Aq) if τ comes from executing
functions; otherwise (p‖Aq) τ−→ (p′‖Aq)
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• If σ = {term}, [p] τ−→ SKIP , and [q] τ−→ SKIP then by Lemma 3.1, if
[p]
τ−→ SKIP and [q] τ−→ SKIP then JpK term−→ SKIP and JqK term−→ SKIP
This implies that, if JpK term−→ SKIP and JqK term−→ SKIP then (JpK‖{term}∪AJqK)
\{term} τ−→ (SKIP‖{term}∪ASKIP ) \{term} by rules: (par3) and (hid2)
in Figure 2.2.
This transition is matched by the CSPa process in the following way:
(SKIP‖ASKIP )⇒ (SKIP‖ASKIP ).
Therefore, according to Definition 2.3 (p‖Aq) ≈ [p‖Aq]
3.4 Conclusions and Related work
Asynchronous communications are crucial in environments with unreliable media,
like the internet. Additionally, synchronous communications are important for the
transfer of critical data. For this reason, in this chapter we define a calculus which
supports mixed asynchronous and synchronous communications, by introducing an
implicit buffer with each channel. We formally extended the syntax and the opera-
tional semantics of CSP with buffer loading and consuming primitives.
Buffers are a well-known mechanism for the implementation of asynchronous com-
munications, and they have been extensively used in process calculi literature.
In CSP, the use of buffered channels to facilitate asynchronous communications
has been previously discussed by Hoare [84]. This model has not been formally
implemented, and assumes asynchronous communications only.
Buffered channels within CSP have been discussed also in [124], where all or a set
of channels can be selected to be buffered between two processes. Installing buffers
in two-way communications was enough for the purpose of this model in order to
prove that the correctness of a network of processes is independent of the amount of
buffering added. However, in our model, we aim to provide a practical model where
asynchronous communications are available as primitive communications in addition
to the standard synchronous and interleaving communications. Therefore, we extend
CSP with built-in buffers which can be used anywhere in the system. Additionally,
our model retains the multi-way communication mode of CSP.
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CSP# (the input language of PAT [131] model checker) also extends the syntax
of CSP with buffered channels to support mixed synchronous/asynchronous commu-
nications. However, CSP# does not support the generalised parallel composition
operator, therefore all shared channels are communicating in synchronous mode with
no option to change this. In our model, designers have the option to choose which
channel to synchronise on.
An asynchronous version of an early CSP-based language was mentioned in [37].
However, our approach is different. Our calculus preserves the notion of an out-
put guard, allowing the same process to use synchronous and asynchronous commu-
nications, whereas the language in [37] does not include an output guard, like in
the asynchronous pi-calculus [86], thus synchronous communications are not allowed.
Moreover, the language in [37] has no generalised parallel composition and the parallel
composition is only allowed at the top-level (see [113] for more details).
Early proposals which support asynchronous communications by forcing interac-
tions between two processes to be always mediated by buffers are described in [60, 29].
More recent proposal is suggested in [27], where buffers have been introduced to the
pi-calculus [109] to facilitate asynchronous communications as an alternative to the
no-output-guards approach implemented in [86]. In [27], the encodability between the
two calculi has been studied. While we use the same concept by introducing buffers
in the middle of communications, in our model, we buffered the communications be-
tween multiple processes and our calculus supports mixed synchronous/asynchronous
communications.
In the context of SOC, to the best of our knowledge our model is the first to mix
synchronous/asynchronous communications; other calculi support only synchronous





One of the significant features of complex systems is their ability to reconfigure them-
selves dynamically. Therefore, any process calculus proposed for modelling complex
systems, specially SOC systems, should be equipped with primitives facilitating dy-
namic reconfiguration; more specifically, primitives to model delegation of the com-
munication capabilities from one process to another. Passing channel names is a way
of transferring communication capabilities, usually called mobility.
The most well-known theory to reason about this type of mobility is the pi-calculus
[109], the mobile extension of CCS [107]. Mobility is introduced into CCS by en-
abling the communication of channel names: if channel names are sent through other
channels then these communication channels are delegated to the receiver. In the
pi-calculus, communicating channel names are governed by a set of rules to ensure
names freshness and to avoid collisions between names in processes’ alphabets, which
grow silently in the calculus.
The mobility model of the pi-calculus provides a simple and expressive theory to
reason about systems where the dominant communications are two-way communica-
tions [124] (only two entities communicate), as in the server-client architecture [69].
This is because, in the pi-calculus, only two complementary processes synchronise in
the parallel composition.
When the dominant communications in a system are multi-way [124] (multiple
entities communicate), as in the service-oriented architecture [67], then new notions
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have to be introduced to the pi-calculus, such as sessions [53, 35], or sites [45], to model
these communications. On the other hand, calculi like CSP, which admit multi-way
communications, lack mobility, which hinders their use in applications where entities’
linkage networks are subject to change. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose a new
model to accommodate mobility into CSP, namely Mobile CSP (MCSP).
Our proposal extends the channel-semantics of CSP to allow channels to carry
channel names, and includes mechanisms to change the interface set of parallel com-
positions as the participants communicate. To deal with the latter, we introduce a
novel dynamic algorithm to update the interface set of the parallel composition (the
silent growth of alphabets as in the pi-calculus is not enough). By using our algo-
rithm, in MCSP, processes participating in the parallel composition not only can
choose between synchronous and interleaving communications, as in CSP, but they
can dynamically switch between the two modes.
Formally speaking, we extend the CSP channel syntax to include a definition of
mobile channels, which facilitates the updating of processes’ base knowledge, and
we provide an operational semantics which explains how the parallel composition
interface set is updated and how channels are maintained. Additionally, we study the
relationship between our new calculus and the pi-calculus by encoding the pi-calculus
into MCSP. We prove that there is an operational correspondence [77] between the
two theories.
Contributions in this chapter
1. We formally introduce mobile channel communications into CSP, by permitting
channels to carry other channels.
2. In addition to the usual notion of mobility where channels carry other chan-
nels, our model provides another notion of mobility whereby the communication
mode between channels can be switched from synchronous to interleaving and
via versa.
3. We develop a full channel operational semantics for CSP where data can be
integer or channel.
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4. We study the relationship between MCSP and the pi-calculus, and we prove
that the two theories are operationally correspondent.
Structure of this chapter Section 2.4.4 recalls the pi-calculus. Section 4.2 intro-
duces our mobility model for CSP (MCSP). Section 4.3 presents the syntax and the
operational semantics ofMCSP. Section 4.4 investigates the relation betweenMCSP
and the pi-calculus. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the chapter and discusses related
works.
4.2 A Mobility Model for CSP
To achieve mobility while maintaining the expressivity of the calculus, we will al-
low channel names to be passed as part of the data sent on channels. We identify
communicated channel names by enclosing them in brackets. For instance, a?x!5?(c)
denotes a communication through the channel a where the process accepts input into
variable x, outputs the value 5, and finally accepts the new connection c. There is
no restriction on the number of components sent through channels. For instance,
a!(c)?(m) is a valid event in MCSP.
Formally speaking, we extend the standard channel syntax of CSP with the fol-
lowing types of events: (i) Output mobile channel is written as a!(c), where a is the
current channel and c is the communicated channel name. (ii) Input mobile channel
is written as a?(m), where a is the current channel and m is a mobile channel name
(variable).
One of the main differences between the pi-calculus and CSP is that in CSP the
parallel composition is parameterised with an interface set, which should be explicitly
updated to reflect changes in the system, if mobility is permitted.
To facilitate updating the parallel composition’s interface set (i.e. A in p ‖A q),
we optionally decorate mobile channel events with marks + and −. These marks are
used to guide changes to the interface set as follows:
• If events of type a (c)+ are used, then the interface set A will be augmented by
the new communication (i.e. A becomes A∪{c}). As a result, participants will
synchronise on the new communicated channel (i.e. c).
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• If events of type a (c)− are used, then the communicated name (c) should be
removed from the interface set A (i.e. A becomes A − {c}). As a result,
participants will evaluate the new channel independently (interleaving).
• If ”no change” events a (c) are used, then the interface set A remains the same.
Here, a (c) denotes the set of events: a!(c), a?(m), and a.(c).
In order for these effects to take place the carrying channel should be part of the
interface set. More specifically, if the carrying channel is part of the interface set,
then the mobile channel will be delivered to the recipients and the interface set will be
updated. On the other hand, if the carrying channel is not part of the interface set,
then the mobile channel will not be delivered to the recipients and the interface set will
not be updated. This is consistent with CSP’s original communication model, where
channels in the interface set synchronise and their data is delivered, and channels not
in the interface set interleave and their data is lost. In other words, if a channel is part
of the interface set then all events containing this channel name will be performed
in a synchronous mode, so if it carries another channel name then this name will be
delivered to the recipients and the effects of mobile channel synchronisation on the
interface set should be as follows:
• If a (c)+ synchronises with a (c)+, then the interface set will be updated with
the new name (A := A ∪ {c}).
• If a (c)+ synchronises with a (c), then the interface set will be updated with
the new name (A := A ∪ {c}).
• If a (c)− synchronises with a (c)−, then the communicated name will be removed
from the interface set (A := A− {c}).
• If a (c)− synchronises with a (c), then the communicated name will be removed
from the interface set (A := A− {c}).
• If a (c) synchronises with a (c), then the interface set remains the same.
• The synchronisation between a (c)+ and a (c)− is prohibited in our model and
whenever encountered, processes will be blocked.
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In the last case, we prefer to block processes rather than enforcing either of the
communication modes, because enforcing a certain mode of communication might
conflict with the process’s capabilities and requirements. Instead of blocking pro-
cesses, a warning message could be sent back (then the processes can decide). How-
ever, this solution complicates the calculus, and we propose to investigate it in future
work.
Remark. Decorating channels with (+,−) markings is inspired by [124]. However,
the marking in our model affects the synchronisation set whereas in [124] affects
the process alphabets only, which results in two different models. More precisely, in
[124], an alphabetised version of the parallel composition is used where a channel
carrying/accepting a mobile channel with (+) marking synchronises either with the
same channel carrying/accepting a mobile channel with (+) marking, or with the
same channel carrying/accepting a mobile channel with (−) marking. In the first
case, both should have the mobile channel in their alphabets so both will always
synchronise on the new channel. In the second case, the one marked with (+) has
the mobile channel in its alphabet and the other does not, so the one having the
mobile channel can communicate independently on it, and the one without the mobile
channel cannot communicate on this channel any longer. As a consequence, in the
model defined in [124], we cannot express a situation where both processes have the
mobile channel and use it to communicate on this channel independently, as Example
4.2 illustrates. Similarly, the case where both processes in the parallel composition
insist to not synchronise on the new channel or one insists and the other does not
care cannot be directly expressed in the model proposed in [124].
An important consideration when channels are passed is whether or not they
modify the process alphabet. In our model, inputting processes’ alphabets will be
updated with the new channel name if it is not already there. Outputting processes’
alphabets will not be affected. However, if a process wants to send a connection and
release it (i.e. removing it from its alphabet), then output channels (a!(c)−) should be
tagged with a star a!(c)−∗. Although processes’ alphabets do not affect the interface
set in the generalised parallel composition, we include this option so our mobility
model can work with CSP’s alphabetised parallel composition (i.e. p αp‖αq q) as well.
The following examples illustrate the usability of our model.
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Example 4.1. Our model implements the usual notion of mobility, by sending chan-
nel names through existing names. The pi-calculus process a¯b.0|a(x).x¯c.0 can be
written in MCSP as (a!(b)+ → STOP ) ‖{|a|} (a?(x)+ → x!(c)+ → STOP , where
brackets are used to identify channel names, and the (+) marks are used because
in the pi-calculus communications are always synchronous (hence, we should add the
communicated channel to the interface set).
Example 4.2. Our model can also implement other notions of mobility, which do not
necessarily change the linkage network of a process, but change the mode of commu-
nication over these names. Consider the process: ((a!(b)+ → b!5 → a!(b)− → b!3 →
SKIP ) ‖{|a|}(a?(x)+ → x?y → a?(x)− → x?z → SKIP ). The first emission of name
b adds b to the interface set of the parallel composition, so 5 is sent synchronously.
The second emission of name b removes b from the interface set of the parallel com-
position, therefore, b!3 and b?z are evaluated independently, Here, x?z becomes b?z
because the last instantiation of the variable x in this process was b.
Example 4.3. The ”no change” events are useful in cases when the communica-
tion mode is determined by one process. Let C1 = com?(sup)
+ → sup!order →
release!(sup)−∗ → SKIP be a customer process which is ordering items from a sup-
plier. Let S1 = com!(freeCh) → freeCh?orderC → release!(freeCh)− → SKIP
be the supplier process. Let the two processes run in parallel C1 ‖{|com|} S1. In this ex-
ample, the supplier sends a free connection to the customer (channel freeCh) and lets
it decide the communication mode (according to its capabilities and requirements),
then it accepts the order and releases the connection. The customer accepts the chan-
nel (input into variable sup) and after sending the order, it releases the connection
and forgets it completely (i.e. this connections will be removed from the process’s
alphabet).
4.3 MCSP Semantics
In this section we develop the formal semantics ofMCSP. We first present the syntax




The syntax ofMCSP is given in Figure 4.1. MCSP extends CSP with primitives to
facilitate mobile channel communications.
Events inMCSP, as in the standard CSP, can be classified as simple events, which
are single literal names; compound events, which are literal names combined with other
literal names or variables via the operator (.), e.g., a or a.b; or communication events,
which are simple or compound events composed with integer expressions to denote
communicated data. Although the standard CSP allows data of different types to be
communicated through channels, in soaCSP semantics, for simplicity, we assume that
the communicated data are integers and literal names (channel names).
The novelty inMCSP is that channels can carry other channels. This is achieved
by enclosing channel names within brackets and optionally decorating them with
(+,−, ∗) marks. The marks are used to allow processes to notify the parallel compo-
sition of the mode of communication on the communicated name.
Additionally, we extend the parallel composition syntax by allowing the indexed
version of it to be indexed with infinity. This is necessary to facilitate an accurate
encoding from pi to MCSP, as shown in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 MCSP Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of MCSP extends the operational semantics of CSP. We
only present the semantics of the new mobility extensions since the rest ofMCSP is
similar to CSP (see Chapter 2).
We start by presenting a detailed semantics for channels. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that channels can only carry integers or channel names; extensions to other
types of data are left for future work. Channel names are arbitrary literals; below we
use c to denote constant channel names and m to denote variable channel names.
In the standard CSP [124], channels carrying data represent a class of events in Σ
rather than one single value, e.g., a.Z represents the channel a which can communicate
any integer value (a.Z means {a.x|x ∈ Z} ⊆ Σ). Inputting processes are able to
receive any integer value, whereas outputting processes are only able to communicate
one value. Therefore, if a.Z is an input event then it is actually an external choice




p, q ::= . . . (CSP syntax, see Figure 2.2) | ‖
A
N
i=1 pi where N ∈ N ∪ {∞}
(events)
a ::= name?INPC (input) | name!OUTC (output)
| name.OUTC (compound) | name (literal name)
(Input components)
INPC ::= INP | INP?INPC | INP !OUTC | INP.OUTC
(Input elements)
INP ::= name (literal name ) | ` (integer variable)
| (name) (neutral com) | (name)+ (synchronous com)
| (name)− (interleaving com)
(Output components)
OUTC ::= OUT | OUT?INPC | OUT !OUTC | OUT.OUTC
(Output elements)
OUT ::= name (literal name ) | e (integer expression)
| (name) (neutral com) | (name)+ (synchronous com)
| (name)− (interleaving com)
| (name)−∗ (send channel then remove it from αp )
Figure 4.1: MCSP Syntax
is an output event then it is a single integer value, a.x where x ∈ Z. Output events
are represented as a!x. In our semantics, a.x always equals a!x, except when the x’s
value is not known then this event is a declaration of a new input variable.
Similarly, in MCSP, channels carrying other channels represent a class of events
in Σ.
Definition 4.1. a.CH denotes a channel a that can communicate any channel name
in Σ, that is
a.CH = {a.(b)ϕ|b ∈ channels(Σ) ∧ ϕ ∈ {∅,+,−,−∗}}
where channels(Σ) is a generalisation of the channel(a.v) function [84], which extracts
the channel name of an event, that is, channels(Σ) will return the set of all channel
names of Σ’s events. If ϕ = ∅, the mark is omitted (e.g., a.(c)).
Throughout what follows, if a is a channel in Σ then {|a|} is the enumeration of
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a’s class of events in Σ.
Inputting processes are able to receive any channel name in Σ, whereas outputting
processes are only able to communicate one channel name.
In MCSP, the LTS is defined as a tuple (((MCSP, σ),PΣ), LTSlabels,−→),
where MCSP denotes the full space of MCSP processes, PΣ is the set of parts
of Σ, LTSlabels denotes the set of transition labels, and −→⊆ ((MCSP, σ),PΣ) ×
LTSlabels × ((MCSP, σ),PΣ). If p, q ∈ MCSP, αp, αq ∈ PΣ, and a ∈ LTSlabels,
then (((p, σ), αp), a, ((p, σ), αq)) ∈−→ can be written as ((p, σ), αp) a−→ ((q, σ), αq).
For the sake of clarity, we omit the second component of the LTS configurations, writ-
ing transitions simply as (p, σ)
a−→ (q, σ); we explicitly indicate with (∗) the rules
that change the second component.
As can be seen in the LTS ofMCSP, the basic configuration (denoted by C) is a
pair (p, σ), where σ is a local store. σ is a collection of integer locations and literal
name locations. We use σ, σ′,... to represent its different states. We write σ(x) to
denote the value of the variable x in σ.
However, this form of configuration is not yet sufficient. Consider the case where a
process p is composed in parallel with q (i.e. (p‖Aq, σ)). Assume p performs an event
x, then there is a transition from this initial configuration to a new configuration




(p ‖A q, σ) a−→ NC
where NC is a new configuration which has the process p′ in σ′ composed in parallel
with q which is still in σ. Since σ′ and σ may differ, the composition operators (which
were defined to work on processes) will be promoted to work on configurations. We
use ψ to denote the full space of configurations. The promoted versions of operators
(where processes’ stores might differ) are defined as follows:
ψ, ψ′ ::= C | ψψ′ | ψ‖Aψ′ | ψ;ψ′ | ψ\a | ψJRK | ψ|||ψ
Note that, the state of the local store of a process changes if mobile channels or
data integers are communicated. Apart from this the store remains the same. In the
semantics, e is evaluated according to the standard integer semantics. Literal names
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can be any name, however for the sake of clarity we use c to denote constant channel
names, and we use m to denote variable mobile channel names.
According to CSP’s syntax (see Chapter 2), events in Σ can be evaluated within
the prefix operator as rule (prefix) in Figure 2.2 shows. However, this is not sufficient
if a is a channel passing variables, either integer or channel names. Therefore, below
we update the definition of the prefix operator to implement the other types of events
as follows:
• The (out1,2),(out3), (ud.out1,2) and (ud.out3) rules below show that if the
event is an output channel a that carries data e (i.e. a!e or a.e) then e is




(a!e→ p, σ) τ−→ (a!e′ → p, σ) (a!`→ p, σ) τ−→ (a!σ(`)→ p, σ)
(out3)




(a.e→ p, σ) τ−→ (a.e′ → p, σ) (a.`→ p, σ) τ−→ (a.σ(`)→ p, σ) ` ∈ σ
(ud.out3)
(a.n→ p, σ) a.n−→ (p, σ) n ∈ Z
• The (in) and (ud.in) rules below show that if the event is an input channel a
that expects data ` (i.e. a?` or (a.` ∧ ` /∈ σ)), then the store will be updated
with the received value.
(in)
(a?`→ p, σ) a.n−→ (p, σ[` 7→ n]) n ∈ Z
(ud.in)
(a.`→ p, σ) a.n−→ (p, σ[` 7→ n]) ` /∈ σ ∧ n ∈ Z
• (ch-out1,2 , ch-ud.out1,2) rules below show that if the event is an output channel
a that carries variable channel name m (i.e. a!(m), a!(m)−, a!(m)+, a!(m)−∗,
a.(m), a.(m)−, a.(m)+, or a.(m)−∗), then its value c will be retrieved from the
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store σ before sending it.
(ch-out1)
(a!(m)ϕ → p, σ) τ−→ (a!(σ(m))ϕ → p, σ)
(ch-out2*)
(a!(c)ϕ → p, σ) a.(c)ϕ−→ (p, σ)
c ∈ channels(Σ)
(ch-ud.out1)
(a.(m)ϕ → p, σ) τ−→ (a.(σ(m))ϕ → p, σ) m ∈ σ
(ch-ud.out2*)
(a.(c)ϕ → p, σ) a.(c)ϕ−→ (p, σ)
c ∈ channels(Σ)
where ()ϕ can be (), ()+, ()−, or ()−∗.
If the (−∗) marking is used then the alphabet of the process is updated by re-
moving this channel from it, e.g. if p communicates (c)−∗ and evolves to p′ then
the alphabet of p′ should not have c. More precisely, (p, αp)
a.(c)−∗−→ (p′, αp′) and
αp′ = αp− {c}.
• (ch-in, ch-ud.in) rules below show that if the event is an input channel a that
expects channel name m (i.e. a?(m), a?(m)+, a?(m)−, a.(m), a.(m)+, or a.(m)−
if m /∈ σ), then the store will be updated with the received value.
(ch-in*)
(a?(m)ϕ → p, σ) a.(c)ϕ−→ (p, σ[m 7→ c])
c ∈ channels(Σ)
(ch-ud.in*)
(a.(m)ϕ → p, σ) a.(c)ϕ−→ (p, σ[m 7→ c])
m /∈ σ ∧ c ∈ channels(Σ)
where ()ϕ can be (), ()+, or ()−.
Upon receiving the channel name, the alphabet of the process is updated by
adding this channel to it, if it is not already there, e.g. if p receives c in (m)ϕ
and evolves to p′, then if c /∈ αp the alphabet of p′ should be updated with c.
More precisely, (p, αp)
a.(c)ϕ−→ (p′, αp′) and αp′ = αp ∪ {c}.
• (var-ch1,2,3) rules below show that if the event is a channel variable m (i.e.
m?INPC, m!OUTC, or m.OUTC), then its value will be retrieved from the
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store σ before evaluating it.
(var-ch1)
(m?INPC → p, σ) τ−→ (σ(m)?INPC → p, σ)
(var-ch2)
(m!OUTC → p, σ) τ−→ (σ(m)!OUTC → p, σ)
(var-ch3)
(m.OUTC → p, σ) τ−→ (σ(m).OUTC → p, σ)
• the (prefix) rule below is the (prefix) rule in Figure 2.2 updated with stores.
(prefix)
(a→ p, σ) a−→ (p, σ)
For the sake of clarity, in the operational semantics we give rules for channels
that carry only one data component. However, this can be extended to allow the
generalised form of events, i.e., a?INPC, a!OUTC, or a.OUTC.
Processes can communicate and exchange information if they are composed in
parallel. MCSP, as the standard CSP, supports two modes of communications,
synchronous and interleaving. If the communicated event is in the interface set of
the parallel composition then the communication is carried synchronously, otherwise
events will be evaluated independently (interleaving). Therefore, if data (or names)
are intended to be transferred between processes then the carrying channel should
be in the interface set otherwise the data (or names) will be lost. Synchronisation
implements handshaken communication [124], where a communication can only hap-
pen if all its participants are prepared to execute this communication. In MCSP, a
communication is guided by an interface set A which can be dynamically updated if
mobile channels are communicated. A is always assumed to be a sub-set of the events
that are shared between the processes participating in the parallel composition, i.e.
A ⊆ αp ∩ αq, if p and q are processes composed in parallel. MCSP follows CSP in
assuming that A ⊆ αp ∩ αq, if p and q are processes composed in parallel, without
forcing it in the rules, so A can have events not in αp ∩ αq. However, having events
in A not in αp ∩ αq might cause synchronisation problems. For instance, if we have
the following process a→ b→ SKIP ‖{a,b} a→ SKIP , then the process can evaluate
a as both sides of the parallel composition can perform a, but the process will block
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on b as only one side can perform b and synchronisation is required on b. At the
beginning, A will be provided by the system designer.
In the following, we update the definition of CSP’s parallel composition to imple-
ment the behaviour of this operator in case the new types of events (channels carrying
variables) are communicated. First, the rules (par1,2) are similar to the rules (par1,2)
in Figure 2.2 updated with stores, where a in these rules can be of any event type.




(p ‖A q, σ) a−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A (q, σ)
(q, σ)
a−→ (q′, σ′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a−→ (p, σ) ‖A (q′, σ′)
where, a /∈ A and a can be b, b.n, or b.(c)ϕ; ϕ as previously defined.
The rule (par3) is similar to the rule (par3) in Figure 2.2 updated with stores,




a−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A (q′, σ′′)
where a ∈ A and a can be b or b.n.
The rules (m-par1*) to (m-par6*) explain the behaviour of the parallel composi-
tion in case the communicated channel is carrying another channel name, and show
how the interface set will be updated. In (m-par1*) to (m-par6*) rules, if the (−∗)
marking is communicated by p or q then their alphabets and the alphabet of the paral-
lel composition are updated by removing this channel from them. Moreover, if a new
channel is communicated by p or q, then their alphabets will be updated and hence
also the alphabet of the parallel composition is updated. Note that no rule is provided
for the case: (a.(c)− or a!(c)−∗ synchronise with a.(c)+) because it is not allowed.
(m-par1*)
(p, σ)
a.(c)−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)−→ (q′, σ′′)




a.(c)+−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)
ϕ
−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a.(c)
+−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A′ (q′, σ′′)
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where a ∈ A , A′ = A ∪ {c}, and ()ϕ can be () or ()+.
(m-par3*)
(p, σ)
a.(c)−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)
+
−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a.(c)
+−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A′ (q′, σ′′)
where a ∈ A , A′ = A ∪ {c}.
(m-par4*)
(p, σ)
a.(c)−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)
ϕ
−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a.(c)
−−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A′ (q′, σ′′)
where a ∈ A, A′ = A− {c}, and ()ϕ can be ()−, or ()−∗.
(m-par5*)
(p, σ)
a.(c)−−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)
ϕ
−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a.(c)
−−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A′ (q′, σ′′)
where a ∈ A, A′ = A− {c}, and ()ϕ can be (), ()−, or ()−∗.
(m-par6*)
(p, σ)
a.(c)−∗−→ (p′, σ′) (q, σ) a.(c)
ϕ
−→ (q′, σ′′)
(p ‖A q, σ) a.(c)
−−→ (p′, σ′) ‖A′ (q′, σ′′)
where a ∈ A, A′ = A− {c}, and ()ϕ can be (), ()−, or ()−∗.
The (par-inf) rule below explains the behaviour of the indexed version of the













4.4 Relation between the pi-calculus and the MCSP
calculus
In this section, we investigate the expressivity of our mobility model by comparing
it to the standard pi-calculus. We are aware that there are extensions of the pi-
calculus with functions and integers, but we encode the standard pi-calculus into
MCSP because in this chapter we focus on the expressivity of MCSP’s mobility
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model rather than its other capabilities, like data passing.
We discuss the expressivity of our calculus by, first, encoding the pi-calculus into
MCSP, then proving that there is an operational correspondence. Operational corre-
spondence [77] captures the correctness of an encoding by checking the preservation
of execution steps as defined in the operational semantics of the source and the target
languages. It has been argued convincingly in [27] that operational correspondence
is a suitable method to test the expressivity of theories. We emphasise that our aim
is to show that the name passing concept, which is borrowed from the pi-calculus and
is implemented differently in our calculus, works correctly.
The notion of operational correspondence has been formally defined in [111, 77]
as a notion of correctness; in [77] it is considered as a criterion for ”good” encoding.
We recall the definition from [77].
Definition 4.2 (Operational Correspondence). A translation J.K : L1 → L2, where
(L1,L2 are the source and the target languages respectively) is an operational corre-
spondence if it is:
Complete: for all S Z=⇒1 S ′, where S is a source language term, JSK Z=⇒22 JS ′K;
Sound: for all JSK Z=⇒2 T , where T is a target language term, there exists an S ′
such that S Z=⇒1 S ′ and T Z=⇒22 JS ′K, where 2 2 is a weaker formulation of
equivalence.
According to [77], 2 is a behavioural equivalence needed to describe the abstract
behaviour of a process. It has been mentioned in [77] that the formulation with =
is too demanding and the weaker formulation (with ) is needed, because encodings
may leave some “junk” after having mimicked some source language reduction; the
use of  is justified to get rid of potential irrelevant “junk”. However, it has been
argued in [115] that this operational correspondence criterion can be trivial if the
target term relation has not been fixed. For instance, any encoding is operational
corresponding w.r.t the universal relation on target terms. Also, the conditions are
trivially satisfied if the transitions are trivial, e.g. mapping every process to the
process which does nothing.
In this chapter we use this criterion without the help of the relation ; see the
statements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. This clarifies that our encoding is not trivial,
since it preserves transition labels.
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4.4.1 From pi-calculus to MCSP
Defining a faithful encoding between two different theories that rely on different
foundations, like CSP, or more specificallyMCSP, and the pi-calculus, is challenging.
Both MCSP and the pi-calculus have input and output prefixes and a similar set of
operators; however there are some major differences which should be treated carefully
in the encoding to ensure that the translated process will work exactly like the original
process. These differences can be summarised in the following points:
• Events in CSP are multiparty events. That is, the events can be divided into
several components and these components can be simultaneously conveyed in
both directions. In the pi-calculus, events have only one component which is
transmitted in one direction at a time.
• MCSP, like CSP, does not admit bound names, as all the names in the calculus
can be seen by all processes.
• In the pi-calculus, only two complementary processes are required to synchronise
in the parallel composition. On the other hand, MCSP, like CSP, requires all
the processes in the parallel composition to synchronise on the shared events
(or a subset of them).
• In the pi-calculus, processes participating in the parallel composition should
synchronise on shared events, whereas in MCSP, as in CSP, processes may or
may not synchronise on shared events, depending on whether these events are
in the interface set of the parallel composition or not.
• Communications in the pi-calculus are always synchronous, whereas in MCSP,
processes can choose, or later switch, between synchronous and interleaving
communication.
We will start by defining a mapping between events in the two calculi, and some
auxiliary functions. The encoding of processes will be defined afterwards.
Mapping names As mentioned in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.4, n(p) denotes
the set of names in pi-calculus process p, and Σ denotes the universal set of events in
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MCSP. In the pi-calculus, only names mentioned in prefixes, e.g. a and b in a(b), are
in the set of process names. However, inMCSP, as in CSP, the complete events, e.g.
a.(b), are included in the set Σ and in process alphabets.
• [Calculating the set Σ] Considering the description of Σ in Section 4.3.2
(see Definition 4.1), we define the initial set Σ for the encoding of a pi-calculus
process p with names n(p) as:
Σ0 = {a.(b) | a ∈ n(p) and b ∈ n(p)}
This set will be updated by using the function updateΣ, which accepts a name
a and updates the current Σi, returning Σi+1. It is defined as follows:
updateΣ(a,Σi) = Σi ∪ {a.(c) | c ∈ channels(Σi)}
∪ {c.(a) | c ∈ channels(Σi)} = Σi+1
We call Σ the union of Σ0,Σ1, . . .. Consider the following example for illustra-
tion:
Example 4.4. Let f
def
= p+ q, where p
def
= a¯c.τ.b(m).0 and q
def
= a(k).b¯d.0
be a pi-calculus process, then n(f) = n(p)∪n(q) = {a, b, c,m, k, d} where n(p) =
{a, b, c,m} and n(q) = {a, b, k, d}.
Thus, Σ0 = {x.(y)|x ∈ n(f) ∧ y ∈ n(f)} = { a.(b), a.(c), a.(m), a.(k), a.(d),
a.(a), b.(c), b.(m), b.(k), b.(d), b.(b), c.(a), c.(b), c.(m), c.(k), c.(d), c.(c),
m.(a), m.(b), m.(c), m.(k), m.(d), m.(m), k.(a), k.(b), k.(c), k.(m), k.(d), k.(k),
d.(a), d.(b), d.(c), d.(m), d.(k), d.(d) }.
Σ0 will be updated and Σ1 will be created upon creating new names in the
encoding. Let m′ be a new name in the encoding, then Σ0 will be updated with
this new name by calling function updateΣ(a,Σi) as follows:
updateΣ(m′,Σ0) = Σ0 ∪ {m′.(c) | c ∈ channels(Σ0)}
∪ {c.(m′) | c ∈ channels(Σ0)} = Σ1
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Note that, function updateΣ(a,Σi) is called upon creating new names in the
encoding of the input operator and the new (ν) operator (see Definition 4.4).
• [Calculating the process alphabet] InMCSP, as in CSP, a process alphabet
is a permanent predefined property of this process and it consists of all the
events that this process can perform [84]. The union of all alphabets in a
system produce the Σ.
In the encoding, the translated MCSP process alphabet is obtained from the
set of names of the pi-calculus process as follows:
Let p be a pi-calculus process and let p′ be the translation of p in MCSP, then
αp′ should be a subset of {a.(b) | a ∈ n(p) ∧ b ∈ channels(Σ)}.
For instance, considering Example 4.4, if f ′ is the translation of f in MCSP,
then αf ′ = {a.(y), b.(y)|y ∈ channels(Σ)}.
In the rest of the chapter, we use α to refer to theMCSP processes’ alphabets.
Mapping free names and bound names The set n(p) of names in the pi-calculus
process p is partitioned into two sets: the set fn(p) of free names, which can be
communicated without restrictions; and the set bn(p) of bound names, which cannot
be communicated outside the process.
In MCSP, as in CSP, all events are considered free, i.e. can be sent and received
without restrictions. MCSP does not admit bound names, so in the encoding we
define a set B of bound names, which is initially empty.
Prefix mapping Inspired by [123], we define below the encoding of pi-calculus
prefixes into MCSP events:
• The input prefix a(b) is translated as the MCSP event a?(b), where b is an
input variable.
• The output prefix a¯b is translated as the MCSP event a¯!(b),where b can be a
variable or a value and the .¯, in the MCSP output event, is defined as a dual
operator for channel names in Σ, which works similarly to the pi-calculus dual
operator ((a) = a¯ and (a¯) = a).
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– Accordingly, we define a renaming function (Dual Renaming) DR
that maps every event in a process into its dual event using the dual
operator.
DR(p) = pJx¯/x|x ∈ ΣK
This function is necessary to encode the parallel composition as will be
shown later in this section.
Moreover, we update the definition of Σ to be:
Σ := Σ ∪ {a¯.(b)|a, b ∈ channels(Σ)}
And we change the definition of the function updateΣ to be:
updateΣ(a,Σi) = Σi ∪ {a.(c) | c ∈ channels(Σi)}
∪ {a¯.(c) | c ∈ channels(Σi)}
∪ {c.(a) | c ∈ channels(Σi)} = Σi+1
• The pi-calculus silent action τ is encoded as the MCSP event tau. In MCSP,
the silent action cannot be introduced directly by designers, so for the purpose
of the encoding, we introduce tau as the observable version of τ and we define
the set Σpi to be (Σpi := Σ ∪ {tau}). This event will be hidden later in the
encoding using the hiding operator to produce the τ action.
For illustration consider the following example:
Example 4.5. Let p
def
= τ.a¯c.b(m).0 be a pi-calculus process, and let p′ be the trans-
lated process of p (see Definition 4.4 for the encoding), then p′ is defined as follows:
p′ = tau → a¯!(c)→ if c ∈ B then (b?(m)→
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Mapping transition labels Our goal is to translate processes from the pi-calculus
to MCSP in a way that preserves their behaviour. For this, we need to establish a
mapping between the transition relation defined by the LTS for the pi-calculus (see
Figure 2.3) and the transition relation defined by the LTS of MCSP (see Section
4.3.2). We start by defining a mapping between labels.
Definition 4.3. The mapping function̂from pi-calculus labels into MCSP labels is
defined as follows:
If a, b ∈ n(p) then:
• ̂¯ab = a¯.(b)
• ̂¯a(b) = a¯.(b)
• âb = a.(b)
• τ̂ = τ
Name space In the pi-calculus, an infinite set Names is available for defining
communication channels and for creating fresh names. Inspired by the encoding in
[123], we partition the set Names into two disjoint sets:
1. channels(Σ), which includes all the known events in the system;
2. δ = (Names − channels(Σ)) which is an infinite set of names that can be
used to create fresh names.
• To update δ we define a function γ(δ) which returns an arbitrary element
of δ and removes this element from δ:
γ(δ) = (e, δ − {e}) where e ∈ δ
We use γ(δ)1 to denote the new element, i.e. the first component of
the pair γ(δ), and γ(δ)2 to denote the new δ, i.e. the second component
of the pair γ(δ).
• The function ρ(δ) partitions the set δ into two sets, we use ρ(δ)1 to
denote the first set and ρ(δ)2 to denote the second set.
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α-conversion The function AC will be used to α-convert names in a set to other
names in case of name collision. We define this function as follows:
AC(SET , n, n′) = SET [n/n′]
where SET denotes a set of names, and n, n′ denote the new and the old names.
We also add to Σpi a new event alphaCOV , which is used to carry new names
in case of inputting bound names. More precisely, we update Σpi to include this new
event
Σpi := Σpi ∪ {alphaCOV }
Parallel composition association We assume without loss of generality that in
the pi-calculus process to be translated, all parallel compositions associate to the left,
i.e., they are written in the form: (p|q)|r. It is always possible to write a process in
this way, using the structural congruence [127].
We are now ready to define the encoding Mcsp[.] as a function from pi-calculus
processes to MCSP processes. The encoding will be followed by a discussion and
justification of our choices.
Definition 4.4. The encoding Mcsp[.] : pi →MCSP is defined as follows:
Mcsp[p] = dpcB,Σ0,δ \{tau,alphaCOV }
where B is the set of bound names (initially empty), Σ0 is the initial set Σ, δ is the
space of fresh names, and dpcB,Σ,δ is inductively defined:
d0cB,Σ,δ = STOP
dτ.pcB,Σ,δ = tau → dpcB,Σ,δ
da(b).pcB,Σ,δ = a?(b)→ if b ∈ B
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da¯b.pcB,Σ,δ = a¯!(b)→ if b ∈ B then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ
else dpcB,Σ,δ












)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)
where FP = (αdpc ∩ DR(αdqc))−B
d(νc) pcB,Σ,δ = Preg({γ(δ)1}, S,D) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},S,D
where D = γ(δ)2, S = updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ)
where the regulator process Preg(B, S,D), is defined as follows (adopted from [123]):
Preg(B, S,D) =  { a (b)→ Recur Clause | a.(b) ∈ S ∧ a ∈ (channel(S)−B)}
and { a (b) → Recur Clause | a.(b) ∈ S ∧ a ∈ (channel(S) − B)} is enumerated as
follows, a.(b) ∈ S ∧ a ∈ (channel(S)−B) is a fixed condition in all clauses:
If the sent or received name is a free name then no change:
{a?(b)→ Preg(B, S,D) | b /∈ B}  {a¯!(b)→ Preg(B, S,D) | b /∈ B}
If the sent name is a bound name then it is a case of scope extrusion, hence we omit
the name from the bound names set:
{a¯!(b)→ Preg(B − {b}, S,D) | b ∈ B}
If the received name is a bound name then it is a case of name collision, hence we
add the name to the free names and α-convert the bound name:
{a?(b)→ (alphaCOV .a?d→ Preg(AC (B, b, d), updateΣ(d,Σ), D)) | b ∈ B}
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While a process cannot emit unknown names (outside fn∪bn) it can receive unknown
names, if a new name has been created dynamically:
{a?(b)→ Preg(B ∪ {b}, updateΣ(b,Σ), D − {b})|b /∈ (channel(S) ∪B)}
The regulator process Fpass(FP), is defined as follows:
Fpass(FP) = x:FP x→ x→ Fpass(FP)
Justification of the encoding choices and examples
In the definition of the translation function, we notice the following features:
• [Encoding the input and output prefixes] Outputting a bound name (∈ B)
is considered as scope extrusion. Therefore, we remove the name from the set
of bound names in the encoding (B).
Inputting a bound name (∈ B) into the process requires an α-conversion for the
internal name. Therefore, in this case we send a fresh name from the regulator
process (explained later in this section) and we replace the name with the fresh
name in the process, in the Σ and in the set of the bound names B.
Note that, in the encoding of input/ output prefixes, the if-then-else block
is part of the translated process and not part of the encoding. This is because
values of input/ output variables are not known during the encoding, and the
if-then-else block ensures that the process will work correctly upon receiv-
ing/ retrieving values of input/ output variables.
For illustration consider the following example:




According to Definition 4.4, p should be encoded into MCSP as follows:
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Let p′ be the translated process of p, then p′ is defined as follows:
p′ = a¯!(c)→ if c ∈ {m} then (b?(d)→





b?(d)→ if d ∈ {m} then (alphaCOV.b!(m′)→ STOP)
else STOP
)
In this example, the behaviour of the process depends on the value of c. There-
fore, if a sends a bound name (i.e. c is substituted by m) then it is a case of
a scope extrusion. For that, the sent name m should be taken from the list of
bound names and the second if will not consider m as a bound name. However,
if a sends another name and b receives a bound name (i.e. d is substituted by
m), then a new name will be issued (assume it is m′), the m name in B will be
replaced by m′ (i.e. B = {m′}), and the Σ will be updated by the new name
m′.
• [Encoding sums] Encoding the τ as the explicit name tau makes the external
choice of MCSP expressive enough to encode the pi-calculus choice.
For illustration consider the following example:
Example 4.7. Considering Example 4.4, and according to Definition 4.4, f
should be encoded intoMCSP as follows (recall that B at the beginning of the
encoding is empty):
Let f ′ be the translated process of f , then f ′ is defined as follows:
f ′ = dpcB,Σ,δ  dqcB,Σ,δ\{tau,alphaCOV }
Let p′ be the translated process of p and m′ is the new name generated by γ()
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function, then p′ is defined as follows:
p′ = a¯!(c)→ if c ∈ {} then (tau → b?(m)→





tau → b?(m)→ if m ∈ {} then (alphaCOV.b!(m′)→ STOP)
else STOP
)
Let q′ be the translated process of q, then q′ is defined as follows:
q′ = a?(k)→ if k ∈ {} then (alphaCOV.a!(k′)→ b¯!(d)→
if d ∈ {} then STOP else STOP)
else
(
b¯!(d)→ if d ∈ {} then STOP else STOP)
• [Encoding the replication operator] Having the indexed version of the par-
allel composition indexed to ∞ makes it expressive enough for the pi-calculus
replication operator (!), i.e. unlimited number of copies of a process work in
parallel. We render two processes at a time to correctly encode the parallel com-
position between the replicated process and any other processes (see Definition
4.4).




i=1 dp|pc{},Σ,ρ(δ)1 , in Example 4.8, we have the processes dpc{},Σ,ρ(ρ(δ)1)1
and DR(dpc{},Σ,ρ(ρ(δ)1)2) (the output of the DR() function) ready to communi-
cate with the environment. In the example, the other process in the parallel
composition is DR(dqc,Σ,ρ(δ)2). Thus, this process will be ready to communicate
with dpc{},Σ,ρ(ρ(δ)1)1 . In the same time the two copies in the replicated process
are able to communicate as expected (see Figure 2.3).
Example 4.8. Let f
def
= (!p|q), and let f ′ be the translated process of f , then
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)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg({},Σ, δ)








)Jx/x|x ∈ αdpcK ‖Σpi Preg({},Σ, δ)
• [Encoding the parallel composition] In the parallel composition, we use two
auxiliary processes, namely regulators (inspired by [124, 123]). These regulators
are composed in parallel with the main processes, and are used to allow some
actions to be evaluated without being synchronised because of the main parallel
composition.
A regulator process is an external choice between a set of events which is often
sent to the process as an argument [124]. Each choice will evaluate an event
from the set and recursively call the regulator process again. The general form
of a regulator is:
reg(A) = x:A x→ reg(A)
In the parallel composition we use two regulators as follows:
– Free pass regulator (Fpass(FP)): In the pi-calculus, if multiple processes
are composed in parallel then any two processes (non-deterministically) can
synchronise in shared events. To mimic this binary synchronisation of the
pi-calculus, we attach the regulator process Fpass(FP) to each process in
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the parallel composition. In this way, the process can evaluate the event
or just pass it through the regulator.
More precisely, considering Example 4.9 below, if the output event (a¯!(b))
is executed by p′ (i.e. the translated process of p), then this event will
synchronise with the input event evaluated by either the q′ (i.e. the trans-
lated process of q), or by the (Fpass(FP)) regulator which is attached with
q′. If the event is executed by the q′ then the synchronised event (a¯.(b),
produced by rule (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2) will be hidden afterwards
because of the hiding operator which hides all shared events. If the event
is executed by the (Fpass(FP)) regulator of q
′ then the synchronised event
(a¯.(b)) will also be hidden afterwards because of the hiding operator, but
the regulator will evaluate the same event renamed to a¯.(b). The underline
event will appear after the hiding operator, but will be renamed again to
a¯.(b). Therefore, the double renaming allows the shared event to appear
outside the parallel composition and, hence the process p, can synchronise
with a third process outside this parallel composition.
Recall that the output event (a¯!(b)) is executed by rule (ch-out1*) in Sec-
tion 4.3.2 as (a¯.(b)), input event (a¯?(c′)) is executed by rule (ch-in1*) in
Section 4.3.2 as (a¯.(b)), and events in the Fpass(FP) regulator are in the
form as a¯.(b), where a¯.(b) ∈ {|a¯|}.
Note that, two regulators will never communicate, because both of them
are processes of indexed external choices, and an external choice is resolved
by an event offered by the environment not internally by the processes
(External choice is explained in Section 2.4.3).
– Bound names regulator (Preg(B, S,D)): This regulator explicitly im-
plements the rules of bound names (passed as B to the regulator) and free
names (calculated as Σ− B). This process passes the free names without
changing the communication, performs the scope extrusion by changing B,
and α-converting bound names in the case of name collisions. It is used
within the parallel composition to catch the shared bound names of both
processes in the parallel compositions. See the enumerated cases of process
Preg(B, S,D) in Definition 4.4.
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In addition to regulators the encoding of the parallel composition calls the
function DR() (see the definition of DR() at the beginning of this section). In
MCSP, two input events or two output events can synchronise. To force input-
output synchronization as in the pi-calculus, we use the dual operator and the
DR() function.
In the encoding, any input event is encoded to the same event (a?x to a?x)
whereas any output event is encoded to the dual event (a!x to a¯!x). Note that,
in MCSP, events which have the same name synchronise (i.e. a with a and
a¯ with a¯). Therefore, in the parallel composition we compose a process with
the DR() output of the other process (and its regulator), so DR() changes each
event in the second process to its dual. Thus, outputs in the second process
will be unbarred whereas input events will be barred. As a result, unbarred
input events in the first process will synchronise with unbarred output event in
the second process, and barred output in the first will synchronise with barred
input in the second. Two inputs from the two processes will not synchronise as
one is barred and the other is not.
Moreover, in the parallel composition, we split the space of fresh names δ into
two spaces ρ(δ)1 and ρ(δ)2. This is necessary to ensure that the fresh names
produced in the processes of the parallel composition are different.
Finally, the pi-calculus assumes that processes in the parallel composition should
synchronise on all shared events. Therefore, we design the interface set of the
parallel composition to be the intersection of participants’ alphabets. This is
better than having all the Σ to be the interface set as suggested in [123], because
having all Σ as interface set will block processes in the parallel composition if
they try to evaluate an event that is not shared.
For illustration consider the following example (the pi-calculus process in this
example is adapted from [109])
Example 4.9. Let f
def




be a pi-calculus process, then n(f) = n(p) ∪ n(q) = {a, b, c,m, d}.
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Let f ′ be the translated process of f (see Definition 4.4 for the encoding), then
f ′ is defined as follows:








)Jx/x|x ∈ {|a¯, b|}K ‖Σpi Preg({},Σ, δ)
where (d(a¯b.c(m).0)c{},Σ,ρ(δ)1 =
a¯!(b)→ if b ∈ {} then (c?(m)→









Preg({c′}, updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c′}) ‖Σpi d(a(c′).b¯d.0)c{c′},updateΣ(c′,Σ),δ−{c′}
where d(a(c′).b¯d.0)c{c′},updateΣ(c′,Σ),δ−{c′} =
a?(c′)→ if c′ ∈ {c′} then (alphaCOV.a!(c′′)→ b¯!(d)→
if d ∈ {c′′} then STOP else STOP)
else
(
b¯!(d)→ if d ∈ {c′} then STOP else STOP)
and DR(d(a(c′).b¯d.0)c{c′},updateΣ(c′,Σ),δ−{c′}) =
a¯?(c′)→ if c′ ∈ {c′} then (alphaCOV.a!(c′′)→ b!(d)→
if d ∈ {c′′} then STOP else STOP)
else
(
b!(d)→ if d ∈ {c′} then STOP else STOP)
Not that, the event alphaCOV is in Σpi and not in Σ, therefore, DR() function
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does not change alphaCOV to its dual. Moreover, the event alphaCOV is not
in FP, because FP is based on processes’ alphabets which are based on Σ.
• [Encoding the operator ν] In the case of encoding the creation a new bound
name, we produce a new fresh name γ(δ)1 from the space δ by using the γ()
function (see the definition of γ() at the beginning of this section), then we
use this name in the process by attaching the regulator (Preg(B, S,D)) which
accepts this name as an argument and implements the rules which govern its
freshness as shown in Definition 4.4.
For illustration consider the encoding of process q in Example 4.9.
Properties of the Encoding
We now discuss the validity of the encoding by proving that there is an operational
correspondence between a pi-calculus process and its translatedMCSP process. This
will be done by proving that the encoding is complete and sound according to Defi-
nition 4.2.
For the sake of clarity, when we write transitions for MCSP processes we omit
the store.
To facilitate the proofs in this section we first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let p be a MCSP process and Preg be the regulator process given in
Definition 4.4, then (Preg({}, S,D) ‖Σpi p) ∼ p, for any values S,D used in Definition
4.4. Here ∼ denotes strong bisimilarity.
Proof. We prove that if B is empty in Preg(B, S,D) then for all σ ∈ Σ, if p σ−→ p′
then Preg({}, S,D) ‖Σpi p can only evaluate σ and evolve to
Preg({}, S,D) ‖Σpi p′.
By Definition 4.4, if B is empty then:
Preg({}, S,D) = ( { a?(b)→ Preg({}, S,D) | a.(b) ∈ S ∧ a ∈ channel(S)}) 
( { a¯!(b)→ Preg({}, S,D) | a.(b) ∈ S ∧ a ∈ channel(S)})
where S is the Σ set or the updated version of the Σ set (see Definition 4.4).
Hence, Preg({}, S,D) cannot refuse any event in Σ initiated by the environment
and it cannot initiate any event by itself. As a result, if Preg({}, S,D) is in parallel
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with another process p, and p synchronises on all events in Σ with Preg({}, S,D) then
this parallel composition externally behaves like the process p.
Additionally, if p
σ−→ p′, then this matches the process p in the process
Preg({}, S,D) ‖Σpi p doing the transition because of the previous justification.
Additionally, we borrow Lemma 3.1 from Chapter 3. We recall the lemma below
and for the proof refer to page 60.
Lemma 4.2. If q = p\A then:
1. if σ /∈ A then p σ−→ p′ ⇔ q σ−→ q′, where q′ = p′\A.
2. if σ ∈ A then p σ−→ p′ ⇒ q τ−→ q′, where q′ = p′\A. Also, q τ−→ q′ implies
either p
σ−→ p′ for σ ∈ A or p τ−→ p′.
Theorem 4.1 (completeness). Let Mcsp[] : pi →MCSP be the encoding in Definition
4.4, then for all pi-calculus process f such that f
σ−→pi f ′ it holds that Mcsp[f ] σ̂=⇒
Mcsp[f ′].
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the pi-calculus syntax (see Section 2.4.4).
We will show that if a pi process performs a transition then its encoding process in
MCSP can do a corresponding weak transition. Note that, in the proofs, → denotes




MCSP [f ] = STOP
This case holds trivially, because both processes have no transition.
2.
f = τ.p
MCSP [f ] = (tau → dpcB,Σ,δ) \{tau,alphaCOV }
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The only possible transition for (τ.p) is: τ.p
τ−→pi p
by rule (TAU) in Figure 2.3.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
MCSP [τ.p]
τ−→MCSP [p]
by rules: (prefix) and (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
3.
f = a(b).p
MCSP [f ] = (a?(b)→ if b ∈ B then alphaCOV .a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC (B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2
else dpcB,updateΣ(b,Σ),δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
Recall that, B is the set which holds the bound names (corresponding to the
bn set of the pi process).
The only possible transition for (a(b).p) is:
a(b).p
ac−→pi p[c/b] by rule (INP) in Figure 2.3.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following two ways:
(a) If c /∈ B.
MCSP [a(b).p]
a.(c)−→ τ−→MCSP [p]
by rules: (ch-in*) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1) in Figure 2.2, and (if1-3) in
Section 2.4.3.
(b) If c ∈ B:
MCSP [a(b).p]
a.(c)−→ τ−→ τ−→MCSP [p] by rules: (ch-in*) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1),
(ch-out2*), (hid2) in Figure 2.2, and (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3.
where a.(c) = âc according to Definition 4.3.
Note that, MCSP [p] corresponds to p[c/b], because MCSP [p] is actually
(MCSP [p], σ[b 7→ c]), however, as aforementioned, in the proofs we omit
stores from MCSP transitions for simplicity.
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4.
f = a¯b.p
MCSP [f ] = (a¯!(b)→ if b ∈ B then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else
dpcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
The only possible transition for (a¯b.p) is: a¯b.p
a¯b−→pi p by rule (OUT) in Figure
2.3.
Whether b ∈ B or not, this transition is matched by the encoded process in the
following way:
MCSP [a¯b.p]
τ−→ a¯.(b)−→ τ−→MCSP [p] by rules: (ch-out1), (ch-out2*) in Section 4.3.2,
(hid1) in Figure 2.2, and (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3.
where a¯.(b) = ̂a¯b according to Definition 4.3.
5.
f = p+ q
MCSP [f ] = (dpcB,Σ,δ  dqcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
The possible transition for (p+ q) is:
If p
σ−→pi p′ then p+ q σ−→pi p′ by rule (SUM-L) in Figure 2.3.
For the pi-calculus sum, the choice is resolved by the first action done by either
p or q. Therefore, we consider in the following cases the first action only.
The sum transition is matched by the encoded process as follows:
(a) if σ = a(b) or σ = a¯b then:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′] then MCSP [p + q] τ−→
∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′]
by rules: (exch1) and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
We consider the action after the first sequence of τs because the MCSP
external choice can not be resolved by τ .
(b) if σ = τ then:
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If MCSP [p]
tau−→∗MCSP [p′] then MCSP [p+ q] τ−→
∗
MCSP [p
′] by rules: (exch1)
and (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
Here, the pi’s τ is encoded into the tau action therefore it is resolved by
the MCSP external choice.
6.
f = (νc) p
MCSP [f ] = (Preg({γ(δ)1}, S,D) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},S,D)
\{tau, alphaCOV }
where D = γ(δ)2, S = updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ)
The possible transitions for ((νc) p) are as follows:
(a) If p
σ−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) σ−→pi ((νc) p′) if c /∈ n(σ)
by rule (RES) in Figure 2.3.
This transition can take place only if c is not communicated (i.e. c /∈ n(σ)).
Therefore, σ = τ or σ is an input/output action and the communicated
name is not bound (i.e. c /∈ bn(p)).
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′] then dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→
∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′
And by Definition 4.4:
If dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ then (Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),
γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2)\{tau, alphaCOV }
τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗ (Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi
d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV }
by rules (exch1), (rec) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1)
in Figure 2.2, which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to: MCSP [(νc) p′]
(b) If p
a¯c−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) a¯c−→pi p′ if a 6= c
by rule (OPEN) in Figure 2.3.
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This transition can take place if p evaluates an output action for a bound
name, and it is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ a¯.(c)−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′] then dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→
∗ a¯.(c)−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ .
And by Definition 4.4:
If dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ a¯.(c)−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ then (Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),
γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2)\{tau, alphaCOV }
τ−→∗ a¯.(c)−→ τ−→∗ (Preg({}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi
d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV }
where a 6= c and c = γ(δ)1
by using rules: (exch1), (rec) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and
(hid1) in Figure 2.2.
(Preg({}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau,alphaCOV }
by Lemma 4.1 is equivalent to (d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau,alphaCOV }.
By Definition 4.4: (d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau,alphaCOV } is MCSP [p′].
(c) If p
ac−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) ac−→pi ((νc′) p′)
by rule α-conversion.
This transition can take place if p evaluates an input action for a bound
name, and it is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ a.(c)−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′] then dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→
∗ a.(c)−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ .
And by Definition 4.4:
If dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ a.(c)−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′
then (Preg(B,Σ, δ) ‖Σpi d p cB,Σ,δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }
τ−→∗ a.(c)−→ (alphaCOV.a!c′ → (Preg(AC(B, c, c′), updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c′})
‖Σpi d p′[c/c′] cAC(B,c,c′),updateΣ(c′,Σ),δ−{c′})\{tau, alphaCOV }) τ−→
∗
(Preg(AC(B
, c, c′), updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c′}) ‖Σpi d p′[c/c′] cAC(B,c,c′),updateΣ(c′,Σ),δ−{c′})
\{tau, alphaCOV }
If c ∈ B, a 6= c, and assuming γ(δ)1 = c′.
By using rules: (ch-out2*) in Section 4.3.2, (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*)
in Section 4.3.2, (hid2), (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
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Which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to: MCSP [(νc′)p′].
7.
f = p|q







)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ))
\{tau, alphaCOV }
where FP = (αdpc ∩ DR(αdqc))−B
The possible transitions for (p|q) are as follows:
(a) If p
σ−→pi p′ then (p|q) σ−→pi (p′|q) by rule (PAR-L) in Figure 2.3.
This transition takes place if bn(σ) ∩ fn(q) = ∅, i.e. σ = τ or σ can
be input/ output action that does not communicate a bound name which
is considered free in the second process q, so σ can be an unshared in-
put/output action or shared input/output action but not synchronising on
this action with q.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′] then dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→
∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ .
And by Definition 4.4:
If dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′
then
((
(dpcB,Σ,ρ(δ)1 |||Fpass(FP )) ‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||
Fpass(FP ))
) \αdpc ∩DR(αdqc))Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV } τ−→∗ σˆ−→ τ−→∗
((
(dp′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′1 |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
) \αdpc∩DR(αdqc))Jx/x|x ∈
FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV }.
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This is achievable by using rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (par1) in Section
4.3.2, (hid1), (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1)
in Figure 2.2, if σˆ = a.(b) and a.(b) is not a shared action.
Or, by using rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2,
(exch1), (intv1), (rem1), (hid1), (rem1), (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*)
in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1) in Figure 2.2, if σˆ = a.(b) and a.(b) is a shared
action.
Or, by using rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (par1) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1),
(exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid2) in Figure 2.2,
if σˆ = τ .
Which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to: MCSP [p′|q], because the sent name
is not bound, and hence it is not included in B.
(b) If p
a¯b−→pi p′ and q ab−→pi q′ then (p|q) τ−→pi (p′|q′) by rule (COMM-L) in
Figure 2.3.
This includes the case where p and q evaluate then synchronise on in-
put/output actions.
This transition is matched by the encoded process in the following way:
We know that Lemma 4.2:
If MCSP [p]
τ−→∗ a¯.(b)−→ τ−→∗MCSP [p′]
then dpcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ a¯.(b)−→ τ−→∗ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ ,
and if MCSP [q]
τ−→∗ a.(b)−→ τ−→∗MCSP [q′]
then dqcB,Σ,δ τ−→∗ a.(b)−→ τ−→∗ dq′cB′,Σ′,δ′ .
And by Definition 4.4:





‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)




‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dq′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)
)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }.
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By using rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, (intv1),
(hid2), (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1) in
Figure 2.2, where a ∈ αdpc ∩ αdqc.
Which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to: MCSP [p′|q′], because the sent
name is not bound therefore it is not included in B.
(c) If p
a¯(b)−→pi p′ and q ab−→pi q′ then (p|q) τ−→pi (ν b) (p′|q′) if b /∈ fn(q) by
rule (CLOSE-L) in Figure 2.3.
This case is similar to case (b), except that in case (b) the transmitted name
b is not included in the set of bound names B of the process, whereas in
this case the transmitted name is included in the set of bound names B of
the process. In the encoding when the bound name is firstly encountered,
the set B is updated with a fresh name and sent to a dynamically created
regulator which then is attached to this process.
In the current case, outputting a bound name outside the process will
take the bound name out from the set of bound names. However, in the
encoding of the parallel composition a bound name regulator is attached.
In this regulator the transmission of this bound name is considered as a
new name (/∈ Σ). Therefore, the regulator will update the bound names
set, the Σ, and the name space set δ (see the definition of Preg({b},Σ, δ)
regulator in Definition 4.4).
Thus,((
(Preg({b},Σ, δ)‖ΣpidpcB,Σ,ρ(δ)1) |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)





Preg({},Σ, δ)(‖Σpidp′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′1 |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dq′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc∩DR(αdqc)
)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B∪{b}, updateΣ(b,Σ), δ−{b})
\{tau, alphaCOV }.
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8.
f = !p
MCSP [f ] = ( ‖
αdpc
∞
i=1 dp|pcB,Σ,δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }
The possible transitions for !p which are (REP-ACT), (REP-COMM), and
(REP-CLOSE) in Figure 2.3, can be achieved as in cases 7.(a), 7.(b), and 7.(c)
respectively. More precisely, rule (par-inf) will be used to produce the copy and
cases 7.(a), 7.(b), and 7.(c) explain how in this copy the communications are
achieved.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.2 (Soundness). Let Mcsp[] : pi → MCSP be the encoding in Definition
4.4, then for all pi-calculus process f , such that Mcsp[f ]
σ−→ T , it holds that f σ1−→pi f ′
and T
ρ
=⇒Mcsp [f ′], where in the sequence of transitions σρ there is exactly one
transition that corresponds to σ1 and possibly some τ transitions.
Proof. The proof proceeds by examining each case of the encoding in Definition 4.4
as follows (Note that, in the proofs, → denotes the MCSP prefix operator and σ−→
is a labelled transition):
1.
f = 0
MCSP [f ] = STOP
This case holds trivially, because both processes have no transition.
2.
f = τ.p
MCSP [f ] = (tau → dpcB,Σ,δ) \{tau,alphaCOV }
If MCSP [τ.p]
σ−→ T , then T =MCSP [p] and σ = τ , because the only possible
transition for (MCSP [τ.p]) is:
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MCSP [τ.p]
τ−→MCSP [p] by rules: (prefix) and (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi transition:
τ.p
τ−→pi p by rule (TAU) in Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p is MCSP [p] and T =MCSP [p], therefore, T ⇒MCSP [p].
3.
f = a(b).p
MCSP [f ] = (a?(b)→ if b ∈ B then alphaCOV .a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC (B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2
else dpcB,updateΣ(b,Σ),δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
Recall that, B is the set which holds the bound names (corresponding to the
bn set of the pi process).
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]




σ−→ T , then
T = ( if (c ∈ B) then alphaCOV.a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC(B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2 else dpcB,updateΣ(c,Σ),δ) \{tau,
alphaCOV }
and σ = a.(c), because the possible transition for (MCSP [a(b).p]) is:(
a?(b)→ if (b ∈ B) then (alphaCOV.a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC(B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2) else dpcB,updateΣ(b,Σ),δ
) \{tau,
alphaCOV } a.(c)−→ ( if (c ∈ B) then alphaCOV.a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC(B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2 else dpcB,updateΣ(c,Σ),δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV }
by rules: (ch-in*) in Section 4.3.2 and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi-transition: a(b).p
ac−→pi p[c/b] by rule (INP) in Figure 2.3.
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We can get from T to MCSP [p[c/b]] in the following two ways:
(a) If c /∈ B, then(
if (c ∈ B) then alphaCOV.a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC(B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2 else dpcB,updateΣ(c,Σ),δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } τ−→ dpcB,updateΣ(c,Σ),δ \{tau, alphaCOV }
by (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3.
(b) If c ∈ B, then(
if (c ∈ B) then alphaCOV.a!γ(δ)1 →
dp [b/γ(δ)1] cAC(B,b,γ(δ)1),updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2 else dpcB,updateΣ(c,Σ),δ
)




by (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3 and the rules: (ch-out2*), (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
Therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p].
Note that, MCSP [p] corresponds to p[c/b], because MCSP [p] is actually
(MCSP [p], σ[b 7→ c]) (σ here is the store name, see Section 4.3.2), however,
as aforementioned, in the proofs we omit stores from MCSP transitions for
simplicity.
Here, σ = a.(c), ρ = τ and σ1 = ac, thus, only a.(c) corresponds to ac.
4.
f = a¯b.p
MCSP [f ] = (a¯!(b)→ if b ∈ B then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else
dpcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
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MCSP [a¯b.p]
σ−→ T , then T can be one of the following two cases:
(a) If b is a variable,
then T =
(
a¯!(c)→ if (c ∈ B) then dpcB−{c},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } and σ = τ , because the possible transition for
(MCSP [a¯b.p]) is:(
a¯!(b)→ if (b ∈ B) then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } τ−→ (a¯!(c)→ if (c ∈ B) then dpcB−{c},Σ,δ
else dpcB,Σ,δ
) \{tau, alphaCOV }.
By rules: (ch-out1) in Section 4.3.2 and (hid1) in Figure 2.2, where c is
the value of the variable b.
Then there is a pi-transition:
a¯c.p
a¯c−→pi p by rule (OUT), Figure 2.3.
We can get from T to MCSP [p] by the following transitions:(
a¯!(c)→ if (c ∈ B) then dpcB−{c},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } a¯.(c)−→ ( if (c ∈ B) then dpcB−{c},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV } τ−→ (dpcB′,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }.
By rules: (ch-out2*) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1) in Figure 2.2 and (if1-3) in




Here, σ = τ , σ1 = a¯c, and ρ = a¯.(c).
(b) If b is a value,
then T =
(
if (b ∈ B) then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } and σ = a¯!(b), because the possible transition for
(MCSP [a¯b.p]) is:(
a¯!(b)→ if (b ∈ B) then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } a¯.(b)−→ ( if (b ∈ B) then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV }.
By rules: (ch-out2*) in Section 4.3.2 and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi transition:
a¯b.p
a¯b−→pi p by rule (OUT), Figure 2.3.
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We can get from T to MCSP [p] by the following transition:(
if (b ∈ B) then dpcB−{b},Σ,δ else dpcB,Σ,δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV } τ−→ (dpcB′,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV }, by (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3, whether b ∈ B or not.
Therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p]
Here, σ = a¯.(b), σ1 = a¯b, and ρ = τ .
5.
f = p+ q
MCSP [f ] = (dpcB,Σ,δ  dqcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]




σ−→ T , then T can be one of the following two cases:
(a) If (dpcB,Σ,δ) σ−→ (dp′cB,Σ,δ) and σ = a.(b) or σ = a¯.(b) then
T = (dp′cB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }, because the possible transition for
(MCSP [p+ q]) is:
(dpcB,Σ,δ  dqcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV } σ−→ (dp′cB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
by using rules: (exch1) and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
σ1−→pi p′ then p+ q σ1−→pi p′ by rule (SUM-L), Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p′ is MCSP [p′] and T =MCSP [p′].
Therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p′].
(b) If (dpcB,Σ,δ) σ−→ (dp′cB,Σ,δ) and σ = tau then
T = (dp′cB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }, because the possible transition for
(MCSP [p+ q]) is:
(dpcB,Σ,δ  dqcB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV } σ−→ (dp′cB,Σ,δ) \{tau, alphaCOV }
by using rules: (exch1) and (hid2) in Figure 2.2.
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Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
σ1−→pi p′ then p+ q σ1−→pi p′ by rule (SUM-L), in Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p′ is MCSP [p′] and T =MCSP [p′].
Therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p′].
6.
f = (νc) p
MCSP [f ] = (Preg({γ(δ)1}, S,D) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},S,D)
\{tau, alphaCOV }
where D = γ(δ)2, S = updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ)
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]




σ−→ T , then T can be one of the following three cases:
(a) If dpcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ and σ = tau, σ = a¯.(b) or σ = a.(b) and b /∈ B,
then T =
(
Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } because the possible transition for (MCSP [(νc) p]) in
this case is:(
Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p[c/γ(δ)1]
cB∪{γ(δ)1},updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2
)\{tau, alphaCOV } σ−→ (Preg({γ(δ)1},
updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′
)\{tau, alphaCOV }
This could be achieved by rules: (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section
4.3.2, (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi transition:
If p
σ1−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) σ1−→pi ((νc) p′) if c /∈ n(σ) by rule (RES) in Figure
2.3.
The encoding of ((νc) p′) is MCSP [((νc) p′)] and T =MCSP [((νc) p′)] by
Definition 4.4, therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p′].
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(b) If dpcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ and σ = a¯.(c) and c ∈ B,
then T =
(
Preg({}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } because the possible transition for (MCSP [(νc) p]) in
this case is:(
Preg({γ(δ)1}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi
d p[c/γ(δ)1] cB∪{γ(δ)1},updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ),γ(δ)2
)\{tau, alphaCOV }
a¯.(c)−→ (Preg({}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV }
If a 6= c and c = γ(δ)1 by using rules: (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in
Section 4.3.2, (hid1) in Figure 2.2.(
Preg({}, updateΣ(γ(δ)1,Σ), γ(δ)2) ‖Σpi d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′
)\{tau, alphaCOV } is equiv-
alent to (d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV } by Lemma 4.1.
(d p′ cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV } is MCSP [p′] by Definition 4.4.
Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
a¯c−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) a¯c−→pi p′ and a 6= c by rule (OPEN) in Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p′ is MCSP [p′] and T =MCSP [p′], therefore, T =⇒MCSP
[p′].
(c) If dpcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ , σ = a.(c), and c ∈ B,
then T = (alphaCOV.a!c′ → (Preg(AC(B, c, c′), updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ−{c′}) ‖Σpi
d p′[c/c′] cB′,Σ′,δ′)\{tau, alphaCOV }) because the possible transition for
(MCSP [(νc) p]) in this case is:(
Preg({c},Σ, δ) ‖Σpi d p cB,Σ,δ
)
\{tau, alphaCOV } a.(c)−→ (alphaCOV.a!c′ → (Preg(AC(B, c, c′),
updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c}) ‖Σpi d p′[c/c′] cB′,Σ′,δ′
)\{tau, alphaCOV })
If a 6= c and assuming γ(δ)1 = c.
By using rules: (ch-in*) in Section 4.3.2, (if1-3) in Section 2.4.3, (exch1)
in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1) in Figure 2.2.
Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
ac−→pi p′ then ((νc) p) ac−→pi ((νc′) p′) by rule (INP) in Figure 2.3 and
(α-conversion).
We can get from T to MCSP [(νc′) p′] in the following way:
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(
alphaCOV.a?c′ → (Preg(AC(B, c, c′), updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c′})
‖Σpi d p′[c/c′] cB′,Σ′,δ′
)
\{tau, alphaCOV }) τ−→(
Preg(AC(B, c
′, c), updateΣ(c′,Σ), δ − {c′}) ‖Σpi d p′[c/c′] cB′,Σ′,δ′
)
\{tau, alphaCOV }
if a 6= c and assuming γ(δ)1 = c.
By using rules: (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, (hid2), and (hid1) in Figure
2.2.
Which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to: MCSP [(νc′) p′].
7.
f = p|q






)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ))
\{tau, alphaCOV }
where FP = (αdpc ∩ DR(αdqc))−B
We know by Lemma 4.2 that:
If MCSP [p]
σ−→MCSP [p′]
then dpcB,Σ,δ\{tau, alphaCOV } σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′\{tau, alphaCOV }.
Therefore, if
MCSP [p|q] σ−→ T , then T can be one of the following three cases:
(a) If dpcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ and (σ = τ , σ = a.(b), or σ = a¯.(b)),
then T =
((
(dp′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′1 |||Fpass(FP )) ‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc)
(DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
) \αdpc ∩DR(αdqc))Jx/x|x ∈ FP K
‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }
If (b /∈ B or (b ∈ B and b /∈ αdqc)), this means that the action is not
carrying a bound name which appears free in the second process. These
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actions include: not shared input/ output actions or shared input/ output
actions but not synchronising with the other process.
Because the possible transition for (MCSP [p|q]) in this case is:((
(dpcB,Σ,ρ(δ)1 |||Fpass(FP )) ‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2)
|||Fpass(FP ))
) \αdpc ∩DR(αdqc))Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)
\{tau, alphaCOV } σ−→
((
(dp′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′1 |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
) \αdpc∩DR(αdqc))Jx/x|x ∈
FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }.
By rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (par1) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1), (exch1) in
Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1) in Figure 2.2, if σ = a.(b)
and a.(b) is not shared.
Or, by rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, (exch1),
(intv1), (rem1), (hid1), (rem1), (exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section
4.3.2, and (hid1) in Figure 2.2, if σ = a.(b) and a.(b) is shared.
Or, by rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (par1) in Section 4.3.2, (hid1), (exch1)
in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid2) in Figure 2.2, if σ = τ .
Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
σ1−→pi p′ then (p|q) σ1−→pi (p′|q) if bn(σ)∩ fn(q) = ∅ by rule (PAR-L) in
Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p′|q is MCSP [p′|q] and T =MCSP [p′|q] by Definition 4.4,
therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p′].





‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dq′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)
)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }
If b /∈ B, which means that p and q evaluate then synchronise input/output
actions.
Because the possible transition for (MCSP [p|q]) in this case is:((
(dpcB,Σ,ρ(δ)1 |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
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\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)




‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dq′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)
)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B,Σ, δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }.
By rules: (intv1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, (intv1), (hid2),
(exch1) in Figure 2.2, (m-par1*) in Section 4.3.2, and (hid1) in Figure 2.2,
where a ∈ αdpc ∩ αdqc.
Then there is a pi-transition:
If p
a¯b−→pi p′ and q ab−→pi q′ then (p|q) τ−→pi (p′|q′) by rule (COMM-L) in
Figure 2.3.
The encoding of p′|q′ is MCSP [p′|q′] and T =MCSP [p′|q′] by Definition 4.4,
therefore, T =⇒MCSP [p′].
(c) If dpcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dp′cB′,Σ′,δ′ , dqcB,Σ,δ σ−→ dq′cB′,Σ′,δ′ and b ∈ B, where σ =
a.(b) or σ = a¯.(b).
In this case, p and q evaluate then synchronise input/output action and
this action is bound. This case is similar to case (b), except that in case (b)
the transmitted name b is not included in the set of bound names B of the
process, whereas in this case the transmitted name is included in the set
of bound names B of the process. In the encoding when the bound name
is firstly encountered, the set B is updated with a fresh name and sent to
a dynamically created regulator which then is attached to this process.
In the current case, outputting a bound name outside the process will
take the bound name out from the set of bound names. However, in the
encoding of the parallel composition a bound name regulator is attached.
In this regulator the transmission of this bound name is considered as a
new name (/∈ Σ). Therefore, the regulator will update the bound names
set, the Σ, and the name space set δ (see the definition of Preg({b},Σ, δ)
regulator in Definition 4.4).
Thus,((
(Preg({b},Σ, δ)‖ΣpidpcB,Σ,ρ(δ)1) |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dqcB,Σ,ρ(δ)2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
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\αdpc ∩DR(αdqc)





Preg({},Σ, δ)(‖Σpidp′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′1 |||Fpass(FP ))
‖αdpc∩DR(αdqc) (DR(dq′cB′,Σ′,ρ(δ)′2) |||Fpass(FP ))
)
\αdpc∩DR(αdqc)
)Jx/x|x ∈ FP K ‖Σpi Preg(B∪{b}, updateΣ(b,Σ), δ−{b})
\{tau, alphaCOV }.
This is matched by the pi process transition:
If p
a¯(b)−→pi p′ and q ab−→pi q′ then (p|q) τ−→pi ν b (p′|q′) if b /∈ fn(q) by rule
(CLOSE-L) in Figure 2.3.
8.
f = !p
MCSP [f ] = ( ‖
αdpc
∞
i=1 dp|pcB,Σ,δ)\{tau, alphaCOV }
In this case, we use rule (par-inf) to produce a copy from the replicated process,
i.e. dp|pcB,Σ,δ. After that, we discuss the possible transitions for dp|pcB,Σ,δ as
we did in cases 7.(a), 7.(b), and 7.(c), and these cases are matched by the pi-
calculus process in rules: (REP-ACT), (REP-COMM), and (REP-CLOSE), in
Figure 2.3 respectively.
This completes the proof.
4.5 Conclusions and Related work
Mobility is a crucial feature in any process calculus proposed for modelling complex
systems, since mobility primitives facilitate dynamic reconfigurations of systems. This
can be achieved by allowing channel names to be passed around as a representation
of a communication delegated from one process to another.
In this chapter, we enhance CSP by allowing mobile communications in addition
to its standard mixed synchronous/ interleaving communications. More precisely,
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we extend the parallel composition operator in order to permit channels to be car-
ried around in the calculus and we update the parallel composition’s interface set
accordingly.
We argued in the chapter that our mobility model is expressive, that it allows
channel names to be sent and released, and takes into account CSP’s generalised
version of parallel composition. However, as mentioned in the introduction, there are
other calculi, in the literature, which incorporate mobility into CSP. Below we briefly
discuss these models and then compare them to our model.
Occam-pi [140] is presented as a mobile version of occam (a concurrent program-
ming language founded on CSP). Mobility is obtained in occam-pi by declaring com-
municated channels as a bundle of a fixed number of sub-channels with flexible ends.
Mobile communications are employed by processes connecting and disconnecting from
these ends.
Replacing channels in a process alphabet with a bundle of channels is not strictly
increasing the communication capability at runtime, instead it offers a range of pos-
sible communications that can be adjusted at runtime. This solution is more suitable
for programming languages as argued in [124].
Another mobility model has been proposed in [122], and has been adopted in (CSP
‖ B) [134]. In this model, mobility is obtained by sending the right to use a channel
instead of sending the channel name to avoid changing the actual processes’ alpha-
bets. This mobility model has been employed in Hoare’s CSP [84], where the parallel
composition’s interface set is always equal to the intersection between participants’
alphabets (called alphabetised in [124]).
Introducing rights in addition to using channels complicates the calculus and does
not strictly add mobility where alphabets are still fixed and the rights to use channels
are circulated. Additionally, this model is based on the alphabetised parallel compo-
sition, instead we use the more general version of CSP parallel composition, namely
generalised parallel composition.
The model which is presented in [124], allows channels to be communicated (max-
imum one at a time) and the processes’ alphabets are dynamically changed. In this
model, channels are sent with marks (−,+) to guide changes to processes alphabets,
where + adds the channel to the processes’ alphabets and − removes it. The alpha-
betised parallel composition is then used to ensure that the changes in a participant’s
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alphabet are included in communications every time. Using the alphabetised paral-
lel composition means that any shared events should be synchronised. As a result,
designers do not have the right to exclude any of these events from synchronising as
they can do in the generalised version of the parallel composition [124].
In comparison to these models, our model allows channels to be communicated
without conditions. In our model we use marks +,− to guide changes in the inter-
face set of the generalised parallel composition; processes’ alphabets are dynamically
changed accordingly. Relaxing the condition of synchronising on all shared events,
provides designers with the choice to synchronise on events or not. Additionally, hav-
ing this feature in our model allows processes to dynamically switch communications
between synchronous and interleaving modes by changing the interface set, which to
the best of our knowledge has not been developed in the other models.
Finally, we discuss the relationship between our work and a previous encoding of
the pi-calculus in CSP. Roscoe [123] studies the expressive power of CSP and describes
an encoding of the pi-calculus into CSP, thus defining a semantics for the pi-calculus
in CSPs models. In this encoding, the replication operator is restricted (due to the
fact that CSP does not permit unguarded recursions), whereas we have extended
CSP to be able to express infinite replication. One of the main challenges in an
encoding of the pi-calculus in CSP is dealing with fresh names; for this, a generalised
relabelling operator is used in [123], which can be expressed in terms of standard
CSP operators. The relabelling ensures that when two names appear in nested or
separate scopes they are different, and avoids clashes between names used in a process
and names generated by the environment (various mechanisms to manage the name
space are described). Our management of names is inspired by this work, but instead
of encoding α-conversion by replacing the input name and update the environment
accordingly, we do it like in the pi-calculus by replacing the internal bound name (see
Definition 4.4). Operational correspondence has not been proved in [123], instead, the
CSP semantics of the pi-calculus is used to define a notion of refinement for pi-calculus
processes. An implementation in the FDR is also discussed, for processes that satisfy





In the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm, services can be concurrently
invoked in many compositions by creating different instances of these services in
each composition. Hence, it is important to guarantee that messages are routed to
the right instance. In the web services standards [14, 15], this is achieved by us-
ing correlation sets, where predefined subsets of data parameters (e.g., userID) are
used as explicit tags to avoid interference between instances’ communications (e.g.,
the message “send.userID.cardN” between a client and a bank service will become
“send.1232.cardN” at runtime for user 1232). Although correlation sets are ade-
quately expressive to distinguish between communications from different instances of
a service, it has been argued that using correlation sets might complicate static anal-
ysis because interactions rely on data values [30]. For instance, services may interfere
with each other’s interactions if (on purpose or by chance) the same value is used.
To overcome this situation, the notion of session has been proposed, where a
data independent key – a session key – is used to bind a series of communications
between two services. This session key could be implicit (generated by the runtime
system) [35, 93, 36], or explicit (set by the designer) [53]. However, sessions in all
these works can be established between only two parties. In [35, 93, 36], sub sessions
are allowed, and invocations within the first session creates a sub-session. This limits
the scope of the composition and requires the intervention of the system designer to
explicitly circulate results between services in different sessions.
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To facilitate multiparty sessions, new notions were formulated in [137, 45], called
conversation endpoints and session access points, respectively. However, the burden
of generating and maintaining multiparty session notions lies on the designer of the
system, increasing the risk of errors. In [87, 28] multiparty sessions are also supported
but sessions’ participants should be explicitly indicated when sessions are created.
In this chapter, we propose a new process calculus, called session-based CSP
(CSPs), where multiparty sessions can be created, managed and terminated trans-
parently without involving the designer. Our calculus is a session-based extension of
Hoare’s CSP [84]. CSP has been chosen as the foundation for our calculus due to
its multi-way communication model. In CSP, all processes participating in a parallel
composition synchronise on a predefined set of events.
CSPs extends the standard CSP syntax with new primitives, supported by oper-
ational semantics.
Contributions of this chapter:
1. We formally introduce multiparty sessions into CSP. Multiparty sessions are
maintained in the semantics without the intervention of designers. This facili-
tates the natural evolution of service invocations without extra formal notions
(such as endpoints or sites).
2. In CSPs, service compositions are started with two parties and grow by invo-
cations. When invocations are made, designers have the choice of integrating
the new service into the current session or starting a new subsession with the
ability to communicate with the parent session.
3. In CSPs, communications within sessions can combine synchronous and inter-
leaving modes. Although multicast communications and mixed mode communi-
cations are inherited from CSP, maintaining these communications solely within
session boundaries and avoiding interference between sessions is not trivial. We
show how this can be achieved transparently in CSPs.
4. In CSPs, we introduce new termination primitives to facilitate graceful termina-
tion within the hierarchy of sessions. Moreover, we give services in sessions the
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choice to interrupt their executions and optionally start termination handlers if
their siblings in a session have terminated.
5. In CSPs, multicast communications of CSP happen within multiparty sessions.
Therefore, new scenarios like (WS-coordination [16]) are now possible in CSPs.
Structure of this chapter : Section 5.2 provides an informal description of CSPs.
Section 5.3 presents the extended syntax and operational semantics of CSPs. Sec-
tion 5.4 proves some CSPs properties. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter and
discusses related works.
5.2 CSPs Model
In our model, labels are the semantic elements that are considered as the represen-
tation of session names (keys). Labels are like implicit tags (not visible to designers)
for communications belonging to one session. In the literature, sessions are usually
defined as a series of interactions between two entities, whereas multiparty sessions
or conversations are interactions which might involve more than two entities. In this
chapter, we use multiparty sessions and sessions interchangeably to denote a series of
interactions between two or more entities. Sessions here are untimed and a session is
active as long as the entities are communicating.
Before proceeding to the content of this section we define the following terms to
facilitate the understanding of the CSPs model:
• Published service: is the service which offers a function.
• Invocation service: is the client partner which invokes a published service.
• Invoked service: is the published service which has been invoked in the current
session.
• Invocation: is the mechanism by which an invocation service invokes a published
service and they create a new session. If an invocation is made within a running
session then a new sub-session will be created.
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• Join invocation: is the mechanism by which an invocation service invokes a
published service to join the current running session. Here, invocation services
are called join invocation services.
5.2.1 Sessions
Essentially, CSPs session labels are inspired by the CSP labelling operator [84], where
processes can be renamed by attaching the label name at the front of their event
names. Formally, we define session labels as follows:
Definition 5.1 (Labels). If p is a process then l : p is the same process working
under session l. If a process is participating in session l then all its events will be
temporarily renamed to have the label name as well. Thus, if p is ready to engage
in event a then l : p will be ready to engage in event l.a, which means that the
process l : p is performing the event a under session l. We use l, l0, . . . , ln, l
′, l′′, . . .
to denote labels. Labels, session keys, and session names are used interchangeably in
this chapter to refer to session names (keys). We use the function new to produce a
fresh label.
Labels are implicit tags so designers do not need to install, maintain, or terminate
sessions. However, designers should be aware of their existence and should express
their desire to let the system work under sessions by using SOC idioms. SOC idioms
in CSPs are as follows:
• Service publishing : N ⇒ p denotes publishing the service p with the name N ,
so N is the published name of the ordinary CSP process p.
• Service invocation: N ⇐ {q} denotes the invocation of a published service with
name N by the ordinary CSP process q (we call q the client protocol).
When a published service and an invocation to this service are put in parallel, a
session will be created and interactions will be tagged with this session name to avoid
interference with other communications outside the session.
Sessions will be created using an algorithm illustrated by the following example:
Assume the designer wrote: N ⇒ p ‖ N ⇐ {q}
According to our model, a session will be created as follows:
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1. The published service (N ⇒ p) will create a new label l using the function new
((new)(N ⇒ p)).
2. The published service will be ready to work under this session name (l : p).
3. The client q which is invoking the published service N (N ⇐ {q}) will be ready
to work under any session offered by the published service.
4. If the published service is composed in parallel with a client which is invoking
it, then the label which, in our semantics, represents the session name will be
passed to the invocation.
Thus, N ⇒ p ‖ N ⇐ {q} will be reduced, using our semantics, to l : p ‖ l : q.
This will tag the communications between these two processes with a new label l, see
Figure 5.1.NS1.
In the algorithm, the published service is the one who is responsible for creating
labels. This complies with the real life situation where the server is the one who
creates session keys, and most probably the current SOC system will use the under-
lying server-client network. In this way, the semantics for session creation facilitates
smoother implementation and avoids ambiguity.
This scenario assumes that the published and the invocation services are not work-
ing under any current session. Therefore, their communication creates a new session.
However, in realistic situations, these services might already be under a current ac-
tive session. In the SOC paradigm, a working service might invoke another service
(triggers the execution of this invoked service) to do a particular task for it, then the
invocation service might share the result with other services in the same composition.
Hence, the main context is the one where the invocation is made. Therefore, if the
invocation is made within an active session, this session label should be kept for fur-
ther possible communications. On the other hand, the context where the publishing
is made is not important and can be ignored. This is because, firstly, extensions to
service compositions are made via invocations. Therefore, the composition’s session
is the session where the invocation is made. Secondly, internal session structures
on the server side are usually hidden from clients. If the published service needs to
communicate with an internal service in the server side, this can be done by further
invocations or extra-session communications (as explained below).
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In conclusion, if the invocation or the published services are working under an
active session then the result can be one of the scenarios presented in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Scenarios for creating new sessions
The previous scenarios assume that a new session will always be created. In other
words, invoked services are ready to join any new session offered by the published
service as a new nested session of their current session (where the invocation is made)
if this exists. Instead, the invocation service can request that the published service
join its current session by using the idiom N ⇐+ {q}, namely join invocation. In
this case, the published service will be fully integrated into the current session and
no new labels will be issued and no new session will be created. However, if designers
decide to use join invocation, they should be aware that the published service will be
able to communicate with any service in the session, not only the invocation service.
Considering the above discussion, if the join invocation service is used, then one
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of the following scenarios applies:
• The join invocation and the published service are not working under any session.
In this case, the join invocation will act as a normal invocation, where the
published service creates a new label, then the published service passes this
label to the invocation service to create a new session; see Figure 5.2.JS1.
• The published service is under an active session. In this case, the join invocation
will act as a normal invocation, where the published service ignores the active
session label and creates a new label, then the published service passes this label
to the join invocation service to create a new session; see Figure 5.2.JS2.
• The join invocation service is under an active session. The new label created by
the published service is ignored, and both the join invocation and the published
service will join the running session (invocation service’s session); see Figure
5.2.JS3.
• Both the join invocation and the published service are working under the same
active session. The new label created by the published service is ignored, and
both the join invocation and the published service will join the running session
(invocation service’s session); see Figure 5.2.JS4.
• The join invocation and the published service are working under different active
sessions. Both the new label created by the published service and the label of
the published service’s active session are ignored, and both the join invocation
and the published services will join the running session (invocation service’s
session); see Figure 5.2.JS5.
5.2.2 Persistent Services
The previous discussions assume that the services are only available once. In other
words, if they are not recursively defined then they eventually terminate and disap-
pear from the system. However, in SOC, published services are often considered as
persistent, that is, they should remain in the system after serving one client. More-
over, they should be able to serve more than one client at a time.
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Figure 5.2: Scenarios for joining sessions
In CSPs, we add a replication operator (∗) to work solely with published services
to turn them to persistent published services. The replication operator and persistent
published services are written as follows:
Definition 5.2. Let p be a process. The process ∗p represents an infinite number of
copies of p working in parallel: ∗p = p‖p‖p‖ . . . (recall that ‖, in CSPs, means that
the copies do not synchronise on any event).
Definition 5.3. A persistent published service is written as ∗(N ⇒ p), and can be
abbreviated as ∗N . This indicates that an infinite number of copies of the service N
are available, so this service will persist in the system regardless how many times it
has been invoked.
Remark. According to the definition of the replication operator, ∗N = N‖N‖ . . . ,
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which will be reduced to N ⇒ p ‖N ⇒ p ‖ . . . and then later to l0 : p ‖ l1 : p ‖ . . . .
This form of recursion does not violate the condition of guarded recursion stated
in CSP (for guarded recursion in CSP refer to [84]), because each new copy of the
published service is guarded with a new label.
Therefore, different copies in the replicated process do not synchronise on any
event. In SOC paradigm, a persistent service delivers the same service to different
clients in different sessions, which means, in essence, that these copies do not need
to communicate. Formally speaking, the replication operator works with published
services only. Therefore, the different copies of a persistent service will be labelled
with different labels which means that these copies do not communicate. If commu-
nication is needed between these copies (e.g. sending shared tokens), then they can
use unsessioned communications as explained below.
5.2.3 Communication between sessions
The bodies of the published and invocation services can be written as regular CSP pro-
cesses where (as explained in Chapter 2) communication between processes can be car-
ried on by the input/output primitives (a?x, a!v). For instance, let p = a?x→ SKIP
be a process that inputs a value in a then terminates successfully, and q = a!4 →
SKIP , a process that sends the value 4 via channel a then terminates successfully.
According to our sessioning algorithm the final result of N ⇒ p ‖{a}N ⇐ {q} will be
l : p ‖l:{a} l : q which will be reduced to: l : (a?x → SKIP ) ‖l:{a} l : (a!4 → SKIP ),
where l.a?x synchronises with l.a!4.
However, in some cases services need to communicate outside the boundaries of a
session. For instance, in order to exchange information or return results to the upper
session (if it exists), or to update a shared variable not related to any session.
In the first case, where services in a session need to communicate with services in
the upper level, we use the primitives (a ↑?x, a ↑!v). If the symbol ↑ is attached to a
channel then this channel will be labelled with the upper session label. For instance,
if an event a?x is reduced to l1.l2.a?x by the sessioning algorithm, then a ↑?x will be
reduced to l1.a?x, which allows this channel to communicate with the channel a in
the upper session. In a case in which the event works under no upper level, then the
symbol ↑ removes the label if any. For instance, if an event a?x is reduced to l1.a?x
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by the sessioning algorithm, then a ↑?x will be reduced to a?x.
In the second case, where services in a session need to communicate with other
processes in an unsessioned mode, we use the primitives (a♦?x, a♦!v). If the symbol
♦ is attached to a channel then this channel will not be labelled with any session label.
For instance, if an event a?x is reduced, by the sessioning algorithm, to l1.l2.a?x then
a♦?x will be reduced to a?x, which allows this channel to communicate with the
channels a located outside the boundaries of any session.
5.2.4 Termination
If services are not defined recursively then they will eventually terminate. Ensuring
graceful termination is very important in SOC. This is to avoid dangling processes,
waiting for data from other processes in the system. Graceful termination means that
when one side of a session terminates, it should inform the other participants, and the
other participants should be able to respond and close or continue their executions.
In CSP, SKIP is used as an explicit termination process. It is used by processes
to announce their successful termination. Formally speaking, SKIP is the process
which evaluates the successful terminal event (
√
) then terminates.
In CSPs, where the communications are structured in sessions, SKIP alone will
not ensure graceful termination. The announcement of SKIP should be kept within
the boundaries of sessions to avoid mixing announcements from different sessions.
Therefore, in CSPs, when one participant in a session terminates, it evolves to a
labelled SKIP, i.e l:SKIP, indicating that this participant in the session with label l
has terminated.
Similar to the notion of synchronised termination in CSP (see Chapter 3 page
49), in CSPs we allow the parallel composition to terminate when all participants are
ready to terminate. However, in CSPs, processes might work in different layers due
to sessions. Therefore, we introduce a levelling up mechanism by which a successfully
terminated session informs its parent by changing the label of SKIP from its own
label to its parent session label, i.e. level up the label; until there is no parent then
SKIP is evaluated.
In other words, SKIP terminations in one session are synchronised, but SKIP
terminations in different sessions are interleaved and their session labels are levelled
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up. The levelling up is used to announce terminations to session in the higher level.
The flow transition diagram in Figure 5.3 shows the propagation of SKIP.
Figure 5.3: The propagation of SKIP termination process
Nested sessions in our model are not forced to terminate if the parent session
terminates. This is because SKIP represent a successful termination, which means
that the system is working as designed, so there is no need to interrupt the work of
nested sessions.
The propagation of termination processes ensures the right order of announce-
ments of terminations to other participants, but to allow these participants to have
the option to respond and close or continue their executions, we add to CSPs the
LISTEN primitive process.
When one of the session participants terminates then its siblings can interrupt
their executions by using LISTEN. LISTEN can be understood as a special yield-
ing process which responds to SKIP if there is any, or lets the process continue its
execution, as illustrated by the following example:
Example 5.1. Let p = a → b → SKIP , q = a → b → SKIP ;LISTEN ; c →
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d → SKIP , and system = (N ⇒ p) ‖{a,b} (N ⇐ {q}). According to our operational
semantics (see Section 5.3.2), this will be reduced to: l : (a→ b→ SKIP )‖{l.a,l.b} l :
(a→ b→ SKIP ; LISTEN ; c→ d→ SKIP )
After evaluating a and b under the created session l, process p will terminate its
execution and announce it in the session. The l:SKIP announcement will allow the
process q to interrupt its execution because of the LISTEN construct, and terminate
without executing c and d.
Remark. Recall that the terminal event
√
in SKIP will be hidden in the sequential
composition (see the sequential composition operational semantics in Figure 2.2 page
42). Therefore, the first SKIP in q will not evolve to l:SKIP but will evolve to the
next process in the sequential composition of q which is LISTEN.
If during the evaluation of the process LISTEN there was no announcement for
SKIP, then LISTEN will behave like normal SKIP.
With labelled SKIP and LISTEN, the termination mechanism of CSPs ensures
safe termination and additionally cleans the system from session labels generated
during service invocations.
Optionally, the execution of LISTEN can trigger the execution of a predefined
terminal handler by using the new operator I. More precisely, if p and q are processes
then p I q will behave as p until it terminates with LISTEN, then the execution is
passed to q.
Remark. We remark that diagrams in this section are illustrating diagrams to explain
ideas, and they do not follow any known drawing standards like UML4SOA [11].
The previous discussion gave an informal overview of our model, highlighting the
main features of the model. In the following section we describe the formal semantics
of CSPs.
5.3 CSPs Semantics
In this section we develop the formal semantics of CSPs. We first present the syntax




The syntax of CSPs is given in Figure 5.4. CSPs extends CSP’s syntax (See Sec-
tion 2.4.3) with operators to facilitate service definition, service invocation, sessions,
and termination.
The syntax is divided into design syntax, which can be used by the designers in
their models, and runtime syntax, which is used in the semantics only.
The design syntax includes the following:
Definitions: In addition to CSP process definitions (N = p; where N is the name
of the process p), published (invocable) services can be defined in CSPs using the
definition idiom (⇒). In (N ⇒ p), N is the service name and p is its body. Starred
service names (*N) or starred published services (∗(N ⇒ p)) represent persistent
services.
Processes: In addition to CSP constructs, CSPs includes invocation services which
can be defined using the invocation idiom (⇐) or the join operator (⇐+). In (N ⇐
{q}) the published service N is invoked by the client protocol q (q is a CSPs process).
In CSPs, services can terminate normally by SKIP, as in the original CSP, or they
can interrupt their execution if their siblings in the same session have terminated.
This interruption can be formally implemented by introducing the new terminal sig-
nal (event) † ,which represents listening to session closure. † can be installed in a
process by using the termination process LISTEN, which listens to session closure
and terminates.
In CSPs, synchronised terminal events announce the termination of a session. In
the case in which a parent session terminates, its nested sessions are preserved until
they internally terminate and they are not forced to terminate.
Moreover, a new operator I has been added to activate termination handlers in
case a process has been terminated by LISTEN. In p I q, q is the termination handler
of p, and q will be evaluated if p performs LISTEN.
Accordingly, we define Ω as the terminal events set, which contains {√, †}. We use
ω, ω′ to range over it. In the rest of the chapter, ΣΩ denotes the set of the observable
events in addition to the set of terminal events (ΣΩ = Σ ∪ Ω).
In CSPs, we allow observable events to be decorated with , ↑. If a is used then
the observable event a will not get any labels. If a ↑ is used then the observable event
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a will get the label of the parent session which can be retrieved using the fp function.
fp is defined later in the section.
The runtime syntax includes the following:
The Label operator is used to identify session boundaries. In the semantics, a pro-
cess will be given a label during session creation, when an invocation and a published
service work in parallel.
We use l : p to denote a process p which is working under session l, and l : p to
denote a process p which is working under a temporary label l; a labelled process with
a temporary label will not be reduced, until the label is replaced with a normal label.
We assume L is an infinite set of session labels l, and L is the set which contains l
for each l ∈ L. To generate a fresh label we use the function new.
In the model, sessions can be nested, therefore, l : l′ : p denotes a process that
works under session l′ which is a nested session of session l, where l, l′ ∈ (L ∪ L).
We use L : p where L ∈ (L ∪ L)∗ to denote a chain of labels for process p, that is,
l0 : ... : ln : p n ≥ 0. We use [L :]p to denote a process p which may or may not have
a label.
Similarly, we use l.a to denote an event a which is evaluated under session l. We
use L.a to denote an event a which is tagged with a chain of labels. Finally, [L.]a
denotes an event a which may or may not have a label.
Definition 5.4. Let L be the chain l0 : ... : ln n ≥ 0. The function fp : L∗ → L∗
returns the parent session for the session L by taking out the last added label, as
follows:
• If n = 0 then L is of the form l0 and fp(l0) returns empty label.
• If n > 0 then L is of the form l0 : ... : ln n > 0 and fp(L) returns l0 : ... :
ln−1 n ≥ 0.
Structural congruence. The structural congruence (≡) is the least congruence
relation guarded by laws in Figure 5.5. These equalities are applied to labels L ∈ L∗;




(Definitions) d ::= N = P (Process definition)
| N ⇒ P (Service definition)
| ∗ (N ⇒ P ) (Persistent service)
(Processes) P,Q ::= . . . (CSP syntax)
| ∗N (Persistent service name)
| N ⇐ {P} (Service invocations)
| N ⇐+ {P} (Join invocations)
| P I Q (Termination handler)
| N (Service name)
| LISTEN (Primitive process)
(Runtime Syntax)
p, q ::= P (process) | d (Definition) | (new)(N ⇒ p) (New label) | L : p (Label)
where L ∈ (L ∪ L)∗
Figure 5.4: CSPs Syntax
L : (a→ p) ≡ L.a→ L : p L : (a → p) ≡ a→ L : p
L : (a ↑→ p) ≡ fp(L).a→ L : p L : (p⊕ q) ≡ L : p⊕ L : q
L : (p\A) ≡ L : p\L : A L : (pJRK) ≡ L : pJL : RK)
L : (p‖Aq) ≡ L : p‖L:AL : q L : (µp.f(p)) ≡ µp.f(L : p)
L : STOP ≡ STOP L : (p I q) ≡ L : p I q
where L ∈ L∗, ⊕ ∈ {,u, |||, ; }, and if aR b then (L.a) L : R (L.b)
Figure 5.5: CSPs Structural Congruence
5.3.2 Operational Semantics of CSPs
CSPs operational semantics extends the original CSP operational semantics that is
presented in Section 2.4.3. To define the semantics of the new extensions in CSPs we
need to update the event semantics and the labelled transition system of CSP first.
CSPs adopts the event semantics of CSP. However, because in CSPs service names
and session labels play a significant role as explained in the previous section, we update
this semantics as follows:
Firstly, we define S and L to be the sets of allocated service names and allocated
labels respectively, where L includes single labels and all possible label chains.
Secondly, we define Λ to be the set of service names, service definition events




Λ = {N,N>, N⊥, N + | N ∈ S} ∪ {N>l | N ∈ S ∧ l ∈ L}
where N>, N>l, N⊥, and N+ indicate the following:
• N> indicates that a process has been published as a service with name N .
• N>l indicates that the published service N is part of the session with label l.
• N⊥ indicates that the published service N is invoked by the current process.
• N+ indicates that the published service N is asked to join the session of the
invocation service.
We use λ, λ′ to range over Λ.
Finally, we update the universal set of observable events (Σ) to refer to (Σ ∪
Λ), where the new Σ denotes the set of process actions (the old Σ), service actions
including invocations, definitions, and join invocations (Λ). We write Στ to denote
the new set of observable events with the silent event. ΣΩ denotes the new set of
observable events with the terminal events. ΣΩτ denotes the set of observable events
with the silent event and terminal events.
The LTS of CSPs is defined as a tuple ((CSPs,PL∗), LTSlabels,−→D), where
CSPs denotes the full space of CSPs processes, LTSlabels denotes the set of transi-
tion labels, D is a list of processes/services definitions, and −→D⊆ (CSPs,PL∗) ×
LTSlabels × (CSPs,PL∗). If p, q ∈ CSPs, L ∈ PL∗ and a ∈ LTSlabels, then the
tuple ((p,L), a, (q,L)) ∈−→D can be written as (p,L) a−→D (q,L). The set L of
allocated labels and the list D are global parameters of the system, so we will omit
them in the rules and write just p
a−→ q.
For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that configurations in the LTS are
closed, with no free variables, specially that variables and parameters have no sig-
nificant operational effects on our operators. Hence, no store will be defined. An
extended operational semantics with store will be defined in Chapter 6 for the full
calculus (soaCSP).
Below we present the operational semantics of CSPs. The rules explain the be-
haviour of the new extensions in CSPs whereas the operational semantics of the
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original CSP operators are as presented in Section 2.4.3. However, to allow the pre-
vious rules of the operational semantics of the original CSP operators to evaluate
labelled events as well as unlabelled events, we update Σ to include labelled events
as follows:
Firstly, we define L : Σ to be the set of all labelled events in the system, then we
define the new Σ to be (Σ ∪ L : Σ). Similarly, we define L : Ω to be the set of all
labelled terminal events in the system, and we define the new Ω to be (Ω ∪ L : Ω).
Hence, ΣΩ denotes the set of all unlabelled and labelled events in the system including
unlabelled and labelled terminal events. We also define L : Λ to be the set of all
labelled service events in the system, and we define the new Λ to be (Λ ∪ L : Λ).
Process/service definitions: If a process name appears in a script then this name
should be replaced by its definition. We replace the name with only the body of the
process if it is a regular process, using rule (def). We replace the name with the body
of the process and keep the name if it is a service, using rule (def2). We replace the
name with the body of the process and keep the name and the replication operator
if it is a persistent service, using rule (ps-def).
(def)
N
τ−→ p N = p ∈ D (def2)N τ−→ N ⇒ p N ⇒ p ∈ D
(ps-def)∗N τ−→ ∗(N ⇒ p) N ⇒ p ∈ D
Label operator: The structural congruence in Figure 5.5 allows us to use the CSP
(prefix) rule (see Figure 2.2) for labelled observable events, and similarly for the other
original operators of CSP.
The rules (labeli), (labelT), and (labelS) illustrate the behaviour of a labelled
process when the original process evaluates silent action τ , terminal events, or service
events. The terminal and service events will be tagged with the label, but τ will not.
Additionally, the rule (labelT) implements the levelling up process of the termination
algorithm (explained in Section 5.2), by returning the same process with the label of
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L.λ−→ L : p′
λ ∈ Λ
In the following we define the operators which implement the sessioning algorithm:
Published service: The rules (srv-def1) and (srv-def2) implement the publishing
process of the sessioning algorithm. The rule (srv-def1) allocates a new temporary
label(l) via function (new) and the rule (srv-def2) gives this label to the service. This
temporary label will be turned into a normal one when a session is created by rule
(SE) (explained later in the section).
(srv-def1)
N ⇒ p N>−→ (new) (N ⇒ p)
(srv-def2)
(new) (N ⇒ p) N>l−→ l : p
l /∈ L, L := L ∪ {l}; Σ := Σ ∪ L : Σ
The rule (srv-def1) explains the behaviour of the function (new) which issues a fresh
label, not in the set of the allocated labels L, and rule (srv-def2) updates L with the
new label.
Persistent published service: The rule (ps-wind) explains the behaviour of the
replication operator (∗). It shows that a persistent process will always have a new
copy for processing, where all the copies work in parallel.
(ps-wind)∗(N ⇒ p) τ−→ (N ⇒ p) ‖ ∗ (N ⇒ p)
Invocation service: The rules (srv-inv) and (joinS) implement the invocation pro-
cess of the sessioning algorithm. The rules (srv-inv) and (joinS) show that invocations
and join invocations respectively are ready to engage in any session offered by the
published service N . Firstly, the process will be assigned a temporary label, then this
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temporary label will be turned into a normal one when a session is created at rule
(SE) (explained later in the section).
(srv-inv)
N ⇐ {q} N⊥−→ l : q
l ∈ L (joinS)
N ⇐+ {q} N+−→ l : q
l ∈ L
To complete implementing the sessioning algorithm we update the behaviour of the
parallel composition operator to create a session whenever a published service and an
invocation service for this published service are composed in parallel.
Parallel composition operator: The parallel composition operator is always pro-
vided with an interface set. This interface set contains the observable events which the
designer wants the participants to synchronise on. The other events will be evaluated
independently (interleaving mode).
The rules (par1), (par2), and (par3) in Figure 2.2 implement the normal behaviour
of CSP parallel composition. The rule (par3) shows that the parallel processes syn-
chronise on the events of the interface set of the parallel composition operator (i.e.
A). The rules (par1) and (par2) show that processes will evaluate events outside the
interface set independently.
Thanks to the new definition of Σ, the rules (par1,2) will work correctly in in-
terleaving events outside the interface set regardless of whether these events are la-
belled/unlabelled observable events or labelled/unlabelled service events. The rule
(par3) shows that parallel processes synchronise on all events of the interface set (A),
and A cannot contain service events or terminal events, for that we define below the
behaviour of the parallel composition if these events need to synchronise in order to
create or terminate sessions.
Creating sessions The process of creating a session, discussed in Section 5.2,
is summarised in figures 5.1 and 5.2. If a published service works in parallel with an
invocation service then a new session will be created and this session can be a nested
session from the invocation side. If a published service works in parallel with a join
invocation service then the published service will join the session of the invocation
side; if there is none then it creates a new session. The formal definition of this
process is as follows:
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Firstly, we define the binary operation ([L.]λ, [L′.]λ′)→ SL by the following table:
(SL-table)
[L.]λ [L.]N>l [L.]N>l [L.]N>l [L.]N>l
[L′.]λ′ N⊥ L′.N⊥ N+ L′.N+
SL l L′ : l l L′
where (λ, λ′ ∈ Λ), (l, L, L′ ∈ L), and the binary operation is commutative.
The (SL-table) is the formal representation of the invocations and the joint invo-
cations’ scenarios (see Section 5.2). In the table, L and L′ can either be the same
label chain or different chains.
Secondly we define the synchronisation rule (SE) where services synchronise and
create a session. The decision as to whether the events ([L.]λ, [L.′]λ′ ∈ Λ) should syn-
chronise and create a session or not relies on the existence of the tuple ([L.]λ, [L.′]λ′)
in table (SL-table). Note that, JSL/[L :]lK denotes the renaming of the label chain
[L :]l with the label chain SL, and SL : A denotes labelling of all events in the set A
with the label chain SL.
(SE)
[L :]p
[L.]λ−→ [L :]l : p′ [L′ :]q [L
′.]λ′−→ [L′ :]l : q′
p ‖A q τ−→ ([L :]l : p′)JSL/[L :]lK ‖SL:A ([L′ :]l : q′)JSL/[L′ :]lK
where ([L.]λ, [L′.]λ′) ∈ (SL-table).
Terminating sessions The process of terminating sessions was illustrated pre-
viously in Section 5.2. Terminal events are always synchronised in a parallel compo-
sition if they are in the same session as shown in rules (ParTses1) and (ParTses2) or
without sessions as shown in rules (ParTS1), and (ParTS2). When terminal events
are synchronised they terminate the session and announce this to the parent session
by levelling up the label to the parent label using the function fp. If all sessions in
a session hierarchy are terminated then the parallel composition can terminate. The
rules (ParTses1), (ParTses2), (ParTS1), and (ParTS2) replace (ParT1), (ParT2), and
(ParT3) in Figure 2.2. On the other hand, terminal events are interleaved in a parallel






−→ fp(L) : p L : q L.ω−→ fp(L) : q
L : p ‖A L : q L.
√
−→ fp(L) : SKIP





L.†−→ fp(L) : p L : q L.†−→ fp(L) : q








ω ∈ {√, †}
(ParTS2)
p
†−→ STOP q †−→ STOP
p ‖A q †−→ STOP
(ParATses1)
L : p
L.ω−→ fp(L) : p [L′ :]q [L
′.]ω′−→ q′
L : p ‖A [L′ :]q L.ω−→ fp(L) : p ‖A [L′ :]q
ω, ω′ ∈ {√, †}
(ParATses)
[L :]p
[L.]ω−→ p′ L′ : q L′.ω′−→ fp(L′) : q
[L :]p ‖A L′ : q L
′.ω′−→ [L :]p ‖A fp(L′) : q
ω, ω′ ∈ {√, †}
The primitive process LISTEN is defined as follows:
The rule (listen) shows that the process LISTEN evaluates either of the terminal
events † or √ then terminates.
(listen)
LISTEN
ω−→ STOP ω ∈ {
√
, †}
Termination handler: The rules (T-hdr1), (T-hdr2), and (T-hdr3) implement the

















In this section, we investigate two properties of CSPs:
• We study the relationship between the session algorithm and the termination
algorithm and show that the termination algorithm will gracefully terminate
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any open sessions; if it is possible for it eventually to terminate. As mentioned
in Section 5.2, sessions that include services which are defined recursively will
never terminate, and will not be considered here.
• We study the effect of session labels on the behaviour of services. We show that
sessions do not change the original behaviour of services. This is achieved by
proving that the behaviour exhibited by a service under a session is equal to
the behaviour exhibited by the same service under no session, if the same label
is assigned to it afterwards.
Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2 discuss the proofs of these two properties respec-
tively. The rest of this section is devoted to defining the concepts and setting notations
that will be used in following sections.
Let Σ∗ denote the set of all sequences produced from Σ; let (Σ∗)Ω denote the set
of all sequences which could possibly end with a terminal event from Ω; s, t, r, u are
used to denote a single trace of a process; capital letters S, T,R, U are used to denote
a set of processes’ traces. We use T to denote the set of all CSPs processes’ traces.
Definition 5.5. A trace is a linear sequence of actions in (Σ∗)Ω that a process can
perform, excluding internal actions (τ). A trace can be written as:
I. Finite trace: 〈a0, . . . , an〉, where n > 0 and a0, . . . , an−1 ∈ Σ ∧ an ∈ ΣΩ, e.g.
〈a, b〉 where a, b ∈ Σ denotes a trace of a process which will perform the observ-
able event a then the event b with the possibility of evaluating internal actions
before and after these events.
As a particular case, we can have singleton traces and empty traces as follows:
(a) Empty trace: 〈〉 which represents a process that can do nothing or a process
which does a sequence of internal actions (τ).
(b) Singleton trace: 〈a〉, where a ∈ ΣΩ.
II. Infinite trace: 〈a0, . . . , an, . . .〉, where n > 0 and ai ∈ Σ for all i ∈ N, where N is
the set of natural numbers.
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Concatenation operator (a) Let s ∈ (Σ∗)Ω be a finite trace and let t ∈ (Σ∗)Ω be
a trace (finite or infinite) then sat denotes a trace containing the elements of s followed
by the elements of t, i.e. sat = 〈a0, . . . , an〉a〈b0, . . . , bn〉 = 〈a0, . . . , an, b0, . . . , bn〉 or
sat = 〈a0, . . . , an〉a〈b0, . . . , bn, . . .〉 = 〈a0, . . . , an, b0, . . . , bn, . . .〉
Label operator (:) Let s ∈ (Σ∗)Ω be a trace (finite or infinite) then (L : s) is
defined as follows, where L ∈ L∗, a ∈ Σ, λ ∈ Λ, and ω ∈ Ω:
• L : 〈〉 = 〈〉, because the empty trace has no elements.
• L : (〈a〉as) = 〈L.a〉aL : s
• L : (〈a ↑〉as) = 〈fp(L).a〉aL : s
• L : (〈a〉as) = 〈a〉aL : s
• L : (〈λ〉as) = 〈L.λ〉aL : s
• L : 〈ω〉 = 〈L.ω〉afp(L) : 〈ω〉
Moreover, let U ⊆ (Σ∗)Ω be a set of traces, then L : U denotes labelling all the traces
in the set U with the label chain L, i.e. if U = {s, . . . , t} then L : U = {L : s, . . . , L :
t}.
5.4.1 Session termination
In this section, we prove that session labels do not affect the termination of services,
and if services in a session terminate then the session will terminate as well. In
other words, we ensure that session labels do not prevent services from terminating,
and labels installed upon creation are removed in termination with respect to the
hierarchy of sessions. This discussion will not develop a termination semantics of
CSPs or discuss whether its processes will eventually terminate as been discussed
in [84] and more recently in [74] for CSP (the foundations of CSPs); since such a
discussion is outside of the scope of this thesis.
To facilitate this proof we firstly define terminated processes (adapted from Defi-
nition 3.4). In this section, processes and services are used interchangeability, because
services in CSPs are processes.
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Definition 5.6 (Terminated Process). Let p be a CSPs process, then p is a terminated
process if it can not evolve more, and p is terminating if there exists p
a0−→ p1 a1−→
. . .




then this process successfully terminated, and if an = † then this process
gracefully terminated, otherwise the process is blocked with no further transitions.
Proposition 5.1. If a process p is terminating then L : p (i.e. a service under a
session L) is terminating.
Proof. In a sessioned process L : p, if p terminates then according to Definition 5.6
there are three cases:
1. If p successfully terminates, then the
√
event is observable in the environment
and the process will stop. According to rule (labelT) in Section 5.3.2 if a process
evaluates the
√
event then the sessioned process will evaluate the labelled
√
event then evolve to fp(L) :SKIP, where fp(L) is the label of the parent session
if exists. The evaluation of fp(L) :SKIP depends on the output of fp function.
If there is a parent session (i.e. fp(L) :SKIP −→ L’:SKIP) then we have the
following two cases:
i. The resulting (L’:SKIP) is the only SKIP in the parent session then the
SKIP will use rule (labelT) in Section 5.3.2 to evaluate the termination
event and announce the SKIP to the upper level using fp function again.
The rules (ParATses1) and (ParATses) will ensure that this process will not
be blocked in the parallel composition because of a terminated processes
not in the same session.
ii. The resulting (L’:SKIP) synchronises with the other termination processes
in the session using rule (parTses1) in Section 5.3.2 and announces the
SKIP to the upper level using fp function.
If there is no parent session (i.e. fp(L) :SKIP −→ SKIP) then the SKIP process
will be evaluated normally by using the rule (skip) in Figure 2.2.
2. If p gracefully terminates, that is, p evaluates LISTEN, then the † event is ob-
servable in the environment and the process will stop. According to rule (labelT)
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in Section 5.3.2 if a process evaluates the † event then the sessioned process will
evaluate the labelled † event then evolve to fp(L) :LISTEN, where fp(L) is the
label of the parent session if exists. The evaluation of fp(L) :LISTEN depends
on the output of fp function. If there is a parent session (i.e. fp(L) :LISTEN
−→ L’:LISTEN ) then we have the following three cases:
i. The resulting (L’:LISTEN ) is the only LISTEN in the parent session then
LISTEN will use rule (labelT) in Section 5.3.2 to evaluate the termination
event and announce the LISTEN to the upper level using fp function again.
The rules (ParATses1) and (ParATses) will ensure that this process will not
be blocked in the parallel composition because of a terminated processes
not in the same session.
ii. The resulting (L’:LISTEN ) synchronises with (L’:SKIP) in the session us-
ing rule (parTses1) in Section 5.3.2 and announces SKIP to the upper level
using fp function.
iii. The resulting (L’:LISTEN ) synchronises with (L’:LISTEN ) in the session
using rule (parTses2) in Section 5.3.2 and announces the LISTEN to the
upper level using function fp.
If there is no parent session (i.e. fp(L) :LISTEN −→ LISTEN ) then the LIS-
TEN process will be evaluated normally by using rule (listen) in Section 5.3.2.
3. If p is blocked, then the sessioned process will be blocked as well, because
according to CSPs structural congruence in Figure 5.5, labels have no effect on
the STOP process.
5.4.2 The effects of labels on the behaviour of services
In this section, we show that sessions do not change the original behaviour of services.
This is achieved by proving that the behaviour exhibited by a service under a session
is equal to the behaviour exhibited by the same service under no session, if the same
label is assigned to it afterwards.
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For the purpose of this proof we define opTr : CSPs −→ T function, which works
over our LTS using the relation
s7−→⊆ CSPs× (Σ∗)Ω × CSPs, where s ∈ (Σ∗)Ω is a
finite trace.
Definition 5.7 (Trace derivation). Let s ∈ (Σ∗)Ω be a finite trace and p, p′ ∈ CSPs
be CSPs processes, then the function opTr : CSPs −→ T is defined as:
opTr(p) = {s|∃p′. p s7−→ p′}
where p
s7−→ p′ is defined recursively as follows:
• p
〈〉7−→ p′ iff p = p′ ∨ ∃p0, ..., pn. p τ−→ p0 ∧ ... ∧ pn τ−→ p′ where n ≥ 0
• p
〈a〉as7−→ p′ iff ∃p′′, p′′′. p 〈〉7−→ p′′′ ∧ p′′′ a−→ p′′ ∧ p′′ s7−→ p′ where a ∈ ΣΩ, and
elements of Ω can only occur as the last elements in s, that is, if a ∈ Ω then
s = 〈〉 and p′ = STOP .
Theorem 5.1. For all p ∈ CSPs, opTr(l : p) = l : opTr(p).
Proof. We prove more generally that L : opTr(p) = opTr(L : p).
By Definition 5.7 and the definition of traces label operator we have:
L : opTr(p) = {L : s|∃p′. p s7−→ p′}
We now need to prove:
{L : s|∃p′. p s7−→ p′} = {s′|∃p′′. L : p s′7−→ p′′}
To prove the above statement it is sufficient to prove that, for all p ∈ CSPs:
p
s7−→ p′ ⇔ L : p s′7−→ p′′, where p′′ = L : p′, and s′ = L : s.
In other words: p
s7−→ p′ ⇔ L : p L:s7−→ L : p′.
We prove first: p
s7−→ p′ ⇒ L : p L:s7−→ L : p′.
The proof proceeds by induction on the definition of the opTr function.
By Definition 5.7 p
s7−→ p′ can result in one of two cases:
• p
〈〉7−→ p′
By definition 5.7: p
〈〉7−→ p′ iff p = p′ ∨ ∃p0, ..., pn.p τ−→ p0 ∧ ... ∧ pn τ−→ p′
where n ≥ 0.
If p = p′ then L : p = L : p′ and according to the label operator 〈〉 = L : 〈〉.
Therefore, L : p
L:〈〉7−→ L : p′
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If ∃p0, ..., pn.p τ−→ p0 ∧ ... ∧ pn τ−→ p′ where n ≥ 0 then according to the
operational semantics rule (labeli) in Section 5.3.2:
(labeli): p
τ−→ p′ ⇒ L : p τ−→ L : p′.
Therefore, by definition 5.7: L : p
〈〉7−→ L : p′.
Since L : 〈〉 = 〈〉 by the definition of the traces label operator, then
L : p
L:〈〉7−→ L : p′.
• p
〈a〉as7−→ p′
By definition 5.7: p
〈a〉as7−→ p′ iff ∃p′′, p′′′.p 〈〉7−→ p′′′ ∧ p′′′ a−→ p′′ ∧ p′′ s7−→ p′
where a ∈ ΣΩ.
By induction hypothesis: L : p′′ L:s7−→ L : p′, we also proved: L : p L:〈〉7−→ L : p′′′.
We now consider: p′′′ a−→ p′′ only.
When (a ∈ ΣΩ), a can either be: an observable event, a service event, or a
terminal event.
1. If a is an observable event, that is, a, a ↑, or a then we have the following
cases:
i. If the observable event is a then by the structural congruence we have:
p′′′ a−→ p′′ and therefore L : p′′′ L.a−→ L : p′′.
Thus, by definition 5.7, we have: L : p
〈L.a〉aL:s7−→ L : p′.
Since L : (〈a〉as) = 〈L.a〉aL : s by the definition of the traces label
operator, we obtain L : p
L:(〈a〉as)7−→ L : p′.
ii. If the observable event is a ↑ then by the structural congruence we
have: p′′′
a↑−→ p′′ and therefore L : p′′′ fp(L).a−→ l : p′′.
Thus, by definition 5.7, we have: L : p
〈fp(L).a〉aL:s7−→ L : p′.
Since L : (〈a ↑〉as) = 〈fp(L).a〉aL : s by the definition of the traces
label operator, we obtain L : p
L:(〈a↑〉as)7−→ l : p′.
iii. If the observable event is a then by the structural congruence we
have: p′′′ a−→ p′′ and therefore L : p′′′ a−→ l : p′′.
Thus, by definition 5.7, we have: L : p
〈a〉aL:s7−→ L : p′.
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Since L : (〈a〉as) = 〈a〉aL : s by the definition of the traces label
operator, we obtain L : p
L:(〈a〉as)7−→ L : p′.
2. If a is a service event, i.e. λ, then the first step was obtained using (labelS)
in Section 5.3.2, which implies that:
p′′′ λ−→ p′′ and therefore L : p′′′ L.λ−→ L : p′′.
Thus, by definition 5.7: L : p
〈L.λ〉aL:s7−→ L : p′.
Since L : (〈λ〉as) = 〈L.λ〉aL : s by the definition of the traces label
operator, we obtain L : p
L:(〈λ〉as)7−→ L : p′.
3. If a is a terminal event, i.e. † or √, then the first step was obtained using
(labelT) in Section 5.3.2, which implies that:
p′′′ ω−→ p′′ and therefore L : p′′′ L.ω−→ fp(L) : p′′′.
To determine the transitions after fp(L) : p
′′′ we should evaluate the fp
function. According to Definition 5.4, the evaluation should be as follows:
i. If L = l0 : ... : ln and n = 0 then fp(l0) returns empty label, i.e.
l0 : p
′′′ l0.ω−→ p′′′ ω−→ STOP .
ii. If L = l0 : ... : ln and n > 0 then fp(l0 : ... : ln) returns l0 : ... : ln−1,
i.e. l0 : ... : ln : p
′′′ l0...ln.ω−→ l0 : ... : ln−1 : p′′′ ∧ l0 : ... : ln−1 : p′′′ l0...ln−1.ω−→
fp(l0 : ... : ln−1) : p′′′.
In step (ii), fp(l0 : ... : ln−1) will be evaluated again, if (n − 1) = 0 then
the evaluation will stop by step (i), but if (n − 1) > 0 then step (ii) will
be repeated.
According to Definition 5.4, L′ should be shorter than L by one label. In
addition, we know from Definition 5.7 that events in Ω are the last events
in a process trace. Thus, L, in this case, can not include more labels
as there are no more invocations. This shows that fp(L) will eventually
reduced to empty, and fp(L) : p
′′′ fp(L):〈ω〉7−→ STOP .
According to Definition 5.7, if a is a terminal event then s = 〈〉 and
p′ = STOP .
Thus, STOP
〈〉7−→ STOP , and as been shown in Figure 5.5, labels have no
effect on STOP and 〈〉 = L : 〈〉, so this implies:
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STOP
L:〈〉7−→ L : STOP .
By Definition 5.7:
∃p′′, p′′′.L : p L:〈〉7−→ L : p′′′ ∧ L : p′′′ L.ω−→ fp(L) : p′′ ∧ fp(L) : p′′ fp(L):〈ω〉7−→
STOP ∧ STOP L:〈〉7−→ L : STOP
Since L : (〈ω〉) = 〈L.ω〉afp(L) : 〈ω〉 by the definition of the traces label
operator, we obtain L : p
L:〈ω〉7−→ L : STOP .
On the other direction, we reason similarly to prove L : p
L:s7−→ L : p′ ⇒ p s7−→ p′.
That is, process L : p can only execute L : s and evolve to L : p′ where s is obtained
from p performing s and evolving to p′, which means, if L : p s
′7−→ p′′ then s′ = L : s,
p′′ = L : p′, and p s7−→ p′.
We conclude that if p
s7−→ p′ then L : p L:s7−→ L : p′, and if L : p L:s7−→ L : p′ then
p
s7−→ p′.
Therefore, we have proved that {L : s|∃p′. p s7−→ p′} = {s′|∃p′′. L : p s′7−→ p′′},
which implies that L : opTr(p) = opTr(L : p), and this completes the proof.
5.5 Conclusions and Related Work
Multiparty sessions have been discussed in several papers that aim, like us, to develop
new models to enhance the specification and verification techniques of multiparty
sessions.
In this chapter, we have presented CSPs, where multiparty sessions are transpar-
ently created, manipulated, and terminated. Sessions are started with two parties
and expanded by invocations. Designers have the option of integrating the new in-
voked service into the current session or creating a subsession, with the ability to
communicate with the parent session.
This provides CSPs with a natural hierarchy of sessions, built upon service invoca-
tions only. This extends the elegant sessions binary tree hierarchy of the SCC calculi
family [35, 93, 36], into a multi-edged tree hierarchy of sessions. In contrast, in the
Conversation Calculus (CC) [137] and µse [45] the sessions’ structure spans through
other structures like conversation endpoints and sites. In these calculi sessions can be
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represented as the connection edges between different trees. Thus, the relationship
between sessions and subsessions is different from CSPs trees. For instance, commu-
nicating with the parent session, which is available as extra session communication in
CSPs, is available in CC by explicitly exchanging the conversation context (via this)
between service parties then using this context in the extra communications.
In our session-based CSP, we adopt Hoare’s concept of “labelling” to work in
place of session keys. In CSPs, labels are used as fresh names which are attached
dynamically to processes to construct sessions. This approach works in a similar
way to the name-scoping mechanism a` la pi-calculus used in the SCC calculi family
[35, 93, 36], to implicitly structure the interactions between services into a hierarchy
of sessions. However, our new is a function not a binder, and sessions in the SCC
family calculi are established between only two parties whereas in CSPs they are
established between two or more parties.
Additionally, in SCC-like calculi SCC [35], SSCC [93], and CaSPiS [36] the invo-
cation service is reduced to r / P and the published service is reduced to r . P then
they refresh the label at the parallel composition. However, it is not clear how they
might agree on the r label before the session is started. On the other hand, CSPs is
clear on the order of creating labels, as explained in Section 5.2.
The calculi in [137, 45, 28, 87] support multiparty sessions, but they require session
boundaries to be explicitly identified as conversation endpoints, intra-session names
on sites, and session names in these calculi respectively.
CSPs invocation primitives allow dynamic expansion for sessions. This is also
true in other calculi like [137, 45]. However, this not the case in [28, 87] as session
participants are fixed in the design and expansions are not permitted.
In CSPs, deadlock-free sessions are not guaranteed by construction as in [28, 87],
but deadlock-freedom can be asserted using the implementation of CSPs in FDR.
Additionally, properties like protocol fidelity, which are usually proved by type check-
ing [87, 136], could be achieved by developing a type system for CSPs. This is left
for future work.
The calculi in [28, 87] capture the global scenarios of SOC systems following the
choreography approach of WS-CDL [13]. On the other hand, CSPs is an orchestration
calculus due to the orchestration primitives (invocations). However, the boundaries
between the two design models are not firm, and orchestration calculi can model
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service choreographies as presented in [47].
Additionally, in contrast to other orchestration calculi, processes can be defined
in CSPs as ordinary processes or services. This allows CSPs to be extended as chore-
ography calculus which captures the projection of a global view of the system, and
we propose this as future work.
A significant feature of CSP is its explicit termination primitive, which reveals the
termination state of a process to its environment, which suits services well. Therefore,
in CSPs, we retain this feature and design our termination algorithm to gradually
propagate successful terminations of services through the current hierarchy of sessions
to ensure safe termination. This is done transparently without burdening designers
with the overhead of maintaining session terminations. Moreover, we introduce a new
primitive process which optionally allows processes to interrupt their execution and
run a termination handler if their siblings have terminated.
In CSPs we preserve the context of subsessions until they terminate internally. In
our view, this is reasonable as long as we assume that services will terminate success-
fully. Forcing subsessions to abort if parents terminate (like in [36]) is reasonable in
those cases where parents fail to terminate normally.
The CSPs communication model is inspired by CSP. Thus, mixed synchronous and
interleaving communications are inherited from CSP. However, in CSPs, we maintain
these communications solely within sessions boundaries and avoid interference be-
tween sessions.
In CSPs, we limit the multicast communications of CSP within sessions. There-
fore, new scenarios like (WS-coordination [16]) can be implemented easily in CSPs.
In CSPs, the extra-session communications include the out of session communi-
cations that interact with the upper context as the other SOC calculi. Additionally,
because in CSPs we allow ordinary processes to be defined, we include non-session
communications which allow interactions between ordinary processes and services.
Thus, models which include an interaction between SOC systems and other systems
like shared databases are easily encoded in CSPs.
CSPs does not admit sessions merge in two different hierarchies as in [45]; however,
this will be achievable if mobile communication is permitted (see next chapter).
Session delegation as in [28] can be implemented in CSPs by invocation. However,
a clearer scenario for delegation will be available if mobility is permitted in CSPs.
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CSP for Service-Oriented Architecture
(soaCSP)
In this chapter we develop the soaCSP calculus as a formal modelling language for
service-oriented computing systems. soaCSP is founded on the original CSP calculus.
On top of the CSP modelling features, soaCSP defines asynchronous communications,
mobile communications and session-based communications.
soaCSP comes as a result of combining the previous extensions: CSPa, MCSP,
and CSPs, which we developed in chapters 3, 4, and 5 respectively. In this chapter,
we develop a communication model for soaCSP where the different kinds of commu-
nications of CSPa, MCSP, and CSPs, can orchestrate to implement an expressive
model for SOC systems.
We present the syntax of soaCSP, and the operational semantics of the calculus
as we did for the previous extensions in this thesis.
Finally, we discuss the relationship between our calculus and the orchestration
standard BPEL (see Chapter 2). We study the relationship by discussing the possi-
bility of encoding BPEL constructs into soaCSP. We show that soaCSP is expressive
enough for most BPEL functionality except constructs which deal with timed events,
as soaCSP does not support time.
Contributions of this chapter:
1. Formally develop a communication model of soaCSP where the new kinds of
communications (asynchronous communications, mobile communications and
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session-based communications) can orchestrate.
2. In soaCSP, mobile channels can be sent synchronously and asynchronously, and
data in a session can be sent synchronously and asynchronously.
3. In soaCSP, sessions merge can be achieved by transferring session labels along
mobile channels.
4. Informally encode BPEL into soaCSP.
Structure of this chapter: Section 6.1 provides an informal description of the
soaCSP model. Section 6.2 presents the full syntax and operational semantics of
soaCSP. Section 6.3 discusses the relationship between soaCSP and the orchestration
standard BPEL. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes the chapter and discusses the related
works.
6.1 soaCSP Model
In Chapter 3 we developed a calculus for mixed synchronous, interleaving and asyn-
chronous communications, namely CSPa. In CSPa we introduced implicit buffers to
facilitate asynchronous communications on top of the synchronous/ interleaving com-
munications of the original CSP. We use the >,< symbols along with input/ output
communications to indicate that this input consumes a value from the buffer/ outputs
a value to a buffer.
In Chapter 4 we introduced mobility into CSP, by developing a new calculus,
namely MCSP. Our mobility model encodes the original pi-calculus notion of mo-
bility where channel names are sent through existing channels as a representation of
transferring communication capabilities from one process to another. Additionally,
our mobility model implements a new notion of mobility which changes the commu-
nication mode through a channel from synchronous to interleaving and vice versa.
In Chapter 5 we extended CSP with session-based communications. We call this
new extension CSPs. In CSPs, we organise CSP communications into session hier-
archies. The novelty in CSPs is that session hierarchies can be a mix of two-party
sessions and multiparty sessions. An unlimited number of session hierarchies can be
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composed in parallel where processes in a session can communicate with processes
in the same session, with processes in the parent session, or with processes in the
surrounding environment. In CSPs, if processes are defined as services then these
processes can be a one copy service or an infinite number of copies persistent service.
In section 6.1.1 we discuss how the asynchronous extension will work with the mo-
bility extension, so channels in soaCSP can be sent synchronously and asynchronously.
Following that, in Section 6.1.2 we present how the session extension will work along
with the result of combining the mobility extension and the asynchronous extension.
6.1.1 MCSPa
In CSP, data is sent through channels either in a synchronous mode where data is
received as soon as it has been sent, or in interleaving mode where data sending and
receiving are performed independently. If processes’ communications are executed in
an interleaving mode then data will be lost. In CSPa, we manage to extend CSP with
asynchronous communications, so data is sent to an implicit buffer (i.e. managed in
the semantics), then when the receiving process are ready, it will consume the data
from this buffer.
In MCSP data can be channel names. Sending channel names in MCSP affects
the interface set of the parallel composition as explained in Section 4.2.
In this section, we discuss the consequences of storing the mobile channel names
of MCSP in the implicit buffers of CSPa, and we call the new model MCSPa.
In MCSPa, we allow channel names to be stored in the implicit buffers of other
channels, but without their marks. This is because, marks are used to guide changes
into the interface set of the parallel composition. Hence, in the case of asynchronous
communications, carrying channels are not in the interface set of the parallel com-
position, and they can not update it without accessing it (i.e. be in the interface
set).
More specifically, in MCSPa, asynchronous communications can happen in the
following case:
If a!<(c) is executed then the mobile channel c is stored in a’s buffer. Afterwards,
c can be retrieved by a process which performs a?>(m).
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6.1.2 Session-based MCSPa (soaCSP)
In this section we discuss how the sessioning algorithm of CSPs affect the mobile
communications of MCSP, and the asynchronous communications of CSPa.
In the CSPa model (see Chapter 3 page 49) we assumed that the buffered-Σ
contains a buffer for all channels in the system. In the model of CSPs (see Chapter 5
page 119) we redefine the Σ to include the labelled events. As a result, the buffered-Σ
in the model of soaCSP will have buffers for every labelled channel in the system.
However, our model requires buffers to be created since the preprocessing step. In
soaCSP, as in CSPs, the Σ will be updated dynamically if a service is published.
Therefore, we assume here if the Σ is changed then new buffers will be created for
the new channels, and these buffers will be added to the existing buffered-Σ.
We realise that the memory requirements of our model could be considered high,
especially for complex big systems. Alternative solutions will be investigated in future
work.
If channel names can be sent through labelled channels, which are within sessions,
then we assume in soaCSP that mobile channel names will be labelled with session
labels as well as carrying channels. Consider the following example:
Example 6.1. Let the following communication take place in session l1:
l1.a!(l1.c)
+ −→ l1 : SKIP ‖{|l1.a|} l1.a?(m)+ −→ l1 : SKIP
where m is a variable mobile channel.
In this example, after the communication through channel l1.a is performed, the
variable m will have the value l1.c, and the interface set will be updated with channel
l1.c.
As in the case of carrying channels, mobile channels can be tagged with ↑, 
to indicate communications to the parent session and unsessioned communications
respectively; for more details about ↑,  see Chapter 5 page 119.
This assumption could express useful scenarios like temporary sessions merge, see
the following example:
Example 6.2. Let the following communication take place in a system, in two dif-
ferent sessions l1 and l2:
l1 : (a!(c)+ −→ SKIP ) ‖{|a|} l2 : (a?(m)+ −→ SKIP )
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where m is a variable mobile channel.
After applying the label operator these communications will be as follows:
a!(l1.c)
+ −→ l1 : SKIP ‖{|a|} a?(m)+ −→ l2 : SKIP
Then, in this example, after the communication through channel a is performed,
the variable m will have the value l1.c, and the interface set will be updated with
channel l1.c. As a result, session l2 can communicate with session l1 if the connection
m is executed within session l2; m here can be considered as the key to session l1
from session l2.
In the following section we present soaCSP semantics where these new assumptions
are formally defined.
6.2 soaCSP semantics
In this section we develop the formal semantics of soaCSP. We first present the syntax
of soaCSP, then its operational semantics.
6.2.1 soaCSP Syntax
The syntax of soaCSP is given in Figure 6.1. soaCSP syntax is a combination of the
CSPa, MCSP, and CSPs syntaxes. Therefore, soaCSP extends CSP’s syntax (See
Chapter 2) with operators to facilitate asynchronous communications, mobile channel
communications, service definition, service invocation, sessioning, and termination.
soaCSP syntax is divided into design syntax, which can be used by the designers
in their models, and runtime syntax, which is used in the semantics only. Each of
them is further divided into events syntax and processes syntax. Design syntax has
also definition syntax.
The events design syntax Events in soaCSP, as in the standard CSP, can be
classified as simple events, which are single literal names; compound events, which are
literal names combined with other literal names or variables via the operator (.), e.g.,
a or a.b; or communication events, which are simple or compound events composed
with integer expressions to denote communicated data.
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In addition to integers, soaCSP’s channels can carry other channel names to facil-
itate mobility as been explained in Chapter 4 page 68. This is achieved by enclosing
channel names in brackets and optionally decorating them with (+,−, ∗) marks. The
marks are used to allow processes to notify the parallel composition about the mode
of communication on the communicated name.
Although the standard CSP allows data of different types to be communicated
through channels, in soaCSP semantics, for simplicity, we assume that the communi-
cated data are integers and literal names (channel names) only.
Channels of soaCSP can also input/ output data components into/ from implicit
buffers, which are created in the semantics to facilitate asynchronous communications
as been explained in Chapter 3 page 49. To access these buffers, channel names should
be tagged with > and < symbols as follows:
• If the event name?>INPC is used in a process then this process is ready to
accept data from this channel’s buffer (i.e. Ba if the name is a).
• If the event name!<OUTC is used within a process, then this process is ready
to output data into this channel buffer (i.e. Ba if the name is a).
In the syntax we use INPC to denote input components and OUTC to denote
output components.
The events runtime syntax In addition to the design syntax events in runtime,
the implicit buffers in soaCSP semantics can output values to processes and accept
input from processes via the following events:
• If the event name?<OUTC is used then the channel’s buffer (i.e. Ba if the
name of the channel is a) is ready to accept data from the channel.
• If the event name!>INPC is used then the channel’s buffer is ready to send
data into a process.
These events are reserved for buffers solely.
Additionally, in the semantics we use l.a to denote an event a which is evaluated
under session l. We use L.a to denote an event a which is tagged with a chain of
labels. Finally, [L.]a denotes an event a which may or may not have a label.
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The definitions design syntax In addition to CSP process definitions (N = p;
where N is the name of the process p), published (invocable) services can be defined
in soaCSP using the definition idiom (⇒).
In (N ⇒ p), N is the service name and p is its body. Starred service names (*N)
or starred published services (∗(N ⇒ p)) represent persistent services.
The processes design syntax We extend the syntax of CSP’s processes by defin-
ing invocation services as follows:
Invocation services are defined using the invocation idiom (⇐) or the join operator
(⇐+). In (N ⇐ {q}) the published service N is invoked by the client protocol q (q is
a soaCSP process).
In soaCSP, services can terminate normally by SKIP , as in the original CSP, or
they can interrupt their execution if their siblings in the same session have terminated.
This interruption can be formally implemented by introducing the new terminal signal
(event) † ,which represents listening to session closure. † can be installed in a process
by using the termination process LISTEN , where LISTEN is the process that
listens to session closure and terminates.
In soaCSP, synchronised termination is used to announce the termination of a
session. In the case of a parent session terminating, its nested sessions are preserved
until they internally terminate and they are not forced to terminate.
Additionally, we introduce a new operator I which can be used to activate ter-
mination handlers in case a process has been terminated by LISTEN . In p I q, q is
the termination handler of p, and q will be evaluated if p performs LSITEN .
Accordingly, we define Ω as the terminal events set, which contains {√, †}. We use
ω, ω′ to range over it. In the rest of the chapter, ΣΩ denotes the set of the observable
events in addition to the set of terminal events set (ΣΩ = Σ ∪ Ω).
In soaCSPs, we allow observable events to be decorated with , ↑. If a is used then
the observable event a will not get any labels. If a ↑ is used then the observable events
a will get the label of the parent session which can be retrieved using fp function. fp
is defined later in this section.
The processes runtime syntax In the semantics, a process will be given a label
during the creation of a session, i.e. when invocation and published services work in
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parallel. Hence, the Label operator is used to identify session boundaries.
We use l : p to denote a process p which is working under session l, and l : p to
denote a process p which is working under a temporary label l; a labelled process with
a temporary label will not be reduced, until the label is replaced with a normal label.
We assume L is an infinite set of session labels l, and L is the set which contains l
for each l ∈ L. To generate a fresh label we use the function new.
In the model, sessions can be nested, therefore, l : l′ : p denotes a process that
works under session l′ which is a nested session of session l, where l, l′ ∈ (L ∪ L).
We use L : p where L ∈ (L ∪ L)∗ to denote a chain of labels for process p, that is,
l0 : ... : ln : p n ≥ 0. We use [L :]p to denote a process p which may or may not have
a label.
Definition 6.1. Let L be the chain l0 : ... : ln n ≥ 0 then the function fp : L∗ → L∗
is defined as the function which returns the parent session for the session L by taking
out the last added label, as follows:
• If n = 0 then L is of the form l0 and fp(l0) returns empty label.
• If n > 0 then L is of the form l0 : ... : ln n > 0 and fp(L) returns l0 : ... :
ln−1 n ≥ 0.
Structural congruence. The structural congruence (≡) is the least congruence
relation guarded by laws in Figure 6.2. These equalities are applied to labels L ∈ L∗;
not to underlined labels.
In Figure 6.2, we assume the following: ⊕ ∈ {,u, |||, ; }, and if aR b then
(L.a) L : R (L.b). Moreover, ()ϕ can be ()+, ()−, or (), and can be ., ?, !, !<,
?>, !>, or ?<. We use c to denote a mobile channel name, and m to denote a
variable mobile channel.
The structural congruence explains the behaviour of the label operator when it
is applied to the different operators of soaCSP. Note that, when the label operator
is applied to channels carrying other channels, then both channels will be labelled.
However, if the carried data are integers data or variables, apart from their type, then





EV ::= name?INPC (input) | name!OUTC (output)
| name?>INPC (asynchronous input) | name.OUTC (compound)
| name!<OUTC (asynchronous output) | name (literal name)
(Input components)
INPC ::= INP | INP?INPC | INP !OUTC | INP.OUTC
(Input elements)
INP ::= name (literal name) | ` (integer variable)
| (name) (no change com) | (name)+ (synchronous com)
| (name)− (interleaving com)
(Output components)
OUTC ::= OUT | OUT?INPC | OUT !OUTC | OUT.OUTC
(Output elements)
OUT ::= name (literal name ) | e (integer expression)
| (name) (no change com) | (name)+ (synchronous com)
| (name)− (interleaving com) | (name)−∗ (remove channel from αp )
(Definitions) d ::= N = P (Process definition)
| N ⇒ P (Service definition)
| ∗ (N ⇒ P ) (Persistent service)
(Processes) P,Q ::= . . . (CSP syntax, see Figure 2.2)
| ∗N (Persistent service name)
| N ⇐ {P} (Service invocations)
| N ⇐+ {P} (Join invocations)
| P I Q (Termination handler)
| N (Service name)
| LISTEN (Primitive process)
Runtime Syntax
[events]
a ::= name?<OUTC (buffers input) | L : a (Labelled a, L ∈ (L ∪ L)∗)
| name!>INPC (buffers output) | EV
[processes]
p, q ::= L : p (Labelled p, L ∈ (L ∪ L)∗) | d (definition) | P (process)
| (new)(N ⇒ p) (new label) | BΣ (bufferedΣ)
Figure 6.1: CSPs Syntax
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L : (a→ p) ≡ L.a→ L : p L : (a → p) ≡ a→ L : p
L : (a ↑→ p) ≡ fp(L).a→ L : p L : (p⊕ q) ≡ L : p⊕ L : q
L : (a x→ p) ≡ L.a x→ L : p L : (a  x→ p) ≡ a x→ L : p
L : (a (m)ϕ → p) ≡ L.a (m)ϕ → L : p L : (a  (m)ϕ → p) ≡ a (m)ϕ → L : p
L : (a ↑ x→ p) ≡ fp(L).a x→ L : p L : (a ↑ (m)ϕ → p) ≡ fp(L).a (m)ϕ → L : p
L : (m→ p) ≡ m→ L : p L : (m .x→ p) ≡ m x→ L : p
L : (p\A) ≡ L : p\L : A L : (pJRK) ≡ L : pJL : RK)
L : (p‖Aq) ≡ L : p‖L:AL : q L : (µp.f(p)) ≡ µp.f(L : p)
L : STOP ≡ STOP L : (p I q) ≡ L : p I q
L : (a (c)ϕ → p) ≡ L.a (L.c)ϕ → L : p L : (a (c)ϕ → p) ≡ L.a (c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a  (c)ϕ → p) ≡ a (L.c)ϕ → L : p L : (a  (c)ϕ → p) ≡ a (c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a (c ↑)ϕ → p) ≡ L.a (fp(L).c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a  (c ↑)ϕ → p) ≡ a (fp(L).c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a ↑ (c)ϕ → p) ≡ fp(L).a (L.c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a ↑ (c)ϕ → p) ≡ fp(L).a (c)ϕ → L : p
L : (a ↑ (c ↑)ϕ → p) ≡ fp(L).a (fp(L).c)ϕ → L : p
Figure 6.2: CSPs Structural Congruence
6.2.2 soaCSP Operational Semantics
soaCSP is an extension of the original CSP with SOC primitives which include asyn-
chronous communications, mobile communications, and session-based communica-
tions, as well as defining service invocations and service publications. Therefore, in
this section we present the new rules which implement these new capabilities on top
of the original semantics of CSP which was presented in Figure 2.2 page 42.
The operational semantics of soaCSP is an integration of CSP operational seman-
tics, CSPa operational semantics, MCSP operational semantics, and CSPs opera-
tional semantics.
The integration process begins with defining the LTS of the full operational se-
mantics. Following that, we introduce new rules to formally define the behaviour
of the soaCSP model when these different extensions need to work together as been
informally discussed in Section 6.1.
In soaCSP, the LTS is defined as a tuple (((Proc, σ),PΣ,PL∗), LTSlabels,−→D),
where Proc denotes the full space of soaCSP processes, LTSlabels denotes the set
of transition labels, D is a list of processes/services definitions, PΣ is the set of
parts of Σ, PL∗ is the set of allocated labels, and −→D⊆ ((Proc, σ),PΣ,PL∗) ×
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LTSlabels × ((Proc, σ),PΣ,PL∗). If p, q ∈ Proc, L ∈ PL∗ , αp, αq ∈ PΣ, and
a ∈ LTSlabels, then the tuple (((p, σ), αp,L), a, ((q, σ), αq,L)) ∈−→D can be written
as ((p, σ), αp,L) a−→D ((q, σ), αp,L). The set L and the list D are global parameters
of the system, so we will omit them in the rules and write just ((p, σ), αp)
a−→
((q, σ), αq). For the sake of clarity, we also omit the second component of the LTS
configurations, writing transitions simply as (p, σ)
a−→ (q, σ); we explicitly indicate
with (∗) the rules that change the second component.
As can be seen in the LTS of soaCSP, the basic configuration (denoted by C) is
a pair (p, σ), where σ is a local store. σ is a collection of integer locations and literal
name locations. We use σ, σ′,... to represent its different states. We write σ(x) to
denote the value of the variable x in σ.
However, this form of configuration is not yet sufficient. Consider the case where a
process p is composed in parallel with q (i.e. (p‖Aq, σ)). Assume p performs an event
x, then there is a transition from this initial configuration to a new configuration




(p ‖A q, σ) a−→ NC
where NC is a new configuration which has the process p′ in σ′ composed in parallel
with q which is still in σ. Since σ′ and σ may differ, the composition operators (which
were defined to work on processes) will be promoted to work on configurations. We
use ψ to denote the full space of configurations. The promoted versions of operators
(where processes’ stores might differ) are defined as follows:
ψ, ψ′ ::= C | ψψ′ | ψ‖Aψ′ | ψ;ψ′ | ψ\a | ψJRK | ψ|||ψ
Note that, the state of the local store of a process changes if mobile channels or
data integers are communicated. Apart from this the store remains the same. In the
semantics, e is evaluated according to the standard integer semantics. Literal names
can be any name, however for the sake of clarity we use c to denote constant channel
names, and we use m to denote variable mobile channel names.
Before presenting the operational semantics of soaCSP, we summarise below the
event types in soaCSP.
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• Observable events, which are grouped in Σ and can be simple names (e.g.
a), compound names (e.g. a.b), or channels carrying integers, channel names,
or a combination of them (e.g. a.x, where x is an integer, or a.(c)ϕ, where c is
a channel name).
Note that, channels carrying data represent a class of events in Σ rather than
one single value, e.g., c.Z represents the channel c which can communicate any
integer value (c.Z means {c.x|x ∈ Z} ⊆ Σ). Inputting processes are able to
receive any element of type Z, whereas outputting processes are only able to
communicate one value [124]. Therefore, if c.Z is an input event then it is actu-
ally an external choice over all the values of type integer, which is represented
elegantly as c?x. If c.Z is an output event then it is a single integer value, c.x
where x ∈ Z. Output events are represented as c!x. In our semantics, c.x al-
ways equals c!x, except when x is not in the store of the process which indicates
that this event is a declaration for a new input variable.
Similarly, channels carrying other channels represent a class of events in Σ.
Definition 6.2. c.CH denotes a channel c that can communicate any channel
name in Σ, that is
c.CH = {c.(b)ϕ|b ∈ channels(Σ) ∧ ϕ ∈ {∅,+,−,−∗}}
where if ϕ = ∅, then the communication has no marks (i.e. a.(c)), and channels(Σ)
is a generalisation of the channel(c.v) function [84], which extracts the channel
name of an event; channels(Σ) will return the set of all channel names of Σ’s
events.
Throughout what follows, if c is a channel in Σ then {|c|} is the enumeration
of c’s class of events in Σ.
Channels can simultaneously carry multiple values in both directions. For in-
stance, if c is a channel name then the event (c?x!y!z) is a valid event which
accepts an integer and sends two integers.
We range over the set Σ by a, b, . . ..
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• Service events, which are grouped in Λ and can be service definition events
(N>, N>l), service invocation events (N⊥), or service join invocation events
(N+). Λ set is defined as:
Λ = {N,N>, N⊥, N + | N ∈ S} ∪ {N>l | N ∈ S ∧ l ∈ L}
where N,N>, N⊥, N+, N>l,S,L are as defined in Section 5.3.2.
We range over the set Λ by λ, λ′, λ1, . . ..
• Terminal events, which are grouped in Ω and can be † or √.
We range over the set Ω by ω, ω′, ω1, . . ..
• Buffered events, which are grouped in B and can be: in-buffer events (a→),
or out-buffer events (a←). B set is defined as:
B = {a→ | a ∈ channels(Σ)} ∪ {a← | a ∈ channels(Σ)}
where a→, a← are as defined in Section 3.2.
We range over the set B by a→, b→, . . . and a←, b←, . . ..
• Silent event, which is τ .
Throughout what follows we write Σ to denote the universal set of all observable
events in the model, and we define L : Σ to be the set of all labelled observable events
in the system, then we define the new Σ to be (Σ ∪ L : Σ). Similarly, we define L : Ω
to be the set of all labelled terminal events in the system, and we define the new Ω to
be (Ω ∪ L : Ω); we write ΣΩ to denote the set of labelled and unlabelled observable
events with the labelled and unlabelled terminal events. In addition, we define L : Λ
to be the set of all labelled service events in the system, and we define the new Λ to
be (Λ ∪ L : Λ); ΣΛ denotes the set of labelled and unlabelled observable events with
the labelled and unlabelled service events. In the same way, we define L : B to be
the set of all labelled buffered events in the system, and we define the new B to be
(B ∪ L : B); we use ΣB to denote the set of labelled and unlabelled observable events
with the labelled and unlabelled service events. We also write Στ to denote the set of
labelled and unlabelled observable events with the silent event. Any combination of
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the above sets is written with one Σ, e.g., ΣΩτ is used to denote the set of observable
events with the silent event and terminal events, i.e. ΣΩ ∪ Στ . Similarly, ΣΛΩτ is
used to denote the set of observable events with service events, terminal events, and
the silent event, i.e. ΣΛ ∪ ΣΩ ∪ Στ . Finally, we write ΣΛBΩτ to denote the set of all
events in the model whether labelled or not.
Hereafter, we present the soaCSP operational semantics. Note that, in the seman-
tics, e is evaluated according to the standard integer semantics.
Firstly, Figure 6.3 presents the part of soaCSP semantics which includes the up-
dated semantics of CSP with the store; the original semantics of CSP was presented
in Figure 2.2 page 42. In addition to the store we update the rules to work with the
new types of events as follows:
In the External choice operator, we allow any event type to resolve the choice,
except the silent event, as in the standard CSP. The Hiding operator allows observable
and buffered events to be hidden; however, we note that if a buffer event is hidden
and the buffered-Σ is not in the scope of the operator, then the connection with the
buffered-Σ is lost and the data will not be delivered/ retrieved from the buffered-Σ.
Terminal events and service events cannot be hidden. In the Renaming operator,
we only allow observable events and buffered events to be renamed, on the condition
that the renaming relation is defined between events from the same type, that is,
an observable event to an observable event and a buffered event to a buffered event.
The Interleaving, the Sequential, and the Internal choice operators behave similarly
to their original version in Figure 2.2 page 42.
Secondly, Figure 6.4 presents the updated operational semantics of the CSP prefix
operator. This includes the channel semantics of MCSP, and the rules of asyn-
chronous communications and buffer communications of CSPa updated with stores.
The explanations of these rules are presented in chapters 4 page 68 and Chapter 3
page 49 respectively.
In the Figure 6.4 the new rules (asy-out2), (asy-in2), (buffer-in2), and (buffer-
out2), implement the behaviour of MCSPa which has been presented informally in
Section 6.1. They show that if a mobile channel is communicated asynchronously
then the channel name will be stored in the buffered-Σ and will be available to be
retrieved by a process that is accepting data from the buffered-Σ in the same way as

















(p q,σ) τ−→(p′  q,σ)
(q,σ)
τ−→(q′,σ)
(p q,σ) τ−→(p q′,σ) (rec) (µp.f(p),σ) τ−→(f [µp.f(p)/p],σ)
(inch1,2)








(p \A,σ) τ−→(p′ \A,σ′) (a ∈ ΣB ∧ a ∈ A)
(p,σ)
ω−→(p′,σ)




(pJRK,σ) b−→(p′JRK,σ′) (a ∈ ΣB ∧ aR b) (p,σ)
a−→(p′,σ)

















(p ||| q,σ) a−→(p′,σ′), ||| (q,σ)
(q,σ)
a−→(q′,σ′)
(p ||| q,σ) a−→(p,σ) ||| (q′,σ′)(a ∈ ΣΛBΩτ )
Figure 6.3: CSP’s operational semantics
Figure 6.5 presents the rules of CSPs operational semantics updated with stores.
For the details of the these rules refer to Chapter 5 page 119.
Figure 6.6 shows the updated and extended semantics of the parallel composition.
The rules (par1,2,3) implement the normal behaviour of CSP parallel composition,
but we update the rules so they will work with all soaCSP event types. The rules
(par1,2) show that processes will independently evaluate any type of events outside
the interface set. In (par3) the rule shows the behaviour of the parallel composition
in case an event inside the interface set (A ∈ ΣB) is evaluated and this event is
not communicating mobile channels, i.e. a /∈ {c.(m)ϕ |m ∈ channels(Σ)}. If the
communicating data is a mobile channel then the rules (m-par1*) to (m-par6*) from
Chapter 4 page 68 will be evaluated. Note that, A (i.e. the parallel composition
interface set) cannot contain service names or terminal events. Therefore, rules (SE),
(parST1), (parST2), (parTses1), and (parTses2) define the behaviour of the parallel
composition if these types of events need to synchronise for creating or terminating
sessions. Whereas rules (parATses) and (parATses1) define the behaviour of the
parallel composition if terminal events need to be independently evaluated.
In Figure 6.6 the rules (parST1) and (parST2) are an extended versions of (parST)












(a.e→p,σ) τ−→(a.e′→p,σ) (a.`→p,σ) τ−→(a.σ(`)→p,σ) ` ∈ σ (a.n→p,σ) a.n−→(p,σ) n ∈ Z
(in)
(a?`→p,σ) a.n−→(p,σ[` 7→n]) n ∈ Z (ud.in) (a.`→p,σ) a.n−→(p,σ[` 7→n]) ` /∈ σ ∧ n ∈ Z
where in rules (out1,2,3), (ud.out1,2,3), (in), and (ud-in):
(a ∈ Σ ∧ a /∈ {b, d.(c)ϕ|b, d, c ∈ channels(Σ)})
(ch-out1)











where in rules (ch-out1,2), (ch-ud.out1,2): (a ∈ Σ ∧ a /∈ {b.x|x ∈ Z}) , and ()ϕ can










m /∈ σ ∧ c ∈ channels(Σ)
where in rules (ch-in), (ch-ud.in):
(a ∈ Σ ∧ a /∈ {b.x|x ∈ Z}) , and ()ϕ can be (), ()+, or ()−.
(var-ch1,2)
(m?INPC→p,σ) τ−→(σ(m)?INPC→p,σ) (m!OUTC→p,σ) τ−→(σ(m)!OUTC→p,σ)
(var-ch3)
(m.OUTC→p,σ) τ−→(σ(m).OUTC→p,σ)
where in (var-ch1,2,3) m is a mobile channel variable.
(asy-in1)
(a?>`→p,σ)a←.n−→ (p,σ[ 7`→n]) (buffer-out1) (a!>`→p,σ)a←.n−→ (p,σ)
(asy-out1)
(a!<`→p,σ)a→.n−→ (p,σ) (buffer-in1) (a?<`→p,σ)a→.n−→ (p,σ[`7→n])
where in rules (asy-in1), (asy-out1), (buffer-out1), and (buffer-in1):
(a ∈ B ∧ a /∈ {b < (c)ϕ, d > (n)ϕ|c, n ∈ channels(Σ)}) , and can be ? or !.
(asy-out2)
(a!<(m)ϕ→p,σ)a→.m−→ (p,σ) (buffer-in2) (a?<(m)ϕ→p,σ)a→.c−→ (p,σ[m 7→c])
(asy-in2)
(a?>(m)ϕ→p,σ)a←.c−→ (p,σ[m7→c]) (buffer-out2) (a!>(m)ϕ→p,σ)a←.m−→ (p,σ)
Where in rules (asy-in2), (asy-out2), (buffer-out2), and (buffer-in2):
(a ∈ B ∧ a /∈ {b < x, d > y|x, y ∈ Z}) , and can be ? or !.
Figure 6.4: The operational semantics of the prefix operator of soaCSP
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τ−→ (p,σ) (N = p ∈ D) (def2) (N,σ) τ−→ (N⇒p,σ) (N ⇒ p ∈ D)
(ps-def)
(∗N,σ) τ−→ (∗(N⇒p),σ) (N ⇒ p ∈ D) (srv-def1) (N⇒p,σ) N>−→ ((new) (N⇒p),σ)
(srv-def2)
((new) (N⇒p),σ) N>l−→ (l:p,σ)
(l /∈ L, L := L ∪ {l}; ΣΛBΩ := ΣΛBΩ ∪ L : ΣΛBΩ)
(ps-wind)
(∗(N⇒p),σ) τ−→ ((N⇒p),σ) ‖ (∗(N⇒p),σ)
(srv-inv)
(N⇐{q},σ) N⊥−→ (l:q,σ)





ω−→ (STOP,σ) (ω ∈ {
√
, †}) (T-hdr1) (p,σ) a−→(p′,σ′)











Figure 6.5: The CSPs part of the soaCSP operational semantics
in the same way as we explained it for CSPa, see Chapter 3 page 49. The synchronised
termination replaces the distributed termination of the standard CSP. The distributed
termination of the standard CSP is implemented by (ParT1,2,3) in Figure 2.2 page 42.
Finally, we remark that channels in soaCSP, as in standard CSP, can carry simul-
taneously multi-components data in both directions. For instance, if a is a channel
name then the event (a?x!y!z) is a valid event which accepts an integer and sends
two integers. In the operational semantics, we give rules for channels that carry only
one data component; this can be extended to allow the generalised form of events,
i.e., a?INPC, a!OUTC, or a.OUTC.
6.3 The relationship between BPEL and soaCSP
As we stated in the Introduction chapter, although process calculi are equipped with
formal semantics, which enables formal verification of system properties, a feature
not available in the semi-formal modelling languages of the internet standards set
(WS-*), the latter languages are still the dominant modelling languages. Therefore,
in this section, we discuss the relationship between our calculus and these standards.
In particular, we discuss the relationship between our calculus and the BPEL or-
chestration language from the (WS-*) set; for the description of the BPEL language
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(p ‖A q,σ) a−→(p′,σ′) ‖A (q′,σ′′)




(p ‖A q,σ) a−→(p′,σ′) ‖A (q,σ)
a /∈ A, a ∈ ΣBτ (par2) (q,σ) a−→(q′,σ′)
(p ‖A q,σ) a−→(p,σ) ‖A (q′,σ′)





















−→ (p′,σ′) ‖A′ (q′,σ′′)








−→ (p′,σ′) ‖A′ (q′,σ′′)








−→ (p′,σ′) ‖A′ (q′,σ′′)








−→ (p′,σ′) ‖A′ (q′,σ′′)
A′ = A− {c}, and ()ϕ can be (), ()−, or ()−∗
where in rules (m-par1*) to (m-par6*):
a ∈ A , a ∈ ΣB , and a ∈ {d.(c)ϕ|c ∈ channels(Σ)}
If (λ, λ′ ∈ Λ), (l, L, L′ ∈ L), and the binary operation ([L.]λ, [L′.]λ′)→ SL is defined
by the following table:
(SL-table)
[L.]λ [L.]N>l [L.]N>l [L.]N>l [L.]N>l
[L′.]λ′ N⊥ L′.N⊥ N+ L′.N+




































(L:p ‖A [L′:]q,σ)L.ω−→(fp(L):p ‖A [L′:]q,σ)






′.ω′−→ ([L:]p ‖A fp(L′):q,σ)
ω, ω′ ∈ {√, †}
Figure 6.6: The operational Semantics of soaCSP’s parallel composition
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refer to Chapter 2 page 13. This is because, from the design perspective, soaCSP is
considered to be an orchestration calculus, because services gain control over other
services by triggering their execution [14].
We study this relationship by discussing the possibility of encoding BPEL into
soaCSP; a detailed encoding to facilitate a model transformation from BPEL spec-
ifications to soaCSP models are proposed as future work. As BPEL lacks formal
semantics, the encoding is performed by informally showing that the syntax primi-
tives of BPEL are encodable in soaCSP.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, BPEL specifications generally have three main
parts: partners, variables, and control flow activities and exception handlers. Partners
and variables are necessary in the BPEL to define the dependencies between services
in a service composition. However, in soaCSP these dependencies are defined in the
semantics. Therefore, we compare the two languages only with respect to their control
flow constructs.
We consider the BPEL control flow constructs listed in Section 2.4.2 page 34, and
we abstract from these constructs the attributes which require implementation details
like operations, name spaces and similar attributes. Additionally, recall that in this
thesis we focus on the so-called control part of BPEL, therefore, constructs dealing
with XML data and XML schema are not considered.
The encoding is as follows:





This defines a BPEL specification for a service. In soaCSP, services can be
defined as: service1 ⇒ ......
• < receive > construct:
In BPEL
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In soaCSP, this message is considered as input message: chName?clientMSG.
The activity name and the partner name are not required in soaCSP as they
are determined by the calculus semantics. In soaCSP, the createInstance
attribute is encoded by attaching ∗ to the service name and not upon receiving
messages, i.e., *service1 ⇒ ......
Information about service instances, as specified in Section 2.4.2, is maintained
through < correlationSets >. In soaCSP, correlation sets are not required
as state information is maintained by the calculus semantics.
In BPEL, chName is the name of the port in the WSDL interface of the service.
As mentioned previously, the BPEL specification uses the WSDL interface to
import and export information. Therefore, ports here serve as communication
channels. As a result, in this encoding, portType is always encoded into a
channel name.







If the message exchange pattern is one-way only, that is, the message is sent
in one direction, and no response is required [67], then the receive activity
does not need any other activity. However, if the message received by the
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< receive > activity needs a response, then the message exchange pattern is
request-response, that is, the input message needs an immediate response.
The < reply > activity is used if the received message in the < receive > ac-
tivity needs a response. In BPEL, if the input and output messages use the same
port name (defined in WSDL), then this communication is synchronous, and the
activity will be suspended until the response is received. In soaCSP, this message
exchange can be encoded as chName?clientMSG!response or chName?clientMSG
→ chName!response as long as the chName is in the interface set of the par-
allel composition between these two services. The difference between the two
encodings is that the former requires the response message to be sent at the
same time as the input message is received, whereas in the latter case response
is not required, but the service will be block until a response is received.
In BPEL, if the communication should be asynchronous, that is, the service
should be able to continue its execution until a response is received, then the
input and the output messages should use two different portTypes. Achieving
asynchronicity by using two different channel names is not necessary in soaCSP.
soaCSP supports buffered asynchronous communications by using ?> instead
of ? and !< instead of !, so changing the channel names in asynchronous com-
munications is not required. However, asynchronous communications which are
implemented as two synchronous communications via two different channels, as
in the BPEL communication, is also permitted by the calculus.
The < messageExchange > attribute explicitly defines the input message that
requires this response. In soaCSP, this should be clear from the semantics, but
if needed then the communication chName?clientMSG!response binds the input
and the output.











This defines an invocation to another service. In soaCSP, this can be encoded
as: service2 ⇐ {chName?VariableName1!VariableName2 → . . . }, or service2
⇐ { chName?VariableName1 → chName!VariableName2 }, because the com-
munication here is synchronous as the input/output messages use the same
port.
If asynchronous communication is required then the < invoke > activity only
sends the request and the response message should be received in a following
receive activity.
We use the partner name here not to determine the dependencies as this is
achieved by the semantics, but it is used to trigger the labelling algorithm in
the semantics which replaces the correlation sets in BPEL.
• < assign >, < copy >, < from >, and < to > constructs:
Generally speaking, soaCSP, like CSP, does not have assignment primitives.
Variables’ values can be changed upon receiving new data through an inputting
channel.
• < validate > construct:
The validation of messages can be carried out as a part of the service logic.
• < wait > Construct:
soaCSP does not support time. Therefore, activities related to time are not
supported.
• < extensionActivity > construct:
< extensionActivity > construct can be directly encoded in soaCSP as pro-
cess callings inside the body of the current service.
• < sequence > construct:
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< sequence > construct can be directly encoded in soaCSP as a sequential
composition (;).
• < flow > construct:
< flow > construct can be directly encoded in soaCSP as a parallel composition
‖A. If < link > elements are used within the flow activity, then these links
should be included in the interface set (i.e., A) of the parallel composition.
• < if >, < else >, < elseif >, and < switch > constructs:
Each of these constructs can be encoded into an if-then-else construct. As
stated in the Introduction chapter soaCSP is founded on CSP, and as stated in
Chapter 2, in CSP we assume that functions defining set, conditional blocks,
and loops are defined.
• < forEach >, < while > and < repeatUntil > constructs:
< while > and < repeatUntil > constructs can be encoded into a while
construct. As stated in the Introduction chapter soaCSP is founded on CSP,
and as stated in Chapter 2, in CSP we assume that functions defining set,
conditional blocks, and loops are defined. However, we formally define the
latter two constructs in Chapter 8.
For encoding the forEach, we use if-then-else, recursion and counter process as
follows:
Counter(i)= dec!(i-1) → Counter(i-1)
forEachBody(p)= dec?i → ( if (i != 0)
then (p; forEachBody(p)) else SKIP )
forEach(n,p) = forEachBody(p) ‖{| dec |} Counter(n+1)
• < pick > construct:
< pick > construct can be encoded into soaCSP using the external choice 
as follows:
(event1 → p)(event2 → p) . . . , where p represents the activity associated
with the < pick > element.
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In BPEL, the specification of the < eventHandler > element is similar to
< pick > except that events in < eventHandler > could be alarms. Alarms
are a representation of time and soaCSP does not support time. Therefore, in
soaCSP, the < eventHandler > element is encoded in the same way as the
< pick > element.
• < scope > construct:
Sub-dividing the service scope into different scopes can be achieved by dividing
the service code into different sub-processes. As in soaCSP, each process defines
a new scope (i.e. in the semantics each process has a different store).
• < throw >, < rethrow >, and < faultHandler > constructs:
soaCSP is not equipped with an exception system (an exception system is pro-
posed in Chapter 8). However, a throw can be defined in soaCSP as an explicit
process and be managed by the designer as follows:
throw= error → STOP
SCOPE = MainActivity ‖{| error |} (error → faultHandler)
• < compensate >, < compensateScope >, and < compensationHandler >
constructs:
As mentioned above, soaCSP is not equipped with an exception system. How-
ever, in BPEL, the compensations handler is a predefined fixed activity. There-
fore, compensations can be initiated in soaCSP by an explicit event and man-
aged by the designer as follows:
compensate= startC → STOP
SCOPE = MainActivity ‖{| startC |} (startC → compensateHandler)
• < exit > and < terminationHandler > constructs:
In soaCSP, < exit > can be encoded into one of the following three processes:
If < exit > is a signal indicating that the process has finished then this is
equivalent to SKIP. Alternatively, if < exit > is initiated because of another
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event, then in soaCSP, this can be encoded as we did with < throw >, where
we can encode a termination handler in the same way.
In soaCSP, a process can choose to terminate because another service has fin-
ished in the composition by using LISTEN process. In this case a termination
handler can started by using I operator.
• < empty > construct:
< empty > construct can be encoded as STOP in soaCSP.
6.4 Conclusions and Related Work
This chapter presents soaCSP as the final theoretical model in this thesis. soaCSP is
presented as the result of combining the previous three calculi: CSPa from Chapter
3, MCSP from Chapter 4, and CSPs from Chapter 5.
We develop a model in which these three calculi can work. The compound calculus
draws interesting results on orchestrating multiparty sessions. In soaCSP, a notion of
temporarily merging sessions follows from labelling mobile channels. Hence, mobile
channels carry the state of a session with them, which facilitates communicating with
this session without being part of the service composition. This gives an easy solution
for services in compositions to directly connect to legacy systems.
This is different from the permanent session merging in µse calculus [45], where
sessions can merge dynamically. This can be achieved in soaCSP if the communicated
name is used in all communications in the receiver service.
Session merge as presented in this chapter is similar to the work in [28], as both
calculi delegate services by delegating channel names. However, the way that soaCSP
deals with session is different from [28]. In soaCSP, channels are the communication
primitives in the calculus and session keys are dynamically tagged to channels during
the process of sessions creation. Therefore, the designer, in soaCSP, is aware of the
merge but not managing it. Whereas in [28] channels represent the sessions keys.
Therefore, in [28], the designer is the one who initiates the merge and manages the
session names.
The work in [110] is similar to the work in [28]; however, the merge is achieved
at the choreography level by delegating session names to achieve choreography com-
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positions rather than delegating services. In [110], the designer is also the one who
manages the session names.
In soaCSP, processes can be defined in addition to services, therefore the com-
munication between ordinary processes and sessions can be modelled in soaCSP (see
Chapter 7 for an example).
To the best of our knowledge, soaCSP is the first calculus to admit synchronous,
asynchronous, interleaving and mobile communications in multiparty sessions.
The chapter finishes by encoding the control part of the BPEL into soaCSP. As
been shown in the encoding, soaCSP is expressive enough to encode the control part
of BPEL. Therefore, soaCSP could be used to verify this part of BPEL language.
A transformation from BPEL models to soaCSP models could be useful to facilitate
this verification; we propose it as future work.
In addition to the control part in BPEL, the language has a number of operations
dealing with XML data and XML Schema and their parsing. For instance, the element
(< import >) which is used to declare a dependency on external XML Schema or
WSDL definitions is not considered in soaCSP.
Moreover, timing operators in BPEL like alarms and timeout events are not en-
codable in soaCSP because our calculus does not support time.
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Model Checker for soaCSP
7.1 Introduction
In Section 2.1 we carried out a survey of the state-of-the-art of academic research in
the field of service-oriented computing. A considerable amount of this research was
conducted to support SOC modelling languages with formal semantics, and so to be
able to reason on the correctness of these models. As already mentioned, we focus
in this thesis on process calculi, and we observe that although previous SOC calculi
are equipped with formal semantics, a feature not available in the WS standards
and which enables formal verification of properties, internet standards are still the
dominant modelling languages.
In our view, this is mostly because formal methods are often perceived as hard
to apply. Therefore, to support the practical use of our calculus we have encoded
soaCSP in the model checker of CSP (FDR [12]).
FDR implements the mathematical machinery and the theory of refinement that
Hoare built for reasoning on the external behaviour of systems; see Chapter 2. It
provides simple proof techniques to assert the conformance between specification
and implementation, deadlock-freedom, and divergence-freedom, in addition to de-
terminism and bisimulations (we illustrate some of these features in the case study
in Section 7.3).
Other model checkers, such as SPIN [85], which accepts models in Promela, or
Maude [22], could be used if these checks are implemented.
The model checker PAT [131] supports CSP models and implements CSP refine-
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ment checks. However, PAT does not support the generalised version of CSP parallel
composition. Therefore, we prefer FDR where this version of the parallel composition
is implemented.
Contributions in this chapter
1. The implementation of soaCSP in CSPM [128] (the machine readable version
of CSP). As a result, all CSP tools which use CSPM as their input language,
could be used to reason on the correctness of soaCSP models; details follow in
the chapter.
2. Encoding a finance case study in soaCSP, and illustrating the usability of
soaCSP.
Structure of this chapter Section 7.2 presents the implementation of soaCSP in
CSPM . Section 7.3 illustrates the usability of our calculus by encoding the finance
case study in soaCSP. Finally, Section 7.4 concludes the chapter and discusses the
related works.
7.2 Implementing soaCSP in FDR
In this section, we provide an implementation of soaCSP in FDR [12] which is the
model checker of CSP. FDR uses CSPM [128] as the input language. CSPM is the
machine readable version of CSP. Encoding soaCSP into CSPM permits soaCSP users
to use other CSP tools, like the trace animator Probe [7].
As previously mentioned, soaCSP consists of three parts: CSPa, MCSP, and
CSPs. In the following sections we discuss the implementation of each part in CSPM .
7.2.1 Implementing CSPa in FDR
To implement CSPa in FDR we use the encoding statements (listed in Definition 3.5).
We also encode BΣ to be the CSP process defined in Section 3.2. We use in and out
keywords in front of channel names to encode a← and a→ events respectively. Thus,
in.a?x and out.a!x represent a?>x and a!<x events respectively in the theoretical
model.
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bufferedEvents = let
bf(a,s) = if null(s) then ( (out.a?x -> bf(a,<x>)) [] SKIPP )
else ((in.a!head(s) -> bf(a,tail(s))[]
#s<N & (out.a?x -> bf(a,s^<x>))) [] SKIPP)
within (||| x:ev @ bf(x,<>))
According to our model this buffer should be created for all events in Σ. However,
to reduce the memory consumption we create this buffer for events in ev only, where
ev is the set of asynchronous events provided by the user. If the user is happy to
include all events then set Events can be used; Events in CSPM corresponds to Σ in
CSP. All the buffers start empty.
In our implementation, we prefer to design the buffered-Σ to be bounded and for
a set of events instead of the whole Σ. This is to reduce the consumption of memory
and accelerate the assertion time in FDR. Although these limits are not requirements
of FDR we prefer to give the user the ability to accelerate the assertion time and
reduce memory consumption.
The preprocessing step in our theoretical model, which installs the buffered-Σ, is
encoded in our implementation by the function asy. This function puts the system
process in parallel with the buffered-Σ.
asy(p)= p [| {|in.a, out.a, term | a<-ev |} |] bufferedEvents
To deal with termination, users should use SKIPP instead of SKIP to evaluate the
new terminal signal term first, and use par function instead of ‖A to force synchro-
nisation on successful terminations of processes. Synchronisation is achieved through
term.
SKIPP = term -> SKIP
par(p,A,q)= p [| union({|term|},A) |] q
If a system terminates the buffers will be forced to terminate due to the external
choice with SKIPP. This choice is resolved by the environment. Thus, the buffered-
Σ will terminate as soon as the system terminates. This will avoid the problem of
dangling buffers when the system terminates.
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7.2.2 Implementing MCSP in FDR
To implementMCSP in FDR we use some of the encoding ideas listed in Section 4.4,
in particular the regulator process. MCSP relies on the idea of updating the parallel
composition’s interface set; however, FDR does not support updating the interface set.
In FDR, the interface set is computed at the beginning then processes are evaluated
accordingly. To overcome this restriction we change the parallel composition to a
parallel composition with regulator. In other words, if p, q areMCSP processes then
p ‖A q will be written as follows:
(reg(A)|||p) ‖Σ (reg(A)|||p), where reg(A) = x:Σ−A x→ reg(A).
As a result, participants in the parallel composition will synchronise on all events;
if the event is in A then it should be evaluated by the processes, otherwise events will
be passed by the regulator. The clue here is that the set A in the regulator can be
updated.
To update the set A in the regulator we define a special channel chUpdate which
carries the mobile channel and a mark. If the mark is plus then add the mobile
channel to the set A, so the regulator will no longer pass it out from the parallel
composition and the process should evaluate it. If the mark is minus then omit the
mobile channel from the set A , so the regulator will be able to pass it out from the
parallel composition.
chUpdate is defined in FDR as follows:
datatype Marks = plus | minus
channel chUpdate: Marks.Mobch
where Mobch is the set of all mobile channels in the system (provided by the user). In
our implementation, mobile channels refer to the name part of channels without their type
definitions. However, in FDR the channel’s name is attached to its type so the name cannot
be used without its data part. Therefore, we ask the user to define aliases for mobile names.
The aliases will be related to the actual channel name by using the ch function. Mobch will
include channel aliases rather than actual channel names. The following example illustrates
how these definitions can be used if we want to send channel product as a mobile channel.
channel mproduct
Mobch={|mproduct|} -- aliases for mobile channels
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ch(mproduct)= product
Sending a mobile channel is done in two steps: first we send the name through the
carrying channel, then we evaluate the chUpdate which will update the regulator according
to the marks used. If the channel has no marks then the second step should be skipped.
For instance, if we have two processes defined in MCSP as p = COM !(product)+ →
product?z → p and q = COM?(x)+ → x?y → q, then in our model these processes should
be written as:
p= COM!mproduct -> chUpdate!plus!mproduct -> product?z -> p
q= COM?x -> chUpdate!plus!x -> ch(x)?y -> q
If we want the process to work in a mobile environment (i.e. sending/receiving chan-
nels), then we should prepare the process for that by using the Mobile function. This
function will attach the process to a regulator then let them synchronise on chUpdate, so
the process can trigger changes in its regulator through channel chUpdate. Finally, we hide
the communications from the environment through chUpdate to avoid mixing updates of
different processes working in parallel.
Mobile(p,A)= (reg(A) [| {|chUpdate|} |] p) \{|chUpdate|}
We define the regulator in FDR as follows:
reg(A) = ([] x:{| y | y<-diff(diff(Events,A),{|chUpdate|})|} @ x -> reg(A))
[] (chUpdate?dir?x -> if (dir==plus) then reg(union(A,{|ch(x)|}))
else reg(diff(A,{|ch(x)|}))
Finally, we implement the parallel composition in FDR as follows:
parmob(p,q)= (p [| diff(Events,{|chUpdate|}) |] q)
The two processes synchronise in all events except chUpdate, which is a private commu-
nication between each process and its regulator.
7.2.3 Implementing CSPs in FDR
In this section, we show how to implement CSPs into FDR.
To facilitate the encoding we assume the following:
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• the number of parallel instances in the definition of persistent services is bounded by
an integer number pn (set by the designers).
• the levels of nested sessions is bounded by an integer number sd (set by the designers).
We first start by implementing a label generator. In the generator we fix the pattern of
labels to be (l.N , where N > 0). A chain of labels will be written as (l.0.l.1. . . . .l.n).
labelGen(i) = new!(i+1) -> labelGen(i+1)
We implement the services as follows:
• Published service: publish(p,N) = . . ., where p is the process and N is the name
given for this published process. This is equivalent to N ⇒ p.
• Persistent service: perServ(p,N) = |||x : {0..pn}@ publish(p, (N.x))
This is equivalent to (∗N) with bound pn. ||| is used because in CSP ||| = ‖{}
Now, the name of the published service will be the given name (N) with an index,
e.g. N.0 will be the name of the first copy.
• Invocation service inv(q,N,A) = . . ., where q is representing the client protocol, N is
the name of the published service needed, and A is the set of events which this service
wants to synchronise on with other services. This is equivalent to (N ⇐ {q}) ‖A.
We define the published service as:
publish(p,N) = diamonds(new)?i ->
if member(N,{z.z’ | z<-pnames, z’<-V})
then diamonds(slabel(session,N))!i -> SKIP
else diamonds(slabel(session,x))!(0.i) -> SKIP
slabel(x,i) = x.i -- Session name
The published service will behave as follows:
1. It will issue a label from the label generator, where diamonds(new) denotes unses-
sioned communication with the generator.
2. Then this label will be passed to the invocation service through the unsessioned chan-
nel session.N , where N is the name of the published service. Here, we distinguished
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between session.N.index.i of the persistent service and session.N.0.i of a regular
service. This can be done by examining the name of the service (checking whether it
has an index or not).
3. Finally, the process p will terminate successfully.
Recall that an unsessioned channel has no label (communication outside the boundaries
of a session).
We define the invocation service as:
inv(q,N,A) = diamonds(slabel(session,N))?((x.y)@@i) ->
(((label(l.y,q) [| {| cl |}|] level)\{|cl|})
[| union({|close|},{|l.y.G | G<-A |}) |]
((label(l.y,process(N)) [| {| cl |}|] level)\{|cl|}) )
The invocation service will behave as follows:
1. It accepts the label from the published service of name N through the unsessioned
channel session.N, where N is the name of the published service. Here, we extract
the label y from i leaving the index or 0.
2. Then, it evolves to a parallel composition containing the process q and the published
process with name N . The published process can be retrieved by using the function
process(N). The two processes will synchronise on the set of events A which is provided
by the user and on close which is the explicit close of sessions.
Note. In our model, the relationship between a process and its published names
should be explicitly defined via the function process(servicename)=processname. For
instance, process(Bank)=Bankpro is defining the name Bank as the published name
for the process Bankpro.
3. Finally, the parallel composition will be given the label l.y using the function la-
bel(L,pro).
The join invocation works in the same way except that the label, which will be given,
contains the key js, and the function used for labelling is labelj(L,pro).
The labelling operator is not implemented in FDR. For that we implement a function
which does the labelling by renaming all the names inside a process to label.channel.
label(L,pro) = pro [[ (cl.ll)<-(cl.(<L>^ll)) , (js.lab.x)<-(L.x) ,
x<-(L.x) , (diam.x)<-(diam.x), (fp.x)<-x
| x<-diff(Events,{|cl,session|}), lab <-labonly ]]
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where pro is the process and L is the label. Here, diam and fp are used as keys to control
the labelling.
diam events always skip the label renaming whereas fp events skip the labelling only
once in the current renaming operation.
diam and fp keys are installed using the functions:
diamonds(s) = diam.s
up(s)= fp.s
Which represent the events a and a ↑ respectively.
The key js indicates that the process is joining the current session instead of its own
session. Therefore, the previous label js.lab is replaced by the current label L.
The cl event is used by the termination algorithm. cl stores the current label l to use
this label in the hierarchy termination.
labelj is a variation from the label function, which keeps the extra session communi-
cations with no change and does not store the current label in the termination variable
cl.
labelj(L,pro) = pro [[ (js.lab.x)<-(L.x) ,
x<-(L.x) , (diam.x)<-(diam.x) , (fp.x)<-(fp.x)
| x<-diff(Events,{|cl,session|}), lab <-labonly , ll<-eeh1]]
The label operator ends with an outer renaming extracom(pro) which removes the extra
session keys diam,fp. In addition, if a join invocation reaches this upper level and has not
been renamed before then this join invocation is not nested and should create a new session.
Therefore, this renaming keeps the join invocation label and just removes the js key.
extracom(pro) = pro [[ (js.leb)<-(leb) , (diam.x)<-x , (fp.x)<-x
| x<-Events, leb <-EWL ]]
The termination algorithm is supported with these functions:
SSKIP= cl!<> -> SKIP
level= cl?s->levelup(cl.s)
levelup(cl.s)= if ((s)==(<>)) then SKIP else head(s).close ->
levelup(cl.tail(s))
LISTEN= (close -> STOP) [] SKIP
term_Hnr(p,q)= (p [| {| close |} |] (close -> q))
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As a result of not been able to change SKIP code, because it is part of the FDR code, we
ask designers to use SSKIP, which will tag SKIP with labels.
Moreover, ordinary SKIP is represented in our implementation by the event close.
SSKIP will initiate the termination algorithm by sending the termination variable cl to
the levelling up engine level,levelup.
cl is a variable which is used to store all the labels that this terminated process passed
by. FDR does not support variables with storage, therefore, we attached to cl an empty
list and accumulatively store the labels in this sequence during the renaming phase. Labels
should be stored in order.
The levelling up engine then uses the stored labels in cl to start the termination algo-
rithm. This is done by evaluating the event close with every label in cl list in backward
order.
Finally, the parallel composition between a published service and an invocation service
N ⇒ p ‖A N ⇐ {q} , in our implementation, should be written as:
extracom(publish(p,N)) [| {|session,close|} |] extracom(inv(q,N,A))
This parallel composition only synchronises a published service with an invocation. In case
two published services or two invocations are put in parallel, they will not synchronise. This
agrees with our operational semantics.
To allow the system to work, the parallel composition operator should be put in parallel
with the label generator.
... [|{| new |}|] labelGen(0)
7.3 Case study
In this section, we provide a detailed implementation for the Finance Case Study [65, 66,
132] which was created within the scope of the Sensoria EU project [8]. First we present
the informal specification of the case study then we discuss the implementation and the
evaluation of the case study using the soaCSP functions in CSP tools.
7.3.1 Finance Case Study
We consider a bank portal where the client requests a credit. The credit request scenario
is described as follows:
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The client first logs into a bank portal service by providing his ID and his password. The
login information will first be validated by an authentication service where all customers
information are stored. If the information is valid then the customer will be able to use
the services of this bank. We focus in this case study on the credit request process only.
Therefore, after logging in the customer will be able to request credit from the bank. The
client can now place a new request, which includes the desired amount and the securities
which form a balance. The balance is then assessed according to the output from the
securities analysis service and the desired amount. If the balance is valid then the request
is processed by the portal, which generates an automatic rating for the request; if not then
the customer is asked to update his balance which will be assessed again.
According to the rating value one of the following scenarios will happen:
1. The client got “AAA” rating if the worth of securities is greater than the credit
amount. This means that the client has a positive balance and the portal will generate
an automatic offer for him, then the customer can accept or reject the offer.
2. The client got “BBB” rating if the worth of securities is at least half of the credit
amount, then the client has a positive balance. In this case, the portal places the
request with the rating in the task list of clerks for evaluation. Later, a clerk will
retrieve a task from the list and evaluate it. If the risk is “HIGH” then the request
is refused, otherwise a bank manager is consulted to approve the credit by placing
the request, the rating and the clerk’s evaluation in managers’ task list. Then, a
manager will retrieve the task and evaluate it. If the manager’s decision is to approve
the credit then an offer is generated, and the customer can accept or reject the offer.
If the manager consulted refuses to accept the request then the client is notified
accordingly.
3. The client got “CCC” rating if the worth of securities is less than the half of the
credit amount. In this case the request is automatically rejected.
If an offer is generated and the client’s decision is to accept the offer, then this offer
is placed in the task list of an automated service which is notified to schedule the money
transfer. Then the automated service will inform the client of the date of the transfer.
The client is able to cancel the request at any time in the process. If the client chooses




7.3.2 Implementing the Finance Case Study in soaCSP
From the case study description we can conclude that the main services in our case study
are: Client, BankPortal, CreditRequest, ClerkList, and ManagerList. Additionally, there
are auxiliary services which are: Authentication, Rating, BalanceValidation, SecAnlaysis,
and MoneyTransfer.
To design this scenario we start with the client establishing a session with the BankPortal
service to access the bank services. If the client chooses to request a credit then the client
service will establish a multiparty private subsession inside the bank to approve the client
request. The details of the services are as follow:
The client first logs into the bank portal by providing his credentials (userID and pass-
word). More specifically, the client establishes a session with BankPortal then sends a
message login containing the relevant information, then waits for either one of two mes-
sages: (Valid) if his credentials match an existing user, or (notValid) with an error message
if not. If he receives the Valid message then he can start using the bank services. If the
logging in failed then the client will be notified by the message notValid.ErroMSG, and
the session will be closed. The client will then be asked to login again.
As stated in Section 7.3.1, we focus in this case study on the credit request process only.
Therefore, after logging in the client will be able to request credit from the bank.
The client can request a credit by invoking the service CreditRequest, and asking
it to join the existing session. The client then sends a message request containing the
desired amount and the securities. This information forms the balance, which should be
validated first by CreditRequest service, and the client will be notified accordingly about
the results. If the balance is valid then the client receives the message (validBalance), and
waits afterwards for either one of two actions that inform of the bank’s decision: either he
receives an offer which he can accept or reject, or he receives a message (requestDenied)
where the session will be closed. In the case in which the request is approved, the message
transferDate is sent informing of the date when the funds are to be made available.
Alternatively, if the balance is not valid, the client is asked to enter the relevant information
again.
client= BankPortal ⇐ { login!ID!pass → ( (notValid.ErrorMSG → SKIP) 
(Valid → CreditRequest ⇐+ { µ.CRrec ( request!amount!SEC →
(validBalance → ( userOffer  (requestDenied → SKIP) ) )
 (notvalidBalance → CRrec) ) } ) }
userOffer= offer?amount → ( ( AcceptOffer → transferDate?date → SKIP)
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u ( RejectOffer → SKIP) )
Next we show the code of the BankPortal service. To indicate that the service is per-
sistently available we use the notation ∗ with the service name. Firstly, the service receives
the login message, then proceeds by opening a new subsession with the Authentication
service to validate the client credentials. The Authentication service receives the re-
quest for validation via message ValidID. After that, the service will search the full clients
database to match the user ID and password with an existing record. We assume that this
database is a shared database outside the service code, therefore we use  to indicate that
this communication is evaluated outside the border of this session. Both the client and
BankPortal services will be notified accordingly via multi-synchronization communication
about the result of searching the clients database. We use ↑ with these notification messages
because they will be propagated to the upper session where the client service operates.
*BankPortal ⇒ login?ID?pass → Authentication ⇐ { ValidID!ID!pass
→ ( (notValid↑.ErrorMSG → SKIP)  (Valid↑ → SKIP) ) }
*Authentication ⇒ ValidID?ID?pass → searchDB!ID!pass → getDBresult?ser
→ if (ser==exists) then (Valid↑ → SKIP)
else (notValid↑.ErrorMSG → SKIP)
The CreditRequest service is the main service in this scenario. The service code starts
by receiving the request, then proceeds by opening a new session with BalanceValidation
service to validate the balance. Both the CreditRequest and the client services will be
notified accordingly via multi-synchronization communication about the validation result.
We use ↑ with these notification messages because they will be propagated to the upper
session where the client service operates. If the balance is not valid then the client will be
asked to re-enter his request with the right balance and then it will be validated again. If the
balance is valid then the service Rating is asked to join the current session to calculate and
provide a rating for this request. Afterwards, the service takes several branches according
to the rating value as follows:
1. If the rating is “AAA”, then an offer will be generated directly.
2. If the rating is “BBB”, then the bank clerk will be asked to evaluate the risk of
such request. The request with the rating will be added to clerks’ task list, which is
managed by service Clerklist. Later, the Clerk can retrieve the request and evaluate




Given the risk information, the CreditRequest service then acts according to the
risk factor: if it is “HIGH” then the request is declined and the client is notified
by message (requestDenied); otherwise the request with the rating value and the
clerk’s evaluation is placed in the mangers’ task list, which is managed by service
Managerlist, to seek a manager approval. Later, the Manager can retrieve the
request and evaluate it, then reply with his decision via message Mdecision.dec.
After receiving the manager’s decision, service CreditRequest acts accordingly: ei-
ther an offer is generated denoting that the request has been approved, or the client
is notified by means of a requestDenied message that the request has not been
approved.
3. If the rating is “CCC”, then the request is automatically declined and the client is
notified by message requestDenied.
*CreditRequest ⇒ µ.Rrec ( request?amount?SEC → BalanceValidation ⇐ {
ValidateBC!amount!SEC →
(validBalance↑ → Rating ⇐+ { getRate!amount!SEC →
returnRate?R → if R==AAA then generateOffer
else if R=CCC then ( RequestDenied↑ → SKIP)
else ProcessRequest } )  (notvalidBalance↑ → Rrec) )
ProcessRequest= ClerkList ⇐+ { addtoClist!amount!SEC!R →
assessRisk?risk?eval → if risk==HIGH then (requestDenied↑ → SKIP)
else ManagerList ⇐+ { addtoMlist!amount!SEC!R!eval →
Mdecision?dec → if dec==approve then generateOffer
else (requestDenied↑ → SKIP) } }
The processes generateOffer and ProcessRequest are ordinary soaCSP processes
which are used to organise the code of service CreditRequest. The code of the former
process is provided below. The process of generating an offer starts by sending the offered
amount to the client. If he accepts then service TransferMoney will be asked to join the
current session to schedule the date of transferring the money. If he rejects the offer then
the session is closed.
generateOffer= offer↑!amount → (( AcceptOffer↑ →
TransferMoney ⇐+ { transMoney?amount → SKIP } )
 ( RejectOffer↑ → SKIP) )
*TransferMoney ⇒ transMoney!amount → transferDate↑!date → SKIP
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As stated in the description of the CreditRequest, a new session is established with
the BalanceValidation service to validate the balance. The code of BalanceValidation
service starts by receiving the balance to be validated via message ValidateBC. To val-
idate the balance, service BalanceValidation needs to analyse the securities. Therefore
it invokes service SecAnalysis in the current session and sends securities to be analysed.
According to the returned analysis result from the service SecAnalysis, the service Bal-
anceValidation either sends the message validBalance to both the CreditRequest and
the client services if the balance is acceptable (analysis is OK) or sends the message not-
validBalance to both the CreditRequest and the client services if the balance is not
acceptable (analysis is notOK). We use ↑ with these notification messages because it will
be propagated to the upper session where the client service operates.
*BalanceValidation ⇒ ValidateBC?amount?SEC → SecAnalysis ⇐+ {
analysis!SEC → analysed?val → if val==OK then ( validBalance↑
→ SKIP) else ( notvalidBalance↑ → SKIP) }
*SecAnalysis ⇒ analysis?SEC → analysisforSEC.SEC → analysed!val → SKIP
The Rating service is invoked by the CreditRequest service to give a rate to the
current balance. The details of how the rate is calculated or how the securities are analysed
are not a concern for this case study.
*Rating ⇒ getRate?amount?SEC → calculaterate.amount.SEC →
returnRate!R → SKIP
To implement the ClerkList and ManagerList services we use asynchronous com-
munications. The stratagem here is to use the buffer attached to the asynchronous com-
munication to act as the list. Moreover, the asynchronous communication is preferable
here because the services need to interact with bank employees. The ClerkList service
manages the clerks’ list which is represented by channel Clist. The service code starts
with the service CreditRequest sending the message addtoClist and sending the rele-
vant information. The service then stores it in the buffer of the channel Clist by sending
an asynchronous message via this channel with the relevant information, i.e, Clist!<. We
use the symbol  to indicate that this list should be shared between all clients’ requests,
not only the request in the current session. However, to keep the state information of the
current session (i.e., the session label), and to provide a way of communicating with the cur-
rent session, we send with the request information a mobile channel (i.e., thisuser). Later,
the clerk retrieves a request from the list, evaluates it, then temporarily merges with the
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request session and returns the risk and the evaluation using the mobile channel thisuser.
The sketch in Figure 7.1 graphically illustrates this service and its relevant processes.
Figure 7.1: The finance case study messages sequence
The service ClerkList continues by sending back the risk value and the evaluation to
the CreditRequest service. The ManagerList service works similarly to the ClerkList
service. The difference is that it uses Mlist as the buffered channel and uses thisEuser to
store the session state information. The details of how the clerks or managers evaluate the
request are not a concern for this case study.
*ClerkList ⇒ addtoClist?amount?SEC?R → Clist!<(thisuser).amount.SEC.R →
thisuser?>risk?eval → assessRisk!risk!eval → SKIP
*ManagerList ⇒ addtoMlist?amount?SEC?R?eval →
Mlist!<(thisEuser).amount.SEC.R.eval → thisEuser?>dec →
Mdecision!dec → SKIP
Clerk= Clist?>(x).amount.SEC.R → evaluateC → x!<risk!eval → Clerk
Manager= Mlist?>(x).amount.SEC.R.eval → evaluateM → x!<dec → Manager
We use the asynchronous mode to exchange information through the mobile channel
thisuser, which simplifies the code and ensures the delivery of data. Alternatively, the
ClerkLists service and Clerks process could synchronise on a channel known in advance,
say connect. Then, through connect, ClerkLists sends the mobile channel with the (+)
mark (i.e., connect?(thisuser)+) in order to add it to the interface set which permits syn-
chronisations through this mobile channel. The same thing applies to the mobile channel
thisEuser.
The challenging behaviour in this case study is the cancel option of the client. If the
client cancels his request then he should not receive any messages regarding this request
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from the system. Additionally, the system should propagate the cancel order through the
session to close the current session and delete the client request from lists if it has been
added. To implement this behaviour we do the following:
First, we introduce the cancel event which represents the client cancel order. This
event should be evaluated if the client wants to cancel his request. With this event and
in order to capture the cancel option from the client interface, we install non-deterministic
choices in all places where the system delivers information to the client. This ensures that
if the client cancels his request then this order will resolve the choice and he will not receive
any more messages regarding his request. The client process could be updated as follows:
client= BankPortal ⇐ { ( login!2!2 → ( (
(notValid?ErrorMSG → SKIP) 
(Valid → ( CreditRequest ⇐+ { ( µ.CRrec (
( request!2!2 → ( ( ( validBalance → (( userOffer
 (requestDenied → SKIP))
u (cancel→SKIP)) )
 (notvalidBalance → CRrec) )
u (cancel → SKIP) ) )
u (cancel→SKIP) ) ) }
u (cancel→SKIP) ) ) )
u (cancel→SKIP) )
u (cancel→SKIP)) }
userOffer= offer?2 → ( ( ( AcceptOffer → ( (transferDate?date → SKIP)
u (cancel→SKIP) ) u
( RejectOffer → SKIP))) u (cancel→SKIP))
Secondly, in the case in which the cancel option is chosen by the client, then services
should be informed that they should interrupt their execution, close the session, and remove
the request from lists to which it has been added. This can be achieved by installing
deterministic choices with the cancel event in the code of these services, in all the places
where the system should deliver information to the client. These deterministic choices are
used by services to check if a cancel order has been issued by the client before sending
any data to him. The deterministic choices in the service code will be resolved by the
non-deterministic choices in the client code.
If the cancel option has been announced in the session then the session should close
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rather than sending this data, therefore we evaluate SKIP after the cancel event.
In addition to closing the session, any evaluation order that has been placed in the lists
of Managers or Clerks should be deleted. In order to implement this behaviour we check
for cancel order from the client before adding or retrieving data from these lists. If a cancel
order is detected then we design a loop which deletes the client request from these lists.
The code of these services should be updated as follows:
*BankPortal ⇒ ( login?ID?pass → Authentication ⇐ {
( ValidID!ID!pass →( (
(notValid↑?ErrorMSG → SKIP) 
(Valid↑ → SKIP) )  (cancel↑ →SKIP)) ) }
 (cancel↑ →SKIP))
*CreditRequest ⇒ ( µRrec.( ( request?amount?SEC →
BalanceValidation ⇐ { ( ValidateBC!amount!SEC →
(( ( validBalance↑ → Rating ⇐+ {
( getRate!amount!SEC → returnRate?R →
if (R == AAA) then generateOffer(amount)
else if (R == CCC) then ((up(requestDenied) → SKIP)
 (cancel↑ →SKIP))
else ProcessRequest(amount,SEC,R) ) }
)  (notvalidBalance↑ → Rrec)
)  (cancel↑ →SKIP) )
) } )  (cancel→SKIP) ) )
generateOffer(amount)= offer↑!amount →( ( ( AcceptOffer↑ →(
TransferMoney ⇐+ { transMoney!amount → SKIP }
 (cancel↑ →SKIP)) )  ((RejectOffer↑ → SKIP)
 (cancel↑ →SKIP)) )  (cancel↑ →SKIP))
*Authentication ⇒ ValidID?ID?pass → searchDB!ID!pass →
getDBresult.exists → if (exists == exists)
then ( (Valid↑ → SKIP)  (cancel↑ →SKIP))
else ((notValid↑!InvalidName → SKIP)  (cancel↑ →SKIP))
*TransferMoney ⇒ transMoney?amount → scheduletransfer
→ ((transferDate↑!2 → SSKIP)  (cancel↑ → SKIP))
*BalanceValidation ⇒ ValidateBC?amount?SEC → SecAnalysis ⇐+ {
(analysis!SEC → analysed?val → if (val == OK)
then (( validBalance↑ → SKIP)  ( cancel↑ →SKIP))
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else (( notvalidBalance↑ → SSKIP)  ( cancel↑ →SKIP)) ) }
*SecAnalysis ⇒ analysis?SEC → secanalysisE → analysed!OK → SKIP
*Rating ⇒ getRate?amount?SEC → calculaterate.amount.SEC →
returnRate!BBB → SKIP
ProcessRequest(amount,SEC,R)= ClerkList ⇐+ { (( addtoClist!amount!SEC!R
→ assessRisk?risk?eval → if (risk == HIGH)
then ((requestDenied↑ → SSKIP)  (cancel↑ →SKIP))
else ManagerList ⇐+ { ((addtoMlist!amount!SEC!R!eval
→ Mdecision?dec → if (dec == approve)
then generateOffer(amount)
else (( requestDenied↑ → SKIP)
 ( cancel↑ →SKIP)) )
 ( cancel↑ →SKIP)) }
)  (cancel↑ →SKIP)) }
*ClerkList ⇒ addtoClist?amount?SEC?R → ( Clist!<(thisuser).amount.SEC.R
→ ( (thisuser?>?risk?eval → assessRisk!risk!eval → SKIP)
 ( cancel↑ → µdel.(Clist?>(x).amount.SEC.R →
if (x == thisuser) then SKIP else (Clist!<(x).amount.SEC.R
→ del)) ) )  ( cancel↑ →SKIP))
Clerk= Clist?>(x).amount.SEC.R → evaluateC → x!<LOW!2 → Clerk
*ManagerList ⇒ addtoMlist?amount?SEC?R?eval → (
Mlist!<(thisEuser).amount.SEC.R.eval → (
( thisEuser?>dec → Mdecision!dec → SKIP) 
(cancel↑ → µmdel.(Mlist?>(x).amount.SEC.R.eval
→ if (x == thisEuser) then SKIP else
(Mlist!<(x).amount.SEC.R.eval → mdel)) ))
 (cancel↑ →SKIP))
Manager= Mlist?>(x).amount.SEC.R.eval → evaluateM → x!<approve → Manager
This implementation ensures that if the client cancels his request then the related session
will be closed. However, the system will be frozen rather than terminating properly. This is
because the non deterministic choice in the client code will resolve the deterministic choice
in the current working service.
While we managed to stop the processing of this request, the system will not terminate
and disappear from the environment. Using the LISTEN process will not suite our purpose
here because it will close all sessions and terminate services if any termination is announced
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anywhere in the system. Implementation of this behaviour should be easier if the compen-
sation features of Chapter 8 are included in soaCSP. Having the compensations extension
in soaCSP will terminate the system rather than freezing it. This addition is proposed as
future work, and the result of this extension on the implementation of the case study is
discussed in Section 8.5.
These services should collaborate in a system as follows:
system = client ‖A
(
(*BankPortal ‖{| V alidID, notV alid↑ , V alid↑ |} *Authentication) |||(
*CreditRequest ‖B(
(*BalanceValidation ‖{|analysis,analysed|} *SecAnalysis) |||
*Rating ||| *TransferMoney ||| *ClerkList ||| *ManagerList
) ) )
Where
A={| login, Valid, notValid, request, validBalance, requestDenied, cancel,
notvalidBalance, offer, AcceptOffer, RejectOffer, transferDate |}
B={| ValidateBC, validBalance↑ , notvalidBalance↑ , getRate,returnRate,
transMoney ,addtoClist,assessRisk, addtoMlist,Mdecision, cancel |}
finance = (system ||| (Clerks ||| Managers)) ‖{| a←,a→ | a∈ Σ |} BΣ
The message sequence chart for the services’ interactions is shown in Figure 7.3, and an
illustrated sketch for this case study session hierarchy is provided in Figure 7.2.
7.3.3 Evaluating the case study in CSP tools
This case study shows an interesting scenario where not only multiple services interact
in a session, but also the number of services that interact simultaneously in the session
depends on some runtime conditions, e.g. the Clerk and Manager services are only invoked
if the rating is “BBB”, otherwise they do not participate in the collaboration; and the
TransferMoney service is only asked to join in the session when the client accepts the offer.
As mentioned in the Introduction chapter, the advantage of using formal methods to
model SOC systems is being able to reason on the correctness of these systems. In the
previous section (Section 7.3.2), we used soaCSP functions in CSPM , which were presented
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Figure 7.2: Session hierarchy of the finance case study
in sections 7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, to implement the finance case study1. In this section, we
run this implementation in Probe [7], the trace animator of CSP, and FDR [12], the model
checker of CSP. Firstly, we use Probe to demonstrate that our functions generate the right
trace and work as desired. Secondly, we use FDR to prove some of the significant properties
of the system.
The outputs of running the implementation of the finance case study in Probe are shown
in the figures which are presented in this section.
Figure 7.4 shows the process of providing a unique label number for each service in
the system, so 9 labels for 9 services. It shows also that the only possible trace for the
client process in this system is to invoke BankPortal service. The invocation of the service
BankPortal will open a new session. This session is labelled with the unique number which
was given to the service by the system, i.e. 7 in this particular case.
In Figure 7.5, we demonstrate the scenario of logging in to the system. At point 1 we
show that the cancel option can be captured before asking the user to login. At point 2 the
trace shows that the client can login and then can still choose to cancel (exit the system).
The logging scenario should be evaluated under the opened session l.7. To complete the
logging in process the BankPortal process invokes the Authentication service in a new sub-
session l.7.l.8 as it appears in the trace and passes the information to it. The Authentication




Figure 7.3: The finance case study messages sequence
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Figure 7.4: Issuing labels to services
service connects to the users’ database to validate the user ID. The connection to the users’
database is done outside the session’s boundaries, i.e. unsessioned communications , so
no labels are attached to this event. Although the client should be able to issue the cancel
option here, the system will not respond because it is busy doing internal work.
In Figure 7.6, the trace shows, at point 1, that the Authentication service will send
the validation result, Valid or notValid, simultaneously to the client and to the Bankportal
service (we choose the Valid trace in this figure). Note that, the Authentication service
sends the result to the parent session l.7, by using the upper communications ↑, although
it works in the subsession l.7.l.8. The system can be interrupted before sending this result
if the client cancels his request. It appears in the trace, at point 2, that the client can now
invoke the CreditRequest service to request a credit. After the invocation the client can
ask for loans by providing the relevant information. The system can also capture the cancel
order from the client instead of evaluating the request order, as point 3 shows in the trace.
Following the process of issuing a request, Figure 7.7 presents the process of validating
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Figure 7.5: Logging in scenario
the provided balance. The process starts (see point 1 in the trace) by invoking the Bal-
anceValidation service in a new subsession with the label shown in the figure l.7.l.2. The
remainder of the trace presents the steps for validating a balance which involves invoking
the SecAnalysis service to join the current session, therefore the label of this service (3 as
shown in the figure) will be neglected and the current session label l.7.l.2 will be used in-
stead, as can be seen at point 2 in the figure. The SecAnalysis service analyses the securities
provided in the balance and sends the results back to the BalanceValidation service (here
we choose the result to be OK).
As soon as the result of analysing the securities provided is received, the service Bal-
anceValidation responds accordingly to both the client and the CreditRequest service by
sending either the message validBalance or notvalidBalance in the same way as the message
Valid was sent to them by the Authentication service. Following that, the CreditRequest
service will respond accordingly by either asking the client to enter the correct data if the
received message is notvalidBalance, or invoking the Rating service to join the current ses-
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Figure 7.6: Issuing a request
sion to provide a rate for this request as shown in Figure 7.8 at point 1. According to the
received rate, the CreditRequest service will respond as follows:
1. If the received rate is CCC then the CreditRequest service will automatically decline
the request and send a message to the client informing him that his request was
declined as shown in Figure 7.8 at point 2.
2. If the received rate is AAA then the CreditRequest service will automatically send
an offer to the client as shown in Figure 7.9 at point 1.
3. If the received rate is BBB then the CreditRequest service places this request in
the clerks’ list for evaluation by invoking the ClerkList service to join the current
session, then sending the request to it as shown in Figure 7.10 at point 1. Then
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Figure 7.7: Validating a balance
the ClerkList places this request in the buffer of event Clist along with the mobile
channel thisuser to save the state of this session and the relevant information, refer
to point 2 in Figure 7.10. This buffer is automatically created in the system for
any asynchronous communication which is accomplished in the system by using the
keywords in,out with channel names as been explained in Section 7.2.1. Note that, all
events are evaluated under session l.7.l.2, therefore the events have the label l.7.1.2.
However, Clist event are unlabelled because it is unsessioned communication; refer
to the implementation in Section 7.3.2 for details. mthisuser is the corresponding
mobile alias for channel thisuser ; refer to Section 7.2.2 for details.
If a clerk (presented in the system with process Clerks) is ready to evaluate this
request, then he will retrieve this request from the buffer of the Clist event by eval-
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Figure 7.8: The rate CCC scenario
uating an asynchronous output communication via channel Clist, refer to point 1 in
Figure 7.11. Moreover, refer to Figure 7.12 at point 1 to observe the data feeding and
consuming in Clist buffer.
If a clerk has evaluated this request then the clerk will asynchronously send the
evaluation via the mobile channel thisuser as shown at point 2 Figure 7.11. Later,
the ClerkList service will asynchronously receive the evaluation and will then send it
back to the CreditRequest service via channel assessRisk, see Figure 7.11 at point 4.
If the received risk was HIGH then the CreditRequest service will reject this request
automatically as was done with a request rated CCC. If the received risk was LOW
then the CreditRequest service places this request in the managers’ list for evaluation




Figure 7.9: The rate AAA scenario
Figure 7.10: The rate BBB scenario
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Figure 7.11: The processing of a request by the service ClerkList
Figure 7.12: Data in buffers
The CreditRequest service sends the request to the ManagerList service which in turn
places this request in the buffer of event Mlist along with the mobile channel thisEuser
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and the relevant information. Later, the ManagerList service will asynchronously
receive the manager’s decision regarding this request, and will then send it back to
the CreditRequest service via channel Mdecision, see Figure 7.13 at point 1. If the
manager’s decision is to approve the request then an offer will be generated for the
client as was done with a request rated AAA.
Figure 7.13: The processing of a request by the service Manager List
If an offer is generated for the client as been shown in Figure 7.14 point 1, then the client
can accept the offer, reject the offer, or cancel the request, and the CreditRequest service
will be informed accordingly via messages AcceptOffer, RejectOffer, or cancel as points 2
and 3 show in Figure 7.14. If the client accepts the offer then the CreditRequest service
will invoke the TransferMoney service to join the current session, and pass the amount in
the accepted offer message, to the service, see point 1 in Figure 7.15. If the client has
not cancelled the request yet then the TransferMoney service will arrange directly with the
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client a date to transfer the money to his account, as been shown at point 2 in Figure 7.15.
Note that any messages directed to the client should be labelled with the label of the client
session l.7. Therefore, the transferDate message is labelled with l.7 by using the upper
communication ↑, instead of the current label of the TransferMoney service l.7.1.2.
Figure 7.14: The processing of an offer by the client process
If at any point the user wants to cancel the offer, then the system should be interrupted
and if the request has been placed in clerks’ or managers’ lists then it should be deleted.
Figure 7.16, at point 1, shows the process of deleting a request from the clerks’ list if cancel
has been activated. The deletion is accomplished by retrieving the stored data in Clist.
Point 1 in Figure 7.17 shows the other end of the trace where the evaluation of the deletion
process is presented.
Finally,the termination behaviour of the system, as been explained in Section 7.2.3, is
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Figure 7.15: The processing of an accepted offer by the TransferMoney service
shown in Figure 7.18. Firstly, at point 1, event cl is storing the session labels of the sessions
to be closed. Each session hierarchy has its own cl event. The event cl is evaluated within
the process SSKIP. Secondly, at points 2 and 3, if cl is evaluated then a close event with
the label of the session to be closed now is announced, and all sessions are synchronised on
it. The τ shown at point 4, appears when all close events are evaluated and the session
terminates, then the system just follows the closing behaviour of CSP.
Running our implementation in Probe shows that our implementation externally be-
haves as expected. The previous figures present the events that can be evaluated after
each step in the finance process. This is useful for debugging systems and ensuring that
a specific event or a specific trace is one of the outputs of the tested process. However,
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Figure 7.16: The processing of the cancel option
Figure 7.17: The deletion process for the request from Clist
enumerating traces does not prove any properties of the system. Therefore, we run our
implementation in FDR [12], the Failure-Divergence Refinement model checker of CSP.
In FDR, significant properties like deadlock-freedom, divergence-freedom, and determinism
can be checked simply. Moreover, the trace, failure, and divergence equivalences permit rea-
soning on the equalities between processes in terms of their traces, failures, and divergences.
In FDR, we can also check if a model refines another model in terms of their traces, failures,
and divergences. These refinement checks are very useful for checking whether a process
behaviour is contained within but not necessarily equal to another process’s behaviour; for
CSP equivalences and refinements details refer to Chapter 2 and [84, 124].
We run a version of our implementation without the cancel behaviour in FDR. This is
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Figure 7.18: The termination behaviour of the system
because, the cancel behaviour will cause the system to deadlock, and it seems appropriate
from the design point of view to delay the analysis of such behaviour until the content of
Chapter 8 is incorporated into soaCSP.
The output of running the implementation of the finance case study in FDR is shown
in Figure 7.19. In the FDR we checked the following properties:
• We proved that our implementation is deadlock free. This is because the assertion
statement which asked FDR to check if the finance process is deadlock free passed
with
√
. Therefore, the finance case study will never block.
• We proved that our implementation is livelock free. This is because the assertion
statement which asked FDR to check if the finance process is livelock free passed
with
√
. Therefore, the finance case study will never go into an endless loop.
• We checked if the finance case study is deterministic or not. This check failed as
expected because we have in our implementation the non-deterministic choice in the
client process, where the client non-deterministically can accept or reject offers.
• The fourth assertion in Figure 7.19 acknowledges Theorem 3.1. We proved that the set
of traces produced by a buffered system (asy(system)) is contained in the unbuffered
version of the system.
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• In the last two assertions, we proved that the asynchronous and mobile communi-
cations introduce a delay in communication and provide a dynamic allocation for
channels, but they do not change the behaviour of a system. This proof is achieved
firstly by creating a process financewithoutlists which copies the behaviour of the fi-
nance process; however, instead of the services ClerkList and ManagerList adding the
request to Clist and Mlist and then retrieving the evaluation through mobile chan-
nels, the services ClerkList and ManagerList in financewithoutlists do the evaluation
internally. Secondly, we prove that the financewithoutlists process is trace equivalent
to the finance process if we hide communications through Clist, Mlist, and the mo-
bile channels in the behaviour of the finance process. Trace equivalence is proved by
checking the trace refinement in both directions, i.e, finance refines financewithoutlists
and financewithoutlists refines finance.
Unfortunately, properties like testing if the system will ever generate an offer for the
client after his request was declined, cannot be checked by our implementation. Usually,
this test can be checked by writing a trace like requestDenied → offer?amount → SKIP
then checking if this trace refines the finance process. If the assertion fails then this proves
that this behaviour will never happen in the system. Although this property looks straight-
forward, it can not be evaluated by our implementation because in our implementation the
event requestDenied is different from the event l.7.requestDenied. Therefore, this assertion
will fail, but not for the right reason.
General notes about soaCSP functions in CSPM
• From the figures of the run of the finance case study in Probe, we can observe that if
a subsession is created then the events can be evaluated according to either the full
label or only the internal label of the session, e.g, event transMoney in Figure 7.15 can
be evaluated under l.7.l.2 or l.2. This is because we implement the labelling algorithm
of soaCSP as renaming relations. Therefore, two level of labelling are implemented
by two renaming operators. However, the final result is the same, so this is not
considered to be a mistake; see Section 7.2.3 for soaCSP labelling operator details.
• As Figure 7.18 shows, if the system terminates then the closure of both sessions
will be available. However, this does not meet the requirements of the levelling
up termination algorithm. We will investigate a solution to force the levelling up
algorithm in future work; see Section 7.2.3 for the levelling up algorithm details.
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Figure 7.19: The finance case study in FDR
• As shown in Figure 7.12, in the code we use asynchronous unsessioned communication
through the mobile channel thisuser. This is not compatible with our specification
where we use asynchronous sessioned communication. This is because our implemen-
tation does not support the feature of passing labels along with mobile channels as
we suggested in our theoretical model in Chapter 6. Adding this feature is proposed
as future work.
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7.4 Conclusions and Related Work
In this chapter, we present an implementation for soaCSP calculus in CSPM . soaCSP was
presented theoretically in Chapter 6 page 150, and CSPM is the machine readable version
of CSP, and it is the input language for a range of CSP tools like Probe and FDR which
were used in this chapter. The implementation successfully extends CSPM with functions
to facilitate asynchronous, mobile, and session-based communications.
To the best of our knowledge, soaCSP is the first to provide automated checks through
the model checker FDR for multiparty sessions and mobility. FDR checks include: trace,
failure and divergence equivalence and refinements (see Chapter 2), deadlock-freedom,
divergence-freedom, and determinism. This provides push-button proofs for these signifi-
cant properties.
In the literature, several verification models have been designed like [64, 89, 71, 89, 112]
to provide models for checking web services. However, as mentioned in the Introduction
chapter, we are interested in models based on process calculi. This is because of the kind
of reasoning mechanisms and verification properties that process calculi provide.
In the literature CMC [26] is proposed as a model checker for COWS calculus [100].
However, COWS as mentioned in Section 2.1 does not supports multiparty sessions.
Furthermore in the chapter, we demonstrated an implementation of our calculus for the
finance case study [65, 66, 132] from the Sensoria project [8]. We remark that the produced
code is concise compared to the description of the finance case study in BPEL [66] or in
COWS [132]. This due to the fact that soaCSP supports multiparty sessions which reduce
the number of services and messages which are used to circulate data.
Additionally, we found soaCSP helpful when modelling objects in the case study which
were not necessarily a service such as bank employees. In the case study we model bank
employees as ordinary processes and we permit these processes to communicate with the
running session when needed.
Finally, we evaluate the implementation in Probe and in FDR to demonstrate the rea-





Transactions are units of work comprised of a set of interactions between entities to achieve
a final output [78]. The notion of a transaction is based on the idea of all-or-nothing, that
is, none of the transaction’s effects can take place until the whole transaction is committed.
Basically, there are two types of transactions: Atomic Transaction (AT) and Long
Running Transaction (LRT) [78]. ATs prevent entities from updating system resources
until the whole transaction is committed. Checkpoints and resources’ key-locks are used to
maintain systems in a safe state. LRTs relax the previous condition and allow the entities
to update resources. However, LRTs use compensations to maintain systems in a safe state.
Compensation is a technique to roll-back the system to a consistent state in the case of
failure.
LRTs are intensively used in complex systems like SOC system where entities usually
engage in transactions that last for hours, days or even longer while resources cannot be
locked for such a long time. As a result, modelling languages for complex systems should
be equipped with techniques to implement LRTs.
Considering process calculi as modelling languages, compensation has emerged as a
crucial update. The fundamental idea behind compensating process calculi is to adapt the
well-developed transaction techniques from database theory to the theory of process calculi,
by introducing primitives to model and handle transactions. In essence, the key concepts
introduced within process calculi are as follows:
• Scope which defines the transaction boundaries.
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• Fault which represents an exception thrown by a process (internal fault); fault han-
dlers are procedures which should be evaluated in such a case.
• Termination is the state of a process which is either committed (successfully termi-
nated), or interrupted by other processes (external fault); termination handlers are
procedures which should be evaluated in such a case. If nested transactions are al-
lowed then the fate of these transactions should be determined in cases where the par-
ent transaction terminates. In general there are three possibilities: sub-transactions
will be aborted (i.e. terminated), will be discarded (i.e. deleted), or will be preserved
(i.e. sub-transactions are levelled up and continue running).
• compensation is the reverse behaviour of a process, which should be evaluated in
order to undo the effects of normal execution in the case of a failure; and this is to
roll-back the system to a safe state. If compensations are considered then two issues
should be carefully determined: firstly, the installation of a new compensation in a
system, i.e. saving them until they are needed; secondly, the recovery mechanism
which determines the evaluation order of the saved compensations, and the purpose
of which is to recover the system to a consistent state after a failure.
In general, compensation can be statically implemented in any process calculus by cre-
ating a process, which captures a fixed compensation scenario that is planned in advance.
Static compensations are feasible in systems where the evaluation of processes is fixed.
However, in complex systems where there are interleaved, parallel and complex patterns of
interactions, the compensation scenario heavily depends on the execution order. Therefore,
compensating process calculi have been proposed as a suitable solution for modelling such
complex systems.
The fundamental idea of such process calculi is introducing a new type of processes called
compensable processes. A compensable process comprises two behaviours: the forward
behaviour which corresponds to the normal execution of a process; and the compensation
behaviour which corresponds to its reverse execution, which will be evaluated to undo the
effects of the normal execution in case of a system failure. While a system is running and
according to the execution order, these individual reverse behaviours are sorted and saved
to incrementally and dynamically build a compensation scenario for this system.
Compensations have been introduced in a range of process calculi, including CCS [63],
pi-calculus [99, 135, 96], CSP [49] and Sagas [46, 44]. These compensating process calculi are
either interaction-based or flow-composition calculi [43]. Interaction-based calculi associate
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an explicit compensation sequence with each transaction, where new compensations can
be added dynamically using new primitives, e.g. in [96], the construct (inst bc) is used to
update the transaction compensation sequence with new individual compensations.
On the other hand, flow-composition calculi do not use explicit compensation sequences.
They dynamically construct one by composing, sequentially or in parallel, the individual
compensations of processes which have successfully terminated. This is to undo the effects
of these processes in the case of system failure.
In a case of system failure, i.e. a fault is announced in a transaction, the recovery
mechanism of the calculus will evaluate the compensation sequence associated with this
transaction. We distinguish between static recovery, which is the evaluation of a previ-
ously implemented compensation sequence, and dynamic recovery, which is the evaluation
of a dynamically generated compensation sequence (i.e., generated while the system is run-
ning). In turn, dynamic recovery mechanisms can be classified as: parallel recovery, if all
compensations are executed in parallel; backward recovery, if parallel processes are compen-
sated in parallel and sequential processes are compensated in backward order; and general
dynamic recovery, which is backward recovery with the option of replacing or discarding
compensations at runtime [135, 95, 96].
Compensation has been introduced into CSP by Butler et al [49], who defined compen-
sating CSP (cCSP) as a flow-composition calculus with a backward recovery mechanism.
cCSP has been extended by Chen et al [57, 58] in the Extended compensating CSP (EcCSP),
bringing back some significant operators from the original CSP and developing a theory of
refinement.
In this chapter we extend cCSP further by introducing primitives to facilitate general
dynamic recovery. We call the new calculus DEcCSP (Dynamic EcCSP). Improving the
recovery mechanism from backward recovery to general dynamic recovery allows compen-
sations to be replaced or discarded after they have been recorded. This is useful in many
cases, such as when: (i) The compensation process is unknown at the start. (ii) The com-
pensation process is subject to change while the process evolves. (iii) The compensation’s
logic is complex and spans several processes.
Moreover, DEcCSP extends EcCSP by including the remaining operators of the standard
CSP, and that is to facilitate the specification of complex systems. These operators are:
conditional (if-then-else), iteration (while-do), prefix operator, and named processes.
Contributions of this chapter:
1. Formally introduce primitives to facilitate general dynamic recovery, where compen-
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sations can be replaced or discarded after they have been recorded.
2. We formally extend EcCSP with the remaining operators of the standard CSP, and
that is to facilitate the specification of complex systems. These operators are: condi-
tional (if-then-else), iteration (while-do), prefix operator, and named processes.
Structure of this chapter: Section 8.2 recalls cCSP. Section 8.3 provides an opera-
tional semantics for EcCSP, which had so far only a denotational semantics. The operational
semantics for EcCSP is used as a basis for the design, in section 8.4, of the syntax and the
operational semantics of our calculus, DEcCSP. Section 8.5 illustrates its expressive power
by updating the finance case study in Section 7.3 with compensations. Finally, Section 8.6
concludes the chapter and discusses related works.
8.2 Compensating CSP (cCSP)
In this section we recall the main concepts in cCSP [49], for details of CSP see Section 2.4.3
page 38.
The novelty in cCSP is the introduction of transaction processing features within the
standard CSP processes. cCSP categorises processes into two types: standard processes,
which are a subset of standard CSP processes, and compensable processes, which are stan-
dard processes attached to other standard processes to undo their effects. When a standard
process terminates normally, it evolves to ∅, which means there is nothing to do; however,
when a compensable process terminates normally its compensation will be preserved in case
the transaction fails and the system needs to roll-back.
The syntax of cCSP is presented in Figure 8.1. cCSP includes operators for handling
the key concepts of compensations presented in the introduction. We describe below the
main constructs.
• Scope( [.] ), which identifies a transaction’s boundaries.
• Fault, which is represented in cCSP with the new terminal signal (!). Fault can be
explicitly introduced in a transaction using the THROW primitive process. If a
process throws then it terminates unsuccessfully. Fault handlers can be defined in
cCSP using the . operator, i.e., in p . q, q is the fault handler of p.
• Termination in cCSP can be either successful termination using the standard CSP
terminal signal
√
(Recall that successful termination can be announced in a trans-
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action by using SKIP primitive process) or alternatively, a process can terminate if
it is interrupted by another process. The interruption is presented in cCSP using the
new terminal signal ?. A process can yield to an external exception and terminate by
using the Y IELD primitive process. Transactions can be nested; sub-transactions
should abort if the parent transaction terminates. In cCSP, transaction blocks cannot
be interrupted.
• Compensation in a cCSP compensable process can be defined as a pair of standard
processes which are composed with the new operator (÷), i.e. in p ÷ q, q is the
compensation handler of p.
In addition to the above constructs, the ∅ primitive process is added to the syntax of
cCSP to represent a process which does nothing (similar to STOP in the original CSP). a
atomic process is the process which evaluates event a then terminates successfully. In cCSP,
processes can be composed sequentially or in parallel. Parallel composition are restricted
to synchronise on terminal events solely. Choice between two processes is resolved by either
of them performing an event.
The operational semantics of these operators and primitive processes is presented in
Figure 8.2; it is based on the semantics presented by Ripon and Butler [50], but we have
adapted it to follow the operational semantics of the standard CSP [121, 124].
In this chapter we use the following new notations: pp, qq, . . . denote compensable pro-
cesses. Ω denotes the set of terminal events; ω, ω′ are used to range over this set. ΣτΩ is
the universal set Στ union Ω.
8.3 Extended cCSP (EcCSP)
Chen et al [57, 58] extended cCSP, adapted its trace semantics and developed stable-failure
semantics and failure-divergence semantics for cCSP as in the standard CSP. They also
brought back to the syntax of cCSP the original CSP operators: hiding, renaming, non-
deterministic choice and recursion; see Chapter 2 for the details of these operators. More-
over, they changed the parallel composition operator to synchronise observable events, and
introduced speculative choice (); a preliminary semantics for speculative choice was pre-
sented in Butler et al [49] and Ripon [120], but it was not included in the original cCSP.
The EcCSP syntax is shown in Figure 8.3.
EcCSP [57, 58] was developed using denotational semantics. As previously mentioned in
the Introduction chapter, we develop an operational semantics for our calculus to facilitate
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(Standard Processes)
p, q ::= a (Atomic process)
| pq (Choice operator)
| p; q (Sequential composition)
| p ‖ q (Parallel composition)
| SKIP (Primitive process)
| THROW (Primitive process)
| Y IELD (Primitive process)
| p . q (Interrupt handler)
| ∅ (Primitive process)
| [pp] (Transaction block)
(Compensable Processes)
pp, qq ::= p÷ q (Compensation pair)
| ppqq (Choice operator)
| pp; qq (Sequential composition)
| pp ‖ qq (Parallel composition)
| SKIPP (Primitive process)
| THROWW (Primitive process)
| Y IELDD (Primitive process)
Figure 8.1: cCSP Syntax
the implementation in the model checker. To be consistent with the semantics presented
in this thesis, and considering DEcCSP as an extension to EcCSP we need to develop an
operational semantics for EcCSP. In this section, we develop an operational semantics for
EcCSP based on the operational semantics of cCSP and CSP. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 present
the new and the adaptive inference rules; the remainder of EcCSP is similar to cCSP. The
adaptive rules are as follows:
• Choice, which can be deterministic or non-deterministic as in the standard CSP; see
Chapter 2. Deterministic choice is resolved by either of the processes performing an
observable or terminal event. On the other hand, non-deterministic choice is resolved
by either of the processes performing the silent event “τ”.
• Parallel composition, which has been parameterised with an interface set as in the
standard CSP. The purpose of this set is to govern the synchronisation between
participants. Thereby, every event in this set should be performed simultaneously,
otherwise events can interleave in any order.
• Transaction block, in EcCSP, the semantics of transaction block is adjusted to permit
interruptions. In the same way atomic process semantics has been adjusted to permit
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p ‖ qω&ω′−→ ∅
(ω, ω′ ∈ Ω)
Where:
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p÷ q ω−→SKIP (ω ∈ {!, ?})
Primitive processes:
SKIPP = SKIP ÷ SKIP THROWW = THROW ÷ SKIP Y IELDD =
Y IELD ÷ SKIP
SKIPP
√
−→SKIP THROWW !−→SKIP Y IELDD



























ω−→p (ω ∈ {!, ?})
The auxiliary operator: qq
a−→qq′
〈qq,p〉 a−→〈qq′,p〉(a ∈ Στ )
qq
ω−→q
〈qq,p〉 ω−→q ; p(ω ∈ Ω)
Parallel Composition: pp
b−→pp′
pp ‖ qq b−→pp′ ‖ qq
qq
c−→qq′





pp ‖ qqω&ω′−→ p ‖ q
(ω, ω′ ∈ Ω)
Figure 8.2: cCSP operational semantics
interruptions before or after performing its event.
The new operators introduced in EcCSP are: the Hiding operator, the Renaming op-
erator, and the fixed point form of the Recursion operator. These operators are similar
to the Hiding, the Renaming, and the Recursion operators of CSP. Additionally, EcCSP
formally introduces the Speculative choice operator. The Speculative choice operator is the
choice between two processes run in parallel without synchronisation. The choice is resolved
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(Standard Processes)
p, q ::= . . . (cCSP syntax)




| p\A (Hiding operator)
| pJRK (Renaming operator)
| µp.f(p) (Recursion)
(Compensable Processes)
pp, qq ::= . . . (cCSP syntax)




| pp\A (Hiding operator)
| ppJRK (Renaming operator)
| µpp.ff(pp) (Recursion)
| pp qq (Speculative choice operator)
Figure 8.3: EcCSP Syntax
when one of these processes commits; consequently, the other process should immediately
compensate. If both of them fail then the whole choice will fail.
8.4 Dynamic Extended cCSP (DEcCSP)
Improving the compensation recovery mechanism from backward recovery to general dy-
namic recovery allows compensations not only to be recorded in the right order dynamically,
but to be discarded or replaced dynamically too. In this section, we endow EcCSP with
primitives to facilitate general dynamic recovery. The main idea is to use a free process
variable instead of the reverse behaviour process in compensable processes. The variable
works as a place holder within the recovery sequence, where the real content can be re-
trieved later at the start of the execution. This will give the designer the ability to replace
variable values whenever needed or discard them if they are no longer needed as long as the
compensation has not been evaluated yet. Compensations can be discarded by assigning
SKIP to the process variable; SKIP process is considered as an empty compensation.
The use of process variables to update compensations is inspired by the work of Guidi
et al [79] in modelling the fault handler for SOCK [80] calculus. This idea has also been
applied to the pi-calculus in [95, 96]. Owing to the fact that these calculi are interaction-
based, whereas DEcCSP is considered as a flow-composition calculus, we develop a different
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a−→SKIP Interrupted before event a: a ?−→STOP
Interrupted after a:
a
a−→STOP (a ∈ Σ)






(a, b ∈ Σω)
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τ−→p′
p q τ−→p′  q
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τ−→q′




























































p \A b−→p′ \A
(b /∈ A) p a−→p′
p \A τ−→p′ \A (a ∈ A)
p
ω−→STOP
p \A ω−→STOP (ω ∈ Ω)
Renaming: p
a−→p′




pJRK ω−→STOP (ω ∈ Ω)
Figure 8.4: EcCSP standard processes operational semantics
method for updating and discarding compensations.
In addition to improving the recovery mechanism, we bring back the remaining opera-
tors of the standard CSP. These include: conditional (if-then-else) and iteration (while-do)
control blocks, prefix operator, and named processes. Although control blocks can be sim-
ulated in CSP using the primitive operators as Hoare shows [84], Hoare also argues in [84]
that in practice a reasonably wide range of operators is needed.
The rest of this section will be devoted to presenting DEcCSP’s syntax and operational
semantics in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 respectively.
8.4.1 DEcCSP Syntax
The syntax of DEcCSP is given in Figure 8.6. DEcCSP extends EcCSP’s syntax with op-
erators to facilitate general dynamic recovery, as explained above. These operators include:
(i) Assignment, to assign values to process variables. (ii)Variable compensation pair, where
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Adaptive rules:














(ω, ω′ ∈ Ω) pp τ−→pp′
pp qq τ−→pp′  qq
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(ω, ω′ ∈ Ω)
New rules:
Internal (Non-deterministic) Choice:






pp \A b−→pp′ \A
(b /∈ A) pp a−→pp′
pp \A τ−→pp′ \A (a ∈ A)
pp
ω−→p
pp \A ω−→p \A (ω ∈ Ω)
Renaming: pp
a−→pp′




pJRK ω−→pJRK (ω ∈ Ω)
Speculative Choice: pp
a−→pp′
pp qq a−→pp′  qq
qq
b−→qq′
pp qq b−→pp qq′



























′−→ 〈(ω&ω′),(p ‖ q)〉
(ω, ω′ ∈ {!, ?})
The auxiliary operator: p
a−→p′
〈p,q〉 a−→〈p′,q〉(a ∈ Στ )
p
ω−→STOP
〈p,q〉 ω−→q (ω ∈ Ω)
Figure 8.5: EcCSP compensable processes operational semantics
a process variable will take the place of the compensation in the usual compensation pair.
DEcCSP also includes the standard CSP operators: if-then-else, while-do, prefix, and
named processes N , where process names can be used to specify recursive processes.
The traditional input/output notations (?, !) coincide with the notations for terminal
events (?, !) introduced by Butler et al [49], however it will always be clear from the context
which one is intended.
8.4.2 Operational Semantics of DEcCSP
We present below the operational semantics of DEcCSP, based on the operational semantics
that we developed for EcCSP in Section 8.3. To keep track of the process variable values,
we introduce a store to the semantics of DEcCSP. This store is a collection of process name
locations which hold the current process names of the process variables in a model.
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(Standard Processes)
p, q ::= . . . (EcCSP syntax)
| if b then p else q (conditional control block)
| while b do p (while control block)
| N (Process name)
| a −→ p (Prefix operator)
| X := p (Variable assignment)
(Compensable Processes)
pp, qq ::= . . . (EcCSP syntax)
| if b then pp else qq (conditional control block)
| while b do pp (while control block)
| NN (Process name)
| p÷X (Variable compensation pair)
Figure 8.6: DEcCSP Syntax
More specifically, the configurations of the LTS of DEcCSP contain a global store de-
noted by ρ; we use ρ, ρ′, . . . to represent its different states. We write ρ(X) to denote the
value of the process variable X in ρ. ρ[X 7→ p] associates the process name p with the
variable X. Configurations are written (p, ρ), or (pp, ρ).
The global store keeps track of the values of process variables in the full space of con-
figurations. Therefore, the state of the global store is only changed when a new process
variable has been declared or if a process variable is assigned a new value.
Below we present the semantics of the new extensions in DEcCSP, the rest of DEcCSP
is similar to EcCSP.
General Dynamic recovery can be implemented in the calculus by using a compen-
sation pair with process variable. A compensation pair with process variable consists of a
standard process as a forward behaviour and a process variable as its compensation partner.
The variable works as a place holder within the recovery sequence, where the real content
can be retrieved later.
px will denote a compensation pair with process variable, to distinguish it from the
standard one which is denoted by pp, i.e., px = p ÷ X, where p is the standard forward
behaviour of px, and the X process variable is a place holder for the compensation behaviour
of px. X should be a fresh variable, i.e., not in the domain of the global store.
During the execution of the forward behaviour p, the value of X can be changed any-
where in the system. If p terminates normally then the variable X will be recorded, and X
still can be changed anywhere in the system as long as the compensations have not been
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evaluated yet. If p terminates abnormally then so does the compensation pair, resulting in
an empty compensation. This is formalised by the following rules.
(p, ρ)
a−→ (p′, ρ)
(p ÷ X, ρ) a−→ (p′ ÷ X, ρ)
a ∈ Σ (p, ρ)
√
−→ (STOP, ρ)





(p ÷ X, ρ) ω−→ (SKIP, ρ)
ω ∈ {!, ?}
X’s value can be replaced by assigning a new value to it; to discard the compensation assign
SKIP .
(X := p, ρ)
τ−→ (SKIP, ρ[X 7→ p])
The stored value of the process variable X will be retrieved if the associated transaction
throws an exception. If a transaction ([pp], ρ) throws an exception !, then the transaction
block will be ended, and the corresponding compensation sequence p will be evaluated.
Recall that p is the composed sequence of compensations of any successfully terminated
processes within this transaction. At this time, the values of any process variable should
be retrieved by replacing it with its value in the global store.
(X, ρ)
τ−→ (p, ρ)
if ρ(X) = p
Control Blocks if-then-else and while-do are the same as the standard control blocks,
where b in the two control blocks is a boolean expression which is evaluated according to
the standard boolean semantics.
The If-then-else conditions in standard processes is defined as follows:
(b, ρ)
τ−→ (b′, ρ)
(if b then p else q, ρ)
τ−→ (if b′ then p else q, ρ)
(if True then p else q, ρ)
τ−→ (p, ρ) (if False then p else q, ρ) τ−→ (q, ρ)
The If-then-else condition in compensable processes is defined as follows:
(b, ρ)
τ−→ (b′, ρ)
(if b then pp else qq, ρ)
τ−→ (if b′ then pp else qq, ρ)
(if True then pp else qq, ρ)
τ−→ (pp, ρ) (if False then pp else qq, ρ) τ−→ (qq, ρ)
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Iterations in standard and compensable processes are as follows:
(while b do p, ρ)
τ−→ (if b then (p;while b do p) else SKIP, ρ)
(while b do pp, ρ)
τ−→ (if b then (pp;while b do pp) else SKIP, ρ)
Named Processes for Definitions and Recursion We write (N = p) if N is the
name of the standard process p, and (NN = pp) if NN is the name of the compensable
process pp. Process names can be used in the more common style of recursion where the
process name is used in the process body.
(N, ρ)
τ−→ (p, ρ)
(if N = p)
(NN, ρ)
τ−→ (pp, ρ)
(if NN = pp)
Prefix operator Let a be an event in Σ, and let p be a standard process, then a → p
represents a standard process which is ready to engage in event a and then behave as p.
(a→ p, ρ) a−→ (p, ρ)
We remark that a −→ p has the same expressive power as a; p where a here is an atomic
process. Nevertheless, we extend EcCSP with the prefix operator for two reasons: firstly,
to provide the standard method (in CSP) for writing processes; and secondly, to facilitate
introducing compensations to soaCSP which is proposed as a future work (see Chapter 9).
8.5 Compensations in the Finance Case Study
Instead of using a simple example to illustrate the usability of DEcCSP we prefer to present,
in this section, what would be the result if we combined DEcCSP with soaCSP, by showing
how compensations can efficiently implement the cancel behaviour of the finance case
study described in Section 7.3.1 page 184. This highlights the usability of DEcCSP in a real
scenario. We assume that the compensation part of a compensable process will have the
same label as the standard part. Additionally, we assume that the unsuccessful termination
primitive processes THROW and Y IELD will not be labelled at all. This is to allow the
effects of these processes to propagate through the whole transaction even if the transaction
contains services working in different levels of sessions.
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As mentioned in Section 7.3.2 the cancel behaviour of the finance case study can be
implemented efficiently by using DEcCSP extension; for the finance case study description
refer to Section 7.3.1. Hence, the finance process with the cancel behaviour will terminate
instead of freezing the request as we did in the implementation of the cancel option in
soaCSP. Moreover, using compensations will provide efficient implementation for the client
process as the cancel option can be directly evaluated.
Considering the implementation of the finance case study which was presented in Section
7.3.2, we adjust the implementation to encode the following behaviours:
1. The cancel option is evaluated as soon as the cancel option is chosen. Following that,
the client process will throw an exception to force the whole system to terminate.
2. If the client process throws an exception then the active services in the system should
yield to this exception by interrupting their execution and terminating.
3. If the services are interrupted after the client request has been placed in the clerks’
list or the managers’ list, then this request should be deleted from these lists.
The adjusted implementation of the finance case study should be as follows:
First, we should change the processes from normal processes to compensable processes.
We can achieve that by converting events to atomic processes. Following that, we change
these normal atomic processes to compensable processes by attaching compensations to
them. For most of the events we will attach the empty compensation (SKIP ) as their
actions do not need to be rolled back. The two actions that should be rolled back are the
addition of the client request to either clerks’ or managers’ lists. If the request has been
added to these lists for evaluation then the evaluation request should be deleted if the client
request has been cancelled. Finally, in each process or service we insert a Y IELD process
to interrupt the execution of this process if there is a failure announced in the transaction.
The Y IELD process is considered as a replacement of the choice ((cancel −→ SKIP ))
in the previous implementation of this case study in Chapter 7. We insert Y IELD in the
places where this choice should be resolved, the same as in the previous version of this
implementation.
To clarify this point see the adjusted code for the Clerklists service. Recall that,
Y IELDD is the compensable version of the Y IELD primitive process, and the SKIPP
is the compensable version of the SKIP primitive process.
*ClerkList ⇒ (addtoClist?amount?SEC?R ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD;
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(Clist!<(thisuser).amount.SEC.R ÷ deleteC) ;
YIELDD; (thisuser?>risk?eval ÷ SKIPP) ;
(assessRisk!risk!eval ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP
deleteC= µdel.( Clist?>(x).amount.SEC.R →
if (x == thisuser) then SKIP else
( Clist!<(x).amount.SEC.R → del ))
The implementation of the services BankPortal, CreditRequest, ManagerList, Authen-
tication, Rating, BalanceValidation, SecAnlaysis, and MoneyTransfer can be adjusted in
the same way as the implementation of the ClerkList service. The code of the client process
can be adjusted in the same way as well; however, in addition to these adjustments the code
of the client process should be updated to respond to the cancel order from the client and
announce this as a failure in the transaction to force this transaction to terminate. The
code of the client process should be updated as follows:
clientP= BankPortal ⇐ { YIELDD; (login!ID!pass ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD;(
( (notValid.ErrorMSG ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP ) 
( (Valid ÷ SKIP) ; CreditRequest ⇐+ {
µ.CRrec ( YIELDD ; (request!amount!SEC ÷ SKIP) ; YILEDD ;
( (validBalance ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD ;
( userOffer  ( (requestDenied ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP) ) )
 ( (notvalidBalance ÷ SKIP) ; CRrec) ) } ) }
userOffer= (offer?amount ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD ; ( ( (AcceptOffer ÷ SKIP) ;
YIELDD ; (transferDate?date ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP)
u ( (RejectOffer ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP) )
client = clientP ||| (cancel → THROWW)
THROWW process is used in this code to announce the failure. Recall that THROWW
is the compensable version of the THROW primitive process.
Finally, the system process should be updated to enclose services and processes in a
transaction as following:
system = client ‖A
(
(*BankPortal ‖{| V alidID, notV alid↑ , V alid↑ |} *Authentication) |||
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(
*CreditRequest ‖B(
(*BalanceValidation ‖{|analysis,analysed|} *SecAnalysis) |||
*Rating ||| *TransferMoney ||| *ClerkList ||| *ManagerList
) ) )
Where
A={| login, Valid, notValid, request, validBalance, requestDenied,
notvalidBalance, offer, AcceptOffer, RejectOffer, transferDate |}
B={| ValidateBC, validBalance↑ , notvalidBalance↑ , getRate,returnRate,
transMoney ,addtoClist,assessRisk, addtoMlist,Mdecision |}
cFinance= ([system] ||| (Clerks ||| Managers)) ‖{| a←,a→ | a∈ Σ |} BΣ
The previous adjustments show the importance of extending SOC calculi with compen-
sations. However, to highlight the usability of our improvement to cCSP, we add to the
description of the case study the following scenario:
If the request is cancelled after it has been evaluated by a manager then the client should
pay an administrative fee because his request has almost finished and has been processed
by bank employees.
To implement this scenario we replace the compensation of request atomic process with
the variable X, and initialise it with SKIP , which means initially the client should pay
nothing if he cancels his request. However, this compensation will be changed to the atomic
process (pay.(x).admFee) which should be processed later by the Collecting Department.
The code of this scenario should be as following:
X= SKIP
clientP= BankPortal ⇐ { YIELDD; (login!ID!pass ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD;(
( (notValid.ErrorMSG ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP ) 
( (Valid ÷ SKIP) ; CreditRequest ⇐+ {
µ.CRrec ( YIELDD ; (request!amount!SEC ÷ X) ; YILEDD ;
( (validBalance ÷ SKIP) ; YIELDD ;
( userOffer  ( (requestDenied ÷ SKIP) ; SKIPP) ) )
 ( (notvalidBalance ÷ SKIP) ; CRrec) ) } ) }
Manager= Mlist?>(x).amount.SEC.R.eval ; evaluateM ; X:=pay.(x).admFee ;
x!dec ; Manager
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8.6 Conclusions and Related Work
General dynamic recovery allows compensations to be replaced or discarded in the com-
pensation sequence. This is useful in cases where compensations are not known from the
beginning or if they are subject to change while the system is running.
DEcCSP is a compensating calculus developed as an extension of EcCSP, improving the
recovery mechanism from backward recovery to general dynamic recovery, and including
all of the CSP standard operators. Due to the time constraints we could not extend the
functions of soaCSP in CSPM to work with compensable processes and we propose this
as future work. The implementation of EcCSP [145] in PAT model checker [131] could be
useful.
Compensations are important in modelling complex systems and in the literature com-
pensations have been discussed in different contexts. Considering the aim of this thesis is
to develop a SOC calculus, we focus in this section on compensations within the context of
SOC calculi.
Compensations are very popular in modelling SOC systems, due to the long running
nature of these systems. Static handlers for compensations are considered expressive for
most SOC scenarios. For instance, the cancel option of the finance case study which was im-
plemented in this thesis can be implemented without compensation primitives as explained
in Section 7.3.2. However, providing such primitives improves the code as shown in Section
8.5, which in turn simplifies the reasoning on such scenarios.
Most SOC calculi introduce static handlers for compensations like COWS calculus [100].
COWS calculus constructs and operators were inspired mainly from BPEL (for BPEL details
see Chapter 2), so the static fault and compensation handlers of BPEL scopes have been
inherited in COWS.
On the other hand, a number of SOC calculi like the Conversation Calculus [137] and
SOCK calculus [80] who have been extended in [51] and [79] respectively to support the
dynamic construction of compensation sequences. The developers of the CC calculus [137]
encoded cCSP in CC [51] mainly to introduce dynamic compensations. However, the com-
pensating version of CC is not compositional (refer to [96] for more information).
Compensation mechanisms in the compensation extension of SOCK support general
dynamic recovery [79]. However, SOCK strictly follows the internet standards’ notations
and has three designing layers: service behaviours, service engines, and service systems,
which in turn affect its simplicity [93].
Additionally, compensations have been introduced in a number of calculi which are
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proposed to model web services but do not support session-based communications. For
instance, Webpi [99] which supports parallel recovery for statically installed compensations,
and Webpi∞ [105] which was developed as an improved version of Webpi without time.
General dynamic compensations were introduced to the pi-calculus in [95, 96], however,
neither versions supports session-based communications.
Dynamic construction of compensation sequences also has been discussed in the context
of more general concurrent calculus. Among the first dynamic compensating calculi for
concurrent applications is Structured Activity Compensation (StAC) [48], but StAC needs
explicit activation to start the compensations and it introduces many primitives which
complicate the usability of the calculus. StAC compensation mechanisms were refined by
the works in [49] and [72], but neither of them supports general dynamic recovery.
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Conclusions and Future work
In this chapter we conclude the thesis and discuss its main results. In addition, we identify
the possible directions in which the thesis content could be further extended.
9.1 Conclusions and Evaluation
Software architecture and designing methods have evolved from monolithic paradigms to
the Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm, which has been applied successfully to
facilitate the integration of systems in distributed environments.
Software applications in the SOC paradigm are called service compositions, and they
are defined as an aggregate of loosely coupled autonomous heterogeneous services, which
are collectively composed to implement a particular task.
This thesis concerned formal methods support for SOC specifications. More specifically,
this thesis applies the theory of process calculi in order to formalise the process of construct-
ing and orchestrating service compositions. The benefit of the formalisation is in producing
provably correct models where significant system properties can be checked. One intended
application of this approach is the laying of a formal foundation for making SOC systems
[67] more trustworthy.
Orchestrating service compositions means to define the operational characteristics of
a model; more specifically, it is to define the work flow in such a service composition.
Orchestration could be considered similar to designing an activity digram in the UML
language. From such orchestration work flow we should be able to identify the routes of
messages, services in the composition, and the order of execution of services.
Formal methods support for SOC models by the means of process calculi has been
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intensively studied in the literature and we specially single out the SCC calculus [35] which
laid the foundation of sessions in the context of SOC calculi. As surveyed in Section 2.1
page 14, several process calculi have been proposed with the aim of improving the notion
of sessions.
The SOC calculus proposed in the thesis adapts the notion of sessions and extends it
further to address five areas of improvements as stated in the Introduction chapter. These
improvements concern the expressivity of the sessions notion, the flexibility in establishing
communications, and the computer aid for defining an environment where SOC models can
be specified and analysed.
To achieve the final outcome of the thesis, which is soaCSP SOC calculus, the suggested
extensions were translated into different issues to be addressed. We preferred to approach
the problem of the thesis gradually, so we can study and evaluate each issue separately.
Firstly in Chapter 3 we developed CSPa calculus that supports mixed synchronous
and asynchronous communications. The calculus can be described as a buffered version
of the standard CSP [124]. The novelty in CSPa is the introduction of implicit buffers,
which are used in the channel semantics of CSP to facilitate asynchronous communications
in a transparent way. We extended CSP syntax to include asynchronous communication
primitives, and support these primitives with an operational semantics which explains their
behaviour.
To evaluate the content of this chapter we first proved that our buffers do not intro-
duce new traces by proving that the buffered system could be simulated by the system.
Additionally, we wanted to study the effects of buffers on CSP. Therefore, we studied the
relationship between CSPa and CSP. We conclude that CSPa can be encoded in CSP and
that CSPa does not enhance the expressiveness of the calculus. However, we argue that our
buffered version of CSP simplifies the reasoning on asynchronous communications. Finally,
we studied the effects of these buffers on the termination of CSPa processes, and we proved
that buffers in the calculus will not introduce non-termination.
In Chapter 4, we developed MCSP calculus which extends the channel-semantics of
CSP to allow channels to carry channel names, and includes mechanisms to change the
interface set of parallel compositions as the participants communicate. We extended CSP
with mobile channels and we extended CSP operational semantics with new rules to explain
the process of updating the interface set of parallel compositions.
Knowing that the pi-calculus is the reference model in mobility, we evaluated our mobility
model by encoding the pi-calculus into MCSP. We concluded that the two theories are
operationally correspondent.
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Following that, in Chapter 5, we developed CSPs calculus, where multiparty sessions
can be created, manipulated and terminated transparently without involving the designer.
Our calculus comes as a session-based extension of of the standard CSP [124]. CSPs permits
multiparty sessions without further grouping notions such as sites or endpoints like in
[87, 137]. Sessions are started by invocations, where new invocations could either start
a new sub-session or add the invoked service to the current session to establish multiparty
session. Communications in CSPs can be interleaved, synchronous, multicast, or broadcast.
We formally introduced this extension by extending the syntax and the operational
semantics of CSP. We evaluated our labelled version of CSP by proving that the labels in
the calculus will not introduce non-termination, i.e. labels will not prohibit CSPs services
from terminating. In addition, we studied the effect of labels on the behaviour of the system.
We conclude that labels will not change the behaviour of the system by proving that the
behaviour of a labelled service is equivalent to the behaviour of the same service if it is
evaluated without labels, then labels are introduced to the behavioural trace afterwards.
In Chapter 6, we developed the final theoretical product of this thesis, soaCSP calculus,
which is a compound calculus incorporating the features of CSPa,MCSP, and CSPs calculi.
In soaCSP, communications in a multiparty session can be carried out asynchronously or
synchronously. In addition, channel names can be sent between services and processes. If a
mobile communication is initiated in a session then it carries the state of the session along
with the channel name. We extended the syntax of CSP with asynchronous mobile commu-
nications, sessioned mobile communications and asynchronous sessioned communications,
and we updated the operational semantics of CSP accordingly.
The features of CSPa, MCSP, and CSPs have been evaluated separately. Therefore,
in this chapter we wanted to test whether our compound calculus, soaCSP, is expressive
enough for BPEL [14] by encoding the syntax of BPEL into the syntax of soaCSP. We
conclude that, if we exclude timed constructs from BPEL, as soaCSP does not admit timed
events, then soaCSP is expressive enough for BPEL.
Furthermore, in Chapter 7 we implemented soaCSP in CSPM , the machine readable
version of CSP, which is used as the input language for a range of tools. To the best of our
knowledge, in the context of SOC calculi, the implementation of soaCSP in FDR is the first
to provide a computer-based environment to reason on mobile processes and multiparty
sessions.
In addition, we demonstrated an implementation of the finance case study [65, 66, 132]
from the Sensoria project [8] in our calculus. We remark that the produced code is concise
compared to the description of the finance case study in BPEL [66] or in COWS [132].
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This is due to the fact that, soaCSP provides an expressive communication model, which
resulted in fewer services and communications for circulating data.
We also remark that soaCSP can model processes as well as services. This was helpful
when modelling objects in the case study which were not necessarily a service such as bank
employees. Therefore, in soaCSP we model bank employees as ordinary processes and we
permit these processes to communicate with the running session when needed. This feature
produces an interesting result from the soaCSP models, this being able to model and reason
on the communications between legacy systems and SOC systems without transform the
legacy system into services.
Furthermore in the chapter, we ran the implementation in Probe (the trace animator
of CSP) mainly to show that the produced traces show the desired output. Following that,
we ran the implementation in FDR to demonstrate the reasoning mechanisms of soaCSP
(inherited from CSP), and most importantly, to prove that our implementation will not
deadlock or diverge.
Finally, in Chapter 8 we proposed an improvement to the current version of compen-
sating CSP in order to facilitate general dynamic recovery, and we proposed incorporating
this in soaCSP in future work, as this will support the calculus with an expressive exception
system as demonstrated in Section 8.5.
By far, we have demonstrated the expressivity of the soaCSP model, and emphasised the
design capabilities of the calculus. We also have shown that the implementation of soaCSP
in CSPM provides a computer-based environment in which to model SOC systems and
reason on these systems to check a range of desirable properties including deadlock-freedom
and divergence-freedom. In the related work sections of each chapter we highlighted the
novelty of our solution compared to other formal models.
We conclude with a discussion of the feasibility of soaCSP to take the place of BPEL in
the industry. The thesis shows that the design capabilities of our calculus nominate soaCSP
to strongly compete with BPEL as a modelling language for SOC systems. Especially
because soaCSP provides a computer-based environment for reasoning on SOC models, a
feature not supported in BPEL.
However, apart from having support from major companies in the industry like IBM,
Microsoft, and Oracle, the power of BPEL is in the realization step. The BPEL modelling
language is an XML-based language, which means that it is a human readable and machine
readable language. Therefore, it can be used to write computer readable specifications,
which can be put up for running in a very short time. This is achievable by defining a
number of implementation attributes which identify such items as the URL of services.
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Then, input these specifications to one of the BPEL engines which will turn them to an
executable code on the internet. In addition, BPEL is supported with graphical modelling
languages which enhance the usability of the calculus.
Therefore, to enhance the chances of soaCSP to compete in the market with BPEL, in
the next section we propose to support soaCSP with a graphical modelling language, and
to encode a model transformation from BPEL to soaCSP and vice versa to facilitate the
realization of service composition.
9.2 Future Work
The content of this thesis leaves many avenues which could be proposed for future work.
We classify these avenues into three categories: work in progress, future extensions, and
desirable enhancements. We list the work in these categories on order of importance.
Work in progress This category contains the following ongoing works.
• soaCSP denotational semantics: In Chapter 7 we provided an implementation of
soaCSP in FDR. This implementation could be used to reason on the correctness of
soaCSP scripts using the denotational models of the standard CSP. The denotational
models of CSP provide simple proof techniques to assert the conformance between
specification and implementation, deadlock-freedom, and divergence-freedom, in ad-
dition to determinism and bisimulations.
Defining a denotational semantics for soaCSP will permit designers to reason theo-
retically on these important properties. Additionally, having another semantics will
prove the correctness of our operational semantics, if we could prove the correspon-
dence between the two models. Therefore, in [21] we developed a trace semantics for
CSPs and we proved the correspondence between the two semantics. This provides a
theoretical model to reason on good/bad traces as in the original CSP [84].
We aim to develop a trace semantics for the remaining of soaCSP calculus, and to de-
velop the other behavioural models of CSP: stable failure model and divergence failure
model for soaCSP. These models will enrich the reasoning power of the calculus by
enabling designers to verify additional behavioural properties like deadlock-freedom
and divergence-freedom.
• Compensations: In Chapter 8 we extended cCSP with primitives to model general
dynamic recovery, and we demonstrated theoretically the result of incorporating the
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failure termination algorithm of DEcCSP in soaCSP. This extension will support
soaCSP with an expressive exception system. A preliminary model is available1.
• soaCSP implementation: In Chapter 7 we implemented soaCSP into CSPM , the
input language of FDR. However, as clarified in Section 7.3.3 this implementation
does not include the feature of carrying session labels with channel names, when
communicating mobile channels, as we suggested in the theoretical model of soaCSP;
we are working to implement this feature. In addition, we are working to force sessions
to close in order instead of the parallel closures in the current implementation.
FDR is not an open source model checker, and its input language is a machine read-
able version of CSP. Therefore, our implementation could be considered as informal
encoding of our calculus into CSP. However, this compromises the usability of our
calculus by replacing operators with a sequence of function calls. Alternatively, im-
plementing soaCSP in another model checker which supports CSP models and in the
same time provides the source code or coding in the source language will be investi-
gated; PAT model checker [131] was suggested by Zhenbang Chen, the author of the
Extended cCSP model checker [145].
Future extensions In this category we highlight the extensions below, which we con-
sider important for enhancing the usability and the functionality of the calculus:
• BPEL model transformation: In Chapter 6 we discussed the relationship between
soaCSP and BPEL. A detailed encoding supported by a model transformation from
BPEL into soaCSP will be an interesting extension. Although this model will not
allow the users to access the new features in soaCSP, it will encourage BPEL users
to use soaCSP as a validation platform for their specifications.
• Model transformation to UML4SOA: Supporting the calculus with a graphical
modelling language like UML4SOA [11] or new defined notations, in order to provide
a graphical environment for specifying SOC models in soaCSP calculus, is a desirable
extension. Model transformation from UML4SOA language to our calculus and via
versa should be implemented in parallel; previous work conducted by Yeung in [143]
which transforms UML diagrams to CSP scripts could be useful.
• Correct models by construction: Models in soaCSP are provably correct, i.e. the




tically correct. An alternative approach is to use types to govern the construction of
models to ensure that models are correct by construction. For instance, type systems
are suggested in [87] and also in subsequent works by the authors to design correct
SOC models by construction. Type systems provide theoretical models to discuss fea-
tures like protocol fidelity and static analysis of models. Moreover, theorem provers
supporting types like Coq [31], could be used to provide a computer-based environ-
ment for constructing correct models. For instance, the Coq theorem prover was used
in [118] to construct correct model transformations. As a start, we implemented CSP
operational semantics in Coq2, which shows the feasibility of this future work.
Implementing soaCSP in Coq will help in extracting code from soaCSP models. This
because, Coq provides the feature of extracting codes to Haskell or to Ocaml func-
tional languages.
Desirable enhancements In this category we propose the extensions below, which we
found interesting and could be considered as future work.
• Choreographies: In this thesis we extended CSP with orchestration primitives. As
a further extension, soaCSP could be extended to define a global scenario, as in WS-
CDL [13], then for implementation purposes this scenario could be projected into
soaCSP services as in [87]. Especially because soaCSP can define ordinary processes.
As a result, the equational reasoning and refinement theory of CSP could be used to
reason on choreography scenarios.
• Service discovery and services contracts: This thesis concerns the orchestration
of services assuming that services are selected. However, studying the process of
publishing services’ descriptions (contracts), then discovering services according to
these contracts, as proposed in [55, 41], is an interesting extension.
• Java interpreter for soaCSP: JCSP [138] is a java interpreter for CSP models.
Extending JCSP to include the new primitives of soaCSP is an interesting extension.
Especially because in the industry, JAVA is the underlying programming language
for most services.
• Enhance the operational semantics of soaCSP: In this thesis we pointed out two




the operational semantics to show the order and effects of multi-components events.
The second feature is extending the operational semantics to allow all combinations
of mobile channels to synchronise.
• Extending soaCSP with time: The encoding from BPEL into soaCPS in Section
6.3 shows that although soaCSP has more expressive features in terms of creating
sessions and establishing communications, soaCSP is not enough for BPEL because
soaCSP does not support time. Therefore, a timed version of soaCSP would be useful.
The Timed CSP [104] could be used as a guidance for introducing time into soaCSP.
• Extending soaCSP with QoS attributes: Verifying non-functional requirements
is critical in applications where post-testing is hard like SOC models. For this reason
some SOC calculi have been extended with stochastics and probabilities to enable
non-functional requirements to be quantified in order to reason on them. For in-
stance, COWS web calculus is further extended into stochastic COWS (sCOWS)
[119] in which actions are associated with variables express their weights for quanti-
tative analysis. In addition, CaSPiS [36] is further extended into stochastic CaSPiS
(MarCaSPiS) [62], which extended CaSPiS with Markovian rules [32] to facilitate
quantitative analysis for QoS requirements in services.
Improving the functionality of soaCSP by introducing primitives to quantify Quality
of Service attributes in order to formally specify and reason on the performance
characteristic of the calculus would be a useful extension.
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